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In 1989, INTELSAT purchased the partially completed GE SArCOM K4
satellite from General Electric Technical Services Corporation (GETSCO)
with the intention of modifying its payload to carry primarily leased video and
business services traffic over the Atlantic Ocean Region. As part of these
modifications, the antenna subsystem was changed to provide high-power
coverage over Europe and North America using a dual-beam deployable
antenna, and split-beam downlink-only coverage to South America using a
fixed antenna. A new transponder subsystem was implemented consisting of
16 channels with power amplifiers configured in two sets of 11-for-8 redundancy, providing up to 47-dBW edge-of-coverage specified effective isotropically radiated power (EIRP). The high-power payload is accommodated on a
Series 5000 bus, which underwent little change from K4 except for the incorporation of improved electrostatic discharge protection and momentum wheel
lubrication.
From the signing of the construction contract through delivery of the spacecraft, the TNTELSAT-K procurement cycle took 28 months. The satellite was
launched on June 9, 1992, from Cape Canaveral. Florida, by an Atlas 11-A
launch vehicle, to begin service at 338.5°E longitude in mid-September 1992.
An orbital maneuver life in excess of 9 years was projected after launch. The
spacecraft design life is 10 years. INTELSAT-K is currently operating at the
338.5°E orbital slot, collocated with an INTELSAT V spacecraft.
During construction of INTELSAT-K. the INTELSAT Program Office (ISPO)
was established at the GE Astro plant in East Windsor, New Jersey, to monitor
the construction and testing of the spacecraft. The office was also instrumental
in the successful completion of launch site tests and in launch mission control,
which was conducted from the Astro Spacecraft Operations Center. The ISPO
initiated and maintained technical contact with the owners of the already
operational sister spacecraft to INTFI.SAT-KASTRA- I B, and ANIK El and
E2-to learn more about Series 5000 spacecraft performance during the launch
mission and in-orbit operations. Valuable lessons learned through this interface were applied to improve spacecraft integration, test, and operational
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procedures, and even to correct some manufacturing concerns that improved
[NTELSAT-K mission reliability.
Although several challenges were encountered during construction of
INTELSAT-K, they were successfully met by the dedicated staffs at GE-Astro
and INTELSAT. Today, INTELSAT-K is operating successfully over the Atlantic
as the first all-Ku-band spacecraft in INTELSAT's space segment, providing
video and other network services to a large number of international customers.
As one customer representative explained recently, "IN FELSAT-K is a reliable
and unique satellite which is capable of providing total connectivity on one
hop between three continents." Another customer praised INTELSAT-K's efficient operability by saying "In addition to its wider coverage, INTELSAT-K is a
newsgatherer's dream for flexibility and switchability, providing quick access
to virtually all points within its coverage at a reasonable cost."
The first five papers in this issue of COMSAT Technical Review discuss
INTELSAT-K. COMSAT and INTELSAT authors summarize highlights of the
spacecraft's manufacture, as well as the launch and postlaunch operational
experiences gained with this uniquely successful satellite.

INTELSAT- K spacecraft bus
performance characteristics
K. RAGHUNATHAN, T. RUSH, AND A. OZKUL
(Manuacnp1 received January 19. 1995)

Abstract
The INTELSAT-K spacecraft is a GE/Martin Marietta Series 5000 three-axisstabilized platform equipped with four 22-cell, 50-Ah batteries and capable of providing 3.5 kW of solar array power after 10 years in orbit. The main spacecraft body
contains the central cylinder, propulsion tanks, and thrusters. The thrusters include
twin 490-N. dual-mode, liquid apogee engines and four improved clectrothermal hydrazine thrusters for inclination control. The spacecraft mass at liftoff was 2.925 kg.
with a dry weight of 1,250 kg. The general design characteristics of INTELSAT-K are
described, with emphasis on spacecraft bus capabilities as they relate to the on-orbit
operations of the satellite.

Introduction
INTELSA'1'-K is a three-axis-stabilized spacecraft based on the General Electric (GE)/Martin Marietta Series 5000 platform employing both fixed and
deployable communications antennas. The spacecraft is modular in design,
with most of the payload components being located on the north and south
panels, which provide large radiating surfaces to facilitate on-orbit thermal
control. Command security is provided by the KI-23 command encryption
algorithm. The deployable solar arrays are designed to provide more than
3.5 kW at the end of life, with four independently charged 50-Ah nickelhydrogen (Ni-H2) batteries for full-eclipse operation.
Onboard attitude control employs GE/RCA-designed three-axis attitude
control techniques. A dual-mode propulsion subsystem uses two bipropellant
liquid apogee engines (LAES) for orbit-raising operations, and monopropellant
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thrusters for attitude and orbit control. Following transfer orbit operationsincluding apogee and other maneuvers-INTELSAT-K had sufficient propellant
remaining to meet its design life for an Atlas II-A launch. The mass and
electrical power budgets for IN'TELSA I-K are given in Table I,
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TABLE I. INTELSAT-K MASS AND POWER Bt1DOETs
(a) Mass Budget
5UBSYSI EM

Pdwary Structure

VALUE( kg)

205.3

Antenna

Secondary Structue

19.5

INTELSAT-K has two communications antenna systems that provide the
coverage shown in Figure I. The cast/west antenna is a 2.15-in deployable

Mechanical Assemhbes

27,5

dual-grid reflector with four feed horn arrays. It provides both Europe and
North America coverage, as well as telemetry and command functions during
on-station operations. The orthogonal polarization grid networks are carried
on two separate reflectors which overlap with sufficient offset to separate their
respective focal points. This dual-grid/dual-reflector arrangement minimizes
the overall volume of the spacecraft while providing for optimal frequency
reuse. Each feed array is connected to a low-loss, lightweight, monolithic
beam-fonning/combining network housed in a tower structure on the earthfacing panel. The east/west antenna provides 47-dBW edge-of-coverage effective isotropically radiated power (EIRP) for the North America and Europe
beams, with a minimum flux to saturate of -93 dBW/m2 and a gain-to-noise
temperature ratio, G17' of 3.0 dB/K.

The transmit-only South America antenna is rigidly mounted on the earthfacing panel. It consists of a 91 X 78-cm elliptical reflector fed by two pairs of
feed horns housed in a separately mounted lightweight graphite tower assembly. This antenna provides 45-dBW edge-of-coverage FIRE. When combined
variable power divider operation is selected to broadcast to North and South
America simultaneously, both beams have an edge-of-coverage EIRP
of 42.7 dBW. An omnidirectional antenna provides telemetry and command
capability during transfer orbit operations and emergency in-orbit operations.

Attitude Control

69.8

Telemetry, Command, and Ranging ('I'C&R)

42,9

Propulsion

138.6

Power Svslem

305.9

Thermal

65.2

Harness

75.9

Communications

Antennas

216.8
48.4

Solar Array Wrap Cables
SUBSYSTEM T( I I AI

Balance weights
Presauranl
SI'ACDIIRAFT DRY NVFIGH-l

2,0
1,218.8
'64
4.8
1.250.0

Oxidizer 1N204)

668.0

Hydraxinc (N 2H4)

007 0

SPACECRAFI' LIFTOFF Vo1GHI

2,925.0

(h) I?Iectrical Power Budget: Autumn Equinox , Year 10
SUBSYSTEM
Paylotal

VALUE I WI

2,749.0

Mechanical subsystem

TC&R

54.6

The stowed and deployed configurations of INTELSAT-K are shown in
Figures 2 and 3. respectively. The omni antenna, east/west (F./w) antenna, and
solar arrays are stowed in their launch configuration. The omni antenna is
attached to the earth-facing overhang of the south panels and uses a two-stage
deployment system with transfer orbit and on-station deployed configurations.
The east/west reflector stows above the earth panel and is supported at six
points. The solar arrays are stowed to the north and south panels and are
restrained by two wrap cables and supported by four shear ties.

Allilude Cuntml

58.5

All deployments are initiated with pyrotechnic cable-cutting mechanisms.
Three classes of mechanisms are used on INTELSAT-K. Single-operation

Propulsion

Thermal
Flecuieal Power
Has Heater
Baucry Charge Power

13
237.4
45.1
443
355.0

TurAL

3.545.2

+ 3'4 Margin

3,651.5

Solar Array Power Available

3,7863

Margin

1348
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(a) Overview

(c) North America

(b) Europe

(d) South America

Figure I. /NTELSAT- K Antenna Coverage

Figure I. INTELSAT-KAntenna Coverage (Cont'd)
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LAE (2)
OXIDIZER TANK
ADAPTER RING
BASE PANEL

Figure 2. IN'/'ELSAT-K Stowed Confi guration
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devices are used for deployments and momentum wheel assembly (AtwA)
release. Deployment actuators are all spring-driven, viscous-damped mechanisms. The momentum wheel pivot is a stepper-motor-driven, occasionaluse linear actuator. The solar array drive and the momentum wheel are
continuous-operation, motor-driven mechanisms.
Structure subsystem

The INTt/LSAT-K structure is built up from a core assembly consisting of a
magnesium and aluminum central cylinder with aluminum honeycomb bulkheads and base panel. The core assembly is surrounded on the remaining five
sides with additional bonded aluminum panels attached to the radial bulkheads and/or the central cylinder rings. The propulsion tanks and plumbing, as
well as several bus components, are located on the core assembly. The spacecraft north and south sides consist of two removable equipment panels, one
bus panel, and one transponder panel on each side. The east and west sides
contain a combination of fixed panels and removable access panels, with the
deployable east/west reflector extension arms hinged at the fixed west panel.
The earth panel supports the South America antenna systems and a variety of
payload and bus equipment.
Thermal subsystem

The INTFI.SAT-K thermal control subsystem was designed and tested to
maintain temperatures within required limits during all phases of the mission.
Temperature control is achieved with passive features, active and groundcommandable heaters, and heat pipes. Figure 4 shows an overview of the
thermal control subsystem. This relatively simple design provides both high
reliability and sufficient flexibility to accommodate the many payload operating modes of the INTELSAT-K spacecraft.
The north and south panel exterior surfaces are covered with optical solar
reflectors (osRS) to radiate excess heat. Payload equipment with high dissipation is located on the north and south transponder panels, which are also
equipped with heat pipes. The rear surfaces of the deployed solar arrays have
a high-cmittance coating for thermal control. Spacecraft areas requiring minimum coupling to the external environment are covered with multilayer insulation (MIT) blankets. To minimize the potential for electrostatic discharge, the
outermost layer of the blankets is coated with a transparent indium-tin-oxide
(ITO) conductive coating.
Active thermal control is achieved by using film strip heaters, dual thermal
controllers, and temperature sensors. The thermal controllers provide ground-
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overrideahle proportional heater control based on temperature sensors. All
heaters are sized to maintain acceptable thermal conditions in an environment
10° below the minimum predicted spacecraft environment. Heaters for components associated with ground-commanded events are themselves controlled
by ground command.
Integral heat pipes are bonded within the north and south transponder
panels. These axial-groove ammonia pipes can achieve thermal efficiencies
greater than 90 percent. Temperatures were measured during panel-level testing to verify individual heat pipe operation and the thermal quality of the heatpipe-to-honeycomb bond. The system can tolerate the failure of any single
heat pipe and still maintain acceptable temperatures for all units.
Power N.ibsystenti

The INTELSAT-K electrical power subsystem (FPS) uses solar arrays and
batteries in a direct energy transfer configuration to provide full power to the
spacecraft at all times. The EPS is designed to support the spacecraft with all
16 transponders operating after 10 years of life, and has a limited capability to
detect and correct failures. A single-bus configuration is used, with a bus
voltage range of 23.5 to 35.5 V. The key features of the subsystem are listed in
Table 2. Figure 5 is a block diagram of the FPS.
The solar arrays consist of 38,976 N-on-P solar cells, each 2 3 4 ctn. The
arrays are designed to provide more than 3.5 kW at the end of 10 years. The
solar cells are shallow-junction devices with hlueshifted response characteris-

TABLE 2. INTELSAT-K ELECTRICAL. POWER SUBSYSTEM KEY FEATURES
FEATURE DESCRIPTION

System Type Direct energy transfer
Solar Array 2 3 4 panel
Cells N-on-P
Area 34 69 m2
BOL5 Power 4,844 W
EOL5 Power 3.639 W
Shunt System Partial linear (trans Icr orbit)
Partial linear/switched sequential ( on-station
Array Drive DC stepper motor
Battery 4Ni-I12 batteries

Cells 22 50-Ah cells perbaaery
Depth of Discharge 70%
Charge Rates
C/10. Cod). C/66, C/96
* ROL: beginning of life; FOL: end of life.

I

MOTOR
DRIVE

ARRAY
DRIVE
ELECTRONICS

_T_ T
SLIP
RING

( SEQUENTIAL
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SHUNT
CONTROL
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CHARGE
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PAYLOAD

a
IMPEHT LOADS

ASSEMBLY

SOL R
ARR V

PARTIAL
SHUNT
CONTROL

Q
BATTERIES

PRVOTECHNIC

Figure 5. Power Sulzsystem Block Diagram

tics, connected into 448 parallel strings of 87 series cells. The interconnections are made with a 2-mil-thick expanded silver mesh. The cells are mounted
on eight 2.6-cln-thick aluminum honeycomb panels with Kevlar graphite face
skins. Each solar cell is protected by an 8-mil-thick fused silica coverglass,
sized larger than the cell to ensure radiation protection. The coverglass utilizes
a multilayer antireflective coating (MgF,) on the sun-facing side, and an
ultraviolet-rejection file on the cell-facing side.
During transfer orbit, the panels are folded and stowed by restraint cables
against the north- and south-facing sides of the spacecraft. The outermost
panels are illuminated as the spacecraft spins, to provide housekeeping
power during transfer orbit. Once geosynchronous orbit is attained, the solar
arrays are deployed and rotated to face the sun, and full power is available.
The arrays are rotated by a single-axis, clock-rate-controlled DC stepper
motor. Each array is driven by independent motors with redundant drives
and electronics.
INTELSAT-K uses a combination of partial linear shunts and sequential
switched shunts to control power output from the arrays. During transfer orbit,
the two strings on each of the outer panels are controlled with switched
shunts. After the solar panels are deployed, the sequential shunts on the
innermost string on each of the two outer panels are reconfigured into switchedshunt configurations to minimize thermal dissipation inside the spacecraft
body due to excess solar array power.
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Four Ni-H, batteries, each containing twenty-two 50-Ah cells, are provided-for a nameplate capacity of 200 Ah. The batteries can be charged
independently at one of four charge rates:* C/10, C/20, C/60, or C/90. The
charge rates are regulated to accommodate array degradation. The C110 and
C/20 rates also have optional voltage-temperature limiting. Each battery cell
has its own resistor for reconditioning, and a C/20 rate is available to pull up
the battery voltage after reconditioning. The batteries provide payload and
housekeeping power to the bus during eclipse and when higher-than-usual
daytime loads are present. In addition, the augmentation heater of each improved
electrothermal hydrazine thruster (IMPEHT) is powered directly from a single
battery. The battery power to an IMPEHT can be assisted by the solar arrays by
using the commandable C/20 charge rate during inclination maneuvers when
the thrusters operate continuously.
Propulsion subsystem

The INTELSAT-K dual-mode propulsion subsystem incorporates highly efficient bipropellant LAES to raise the transfer orbit apogee for orbit circularization, and simple monopropellant reaction control thrusters for stationkeeping
and on-orbit attitude control. All components are supplied from common fuel
tankage which can be isolated into redundant half-systems. Figure 6 is a block
diagram of the INTELSAT-K propulsion subsystem.
The LAES, which burn hydrazine (N2H4) and oxidizer (N204), operate in a
pressure-regulated mode and are used only during multiple apogee injection
maneuvers. At the end of transfer orbit operations, the LAES, oxidizer tank,
and pressurant tank are isolated, reverting to a monopropellant blowdown
reaction control subsystem (RCS) during geosynchronous operation.
The INTELSAT-K LAE, built by TRW, is a high-performance engine that
bums an industry-unique combination of N2H4 and N204. The TRW LAE has
demonstrated a nominal specific impulse of over 3,040 N/kg-s (314 lbt/Ibms),
with greater than 490-N thrust. The tightly regulated feed system maintains
the mixture ratio to 1.05 ± 1 percent. The LAE chamber temperature typically
runs less than 2,350°C, which is conducive to long engine coating life.
The RCS is fully redundant, with 16 catalytic reaction engine assemblies
(REAS). These assemblies, manufactured by Rocket Research Corporation,
range in size from 1 to 22 N and provide attitude and orbit control. The
thruster utilization matrix is given in Table 3. Four tMPEHTS are used for
north-south stationkeeping; the remainder are used for east/west stationkeeping and altitude-keeping during all maneuvers. Each REA and IMPEHT has

* The current rate (in A) that will return the given percent (10. 20, 60, or 90 percent in
this case ) of the battery capacity (in Ali) in 1 hr.
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TABLE 3. THRUSTER UTILIZATION MATRIX
THRUSTER MODE

Spin Precession Maneuvers
Coarse Primary
Coarse Odd Half System
Coarse Even Hall-System
Fine Pd nary
Fine Odd Half -System
Fine Even Half-System
Spin Rate Control
During LAE Burns
Primary

Odd Half-System
Even Hall-System
Fine Spin Rate Adjustment
Primary

Odd Half -System
Even Half -System
LAE Burns
Thruster- Assisted Pitch Capture
Primary
Odd Half-System
Even Half Sv,lcal

IHRESTER.S

18 and 20. 17 and 19
17 and 19
I8 and 2(1
8 and 11. 6 and 9
II and9
8 and 6

17,18.19.20
17, 19
18,20

Attitude control subsystem

5 and 12 or 7 and 10

The INTELSAT-K attitude control subsystem (ACS) maintains spacecraft pointing and control throughout all mission phases. It has the following key features:

5 or7
l2 or 10

15 and/or 6
13 and 14
9 and 11
6 and 8
5. 7
10. 12

North - South Slationkeeping
Primary
Odd Half-System

1,2,3.4
1,3.5,7

Even I lalf-System

2. 4, 1(1, 12

Alternate Primary Made

1.2,3.4
(5 and 7 or 10 and 12)

East-West Stationkeeping
Correct Eastward Drift

Correa Westward Drili
Primary

Odd Halt -System
Even Ilalf-System

Timed Pulse Mode
Automatic Pitch Error/ Momentum Adjust
Combined
Odd Half System
Even Halt System
.Auxiliary

Pitch Impulse Balancing
Odd Half System
Even Hall System

• Spin-stabilized in transfer orbit.
• Active spin control during LAE burns.
• Three-axis-stabilized on station using a momentum bias system.
• 11.0-kg-m/s momentum provided by 6,000-rpm MWA.

Backup Roll Control
Odd Hart System
Even Halt-System

Primary
Odd Half-System
Even Half-System

redundant catalyst bed heaters, and all engines have temperature telemetry for
ground verification of thruster operation. In the highly unlikely event of
external thruster leakage, thruster bank isolation can be commanded through
latch valve operation.
The IMPEHTS used for north-south stationkeeping are derived from the early
Rocket Research electrothermal-hydrazine thrusters, with augmentation heater
power increased significantly. An IMPEHT operated with the augmentation
heater delivers a specific impulse of 2,925 N/kg-s (301 lbt/lb,ns). The beginning of life (BOL) thrust of the IMPEHT is 0.5 N, decreasing as the system
pressure blows down to 0.35 N at the end of life (EOI.).

9, 11, I. 2. 3-4
9, 11. 1,3
10, 12, 2, 4. (6 or 14). 8

• Roll/yaw control provided by magnetic torquers in normal mode.
• MWA pivot augments roll control, allowing for easy inclined orbit
operation.

• Several thruster modes available for on-orbit stationkeeping.
• Selectable attitude thresholds available for terminating thruster
operation.
• Time-varying pitch and roll offsets available for diurnal pointing
corrections.

6.8,1,2.3.4
5, 7, 1.3. 9, (11 or 13)
6,8.2.4

• Loss of earth lock automatically switches telemetry beacons to high

1-20 (selectable)

• Capability to monitor and switch sensors. actuators, and control

power.

electronics.

6, S. 9, II
9,11
6.8
13,14
II or 13
6ar14

Table 4 lists the components of the ACS.
The ACS operating modes can he separated into preoperational modes used
in transfer orbit through earth acquisition, and operational modes active during drift orbit and geosynchronous orbit. In the preoperational mode in transfer orbit, the spacecraft is spin-stabilized at 10 rpm about its X-axis, and data

16
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TABLE 4. ACS COMPONENTS
COMPONENT

QTY

redundant attitude system processor (ASP) and ESA. The following modes have
been implemented in the ASP to accomplish the ACS functions-

CHARACTERISTICS

Sun Sensor Assembly

I

Internally redundant with a measurement
accuracy of 0.1 °.

Horizon Sensor Assernhly

I

Internally redundant operating at spacecraft rates
of 4.5 to 16 rpm and 45 to 66 rpm.

Spin Measuring Assembly

2

Accelerometer unit with digitizing electronics.

Earth Sensor Assembly

2

Lockheed scanning infrared sensor with 8-Hz
scan rate and 4-Hz output rate . Measurement
range 36.600 in pitch and 52.24° in roll.

Rate Measuring Assembly

3

Northrop rate integrating gyro with integrated
drift of <0.015° over 15 minutes.

Momentum Wheel Assembly

2

1 I.0 kg-nt/s at 6,000 rpm with 0.014 kg-m
motor.

MWA Pivot Assembly

2

Pivots wheel through ±2.8° using a stepper
motor.

Roll and Yaw Control Torquers

I

Internally redundant magnetic torquer of 300
and 600 atm2, respectively.

Attitude System Processor

2

RCA 1802 microprocessor-based attitude control
electronics.

from the horizon and sun sensors are telemetered for ground determination of
the spin axis attitude. The spin axis attitude and spin rate are controlled with
thrusters. During apogee motor firing using LAES, the spin rate is held constant
through closed-loop thruster operation. Spin-up and spin-down can be performed to attain desired momentum levels. At the end of transfer orbit operations, the spacecraft spin axis is reoriented to orbit normal by a dual spin
turn (DST) operation in preparation for performing earth acquisition using
thrusters.
During on-station operation in normal mission mode, the satellite is in an
earth-oriented attitude with the momentum wheel axis nominally oriented
along orbit normal. The satellite is three-axis-stabilized, with an earth sensor
providing attitude reference, the momentum wheel providing the required
gyroscopic stiffness and momentum exchange for pitch control, and autonomous magnetic torquing providing roll and yaw control. Thrusters can provide
backup three-axis control, but nominally are used only during stationkeeping
maneuvers.
Three-axis attitude is sensed during stationkeeping maneuvers by using the
rate maneuvering assemblies for roll and yaw sensing, in addition to the earth
sensor assembly (ESA). The ACS also provides the capability to monitor the

• North/south stationkeeping (primary, alternate, odd, and even halfsystems). Roll and yaw attitude control during primary stationkeeping is obtained by off-pulsing the four IMPEHTS used for velocity
incrementing.
• East/west stationkeeping (primary, odd, and even half-systems) is
used to generate east or west velocity increments.
• Automatic pitch error momentum adjust control is used to control
pitch attitude and momentum during stationkeeping.
• Magnetic control and active nutation damping (MAND) uses a "bangbang" control law with hysteresis to control roll and yaw attitude and
to damp residual nutation.
• Backup roll control and pitch impulse balancing are employed for roll
and yaw attitude control using the thrusters, and to act as a backup to
MAND.

• Pivot-enhanced roll control augments the magnetic roll control
provided by MAND by pivoting the momentum wheel in response to
sensed roll errors that exceed a ground-selectable threshold.
• Pivot-actuated nutation damping provides active nutation damping
through the momentum wheel pivot, using the gyro as a sensor. This
mode is nominally used following the DST maneuver prior to earth
acquisition.
• Thruster-assisted pitch capture is performed to acquire the earth in
pitch following the DST.
Offset pointing is provided to accommodate possible station changes and/
or inclined-orbit operation, and to correct detectable on-orbit biases. Pitch
offsets of up to ±6.00° can be implemented by commanding a bias to the earth
sensor pitch channel. Roll offsets of up to ±2.20° are provided by pivoting the
momentum wheel and biasing the roll channel of the earth sensor. Timevarying roll and pitch offsets can also be commanded in the ASP to compensate for diurnal variations.
']telemetry, command , and ranging subsystem

Figure 7 is a block diagram of the INTELSAT-K telemetry, command, and
ranging (TC&R) subsystem. Key subsystem features are listed in Table 5. The
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TABLE 5. TC& R SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONAL , FEATURES
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Command Frequencies

K-band

Command Formal

FM

Telemetry Frequency

114 GHz for beacon transmitter I
11.7 CIIL for beacon Irensmltter2

Telemetry Format

I-kb/s pulse code modulation (PCM)

Frame

256 words, 8 hits/word

Subcomnnlation

25 levels

Range Tones

35 Hz through 28 kHz

Command Threshold

-80 dBW/1112 omni, -87 dB Who2 main antenna

Beacon EIRP

I-dBW omni. <13.5-dBW main antenna

Sirnultancans Ranging

Yes

satellite receives the frequency-modulated command carrier through either a
deployable omni antenna during transfer orbit and contingencies, or through
the narrow bcamwidth east/west antenna from either Europe or North America
at all times.
The uplinked commands are received by the three redundant command
receivers, and the demodulated command frequency tones are sent to both
command logic demodulators (Cl.os). Beyond the CLDs, the two sides of the
command system are completely independent. The CLO sends all command
data to the redundant telemetry module (RTM) to he downlinked for command
verification. When the next command is received, the CLD sends the 8-bit
command upcode to the central logic processor (CLP) for decoding. The CLP
decodes the command message and transmits an execute pulse. At the same
time, the CLD sends the extended command (if present) to the bus control
device (BCD), the command extender unit (CEU), or the north or south transponder command electronics (xCE).
The capability for secure commanding is available. Encryption is performed
using the KI-23 algorithm, and decryption is performed by the command
decryption device before the command is processed by the CLD.
The command system has no provisions for storing commands or for
onboard intelligence to execute commands in response to a change in spacecraft state. However, if earth lock is lost, the system will switch the telemetry
beacon transmitters to a high-power mode, and the signal will be transmitted
through both the east/west and omni antennas.
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The ranging function is implemented by measuring the slant ranges from
the ground station sites to the spacecraft, for precise transfer orbit and geosynchronous orbit determination. The ranging tones uplinked with the command
carrier are stripped from the carrier in the command receivers and sent to the
RIMS via cross-strap relays. The RTM sends to the beacon transmitters either
the range tones alone, or the range tones combined with the telemetry data.
The telemetry system receives the status of all satellite subsystems and
transmits this information for use in attitude determination and the evaluation
of subsystem performance. The two RTMS form the heart of the telemetry
system. Each has eight different operational modes, which provide the flexibility to switch from processing the normal spacecraft telemetry data to
processing range data, dwell data from a single telemetry point, or command
verification data. The RTM telemetry modes are as follows:
• PCM High-Priority. Produces a normal telemetry data stream, containing command verification data, once per second (i.e., twice per
frame).
• PCM Low-Priority. Produces a 14.5-kHz frequency modulated with
command verification data when the CLD is receiving valid commands; otherwise provides a normal telemetry data stream.
• PCM Dwell. Produces a telemetry stream, but samples only one data
point. The frame still contains RTM internal telemetry and command
verification data, but the rest of the telemetry frame is filled with
samples of the selected dwell data point.
• Subcarrier Dwell. Produces a 14.5-kHz subcarrier which is frequency
modulated with the dwell telemetry point data.
• Special Sensor. Same as subcarrier dwell, except that the dwell telemetry points are preselected to be ESA scan data.
• Attitude Monitor. Same as subcarrier dwell, except that the dwell
telemetry points are preselected to be SSA and HSA data (used for
transfer orbit).
• Ranging. Sends out ranging tones received from the command
receivers.
• Simultaneous Ranging and PCM Telemetry. Adds range tones to the
normal PCM telemetry data stream.
The two RTMS nominally operate independently, transmitting primarily the
same data. However, thermal data points are typically sent through only one
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RIM, with each RTM having a representative sample for the whole spacecraft.
The RIMS receive telemetry point data directly from the north and south
transponder telemetry electronics (xTE) and the BCD. The RTM formats the
telemetry into a PcM biphase-L data stream with a 1-kb/s data rate. The data
stream consists of 256 eight-bit words per 2-s frame, with 25 levels of subcommutation. The telemetry data stream is then sent to redundant beacon
transmitters, where the data are phase-modulated and transmitted to the ground.
ESU Control measures

The TNTELSAT-K Program Office, which monitored spacecraft construction
at the GE-Astro plant, actively sought operational performance dataespecially regarding electrostatic discharge (ESA)-related anomalies encountered in previously launched Series 5000 spacecraft for the purpose of
correcting potential generic problems on INTELSAT-K. As part of this activity, formal contacts were established with TELESAT of Canada and SES of
Luxembourg, which owned and operated the AN!K El/E2 and ASTRA-IB
satellites, respectively. The data obtained from these contacts, as well as
INTELSAT's experience in satellite operation, led to design changes and the
implementation and testing of ESQ protection measures on certain INTELSAT-K
spacecraft hardware. Table 6 lists the design changes and hardware modifications incorporated into INTELSAT-K for improved ESD protection.
Since the INTELSAT-K launch in June 1992, the satellite's in-orbit performance has been critically examined to evaluate the benefits of these E5D
protection measures. Results have shown reduced susceptibility to solar storms
and other ESD disturbances, especially in regard to mechanism and ACS performance.
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TABLE 6. INTELSAT-K ESD PROTECTION IMPROVEMENTS
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Krishnas tarty Raghunathan earned an MSc front
Annamalai University, India, and .subsequently graduated

Design and hardware Improvements
Subdivided OSR panels with ITO-coated OSRs
Attacks ESD threat at the source
Reduces peak magnitude of transients by 7571.
Reduces coupling to components to 36 V
OSR discharge is responsible for Series 50(10 anomalies
M W A filter board and harness shielded
Filters execute command lines to momentum wheel electronics (MWE) and pivot
Reduces coupling on bus-to-MME harness
Reduces coupling on NI W F to -pivot harness

from Fairleigh Dickinson University and Northwestern University void[ MS mtd PhD degrees in physics. Prim m joining INTELSAT in 7979, he worked at Svstems and Applied
Sciences Corporation for NOAA Satellite Services. At
INTELSAT, Dr. Raghmtadmn has worked in both ground
segment and space segment programs. He served as Deputy
Program Manager for the INTELSAT-K progrcun, after
which he was Suhsvstem Manager for the SCE/TC&R
suh.sr.stent.s frtr the INTELSAT VII/V7/A programs. He is
carrenth' System Engineering Manager for the INTELSAT VII[/VIOA programs.

ESA filter hoard and harness shielded
Corrects ESA design flaw
Filters telemetry lines to RIM
Reduces coupling on bus harness
Altitude determination electronics (ADE ) filter board
Filters command lines to ADE
Series 3000 anomaly
Bus external harness shielded
lneteases ESD margin
Payload external harness not shielded
Analysis indicates positive margin
Zencr diode added to XTF to-RTM interlace
Added margin to circuits
Not required with OSR change
Improved earth panel blanket grounding
Ground added every 20 cm

Timoth9 Rush received a Bachelors degree from the
University of Delaware and a Masters degree I tem the
University of Maryland. He is currenth, a Principal Engineer
in the INTFLSAT Spacecraft Engineering Department
(SED). As part o/ INTF,LSAT' s matrix organization. SED
provides technical support to Flight Operations, the Striate(raft Program Office s, and the Launch Vehicle Pro g iant
Office. Me.. Rash served as INTFLSAT -K System s Fngineer invoiced with mission planning and testing. He is
a member of the INTELSAT VI, Vll/VIIA, and VIII/V[IIA
launch teams, and has participated in till INTELSAT VI
curd V/I/VIIA missions to date.

Additional Analyses and Performance Verification
Solar array harness
Analysis and test demonstrate 6-to-I margin on RTM circuits
Mutual coupling to spacecraft harness ^30-V transient
Does not pose it threat to spacecraft components
Zencr diodes on BCD-to-R'1M u no face
OSR change reduces this threat to acceptable levels
BCI7 not on OSR panel
Solar array threat <30 V
Margin >6 to I exists
Temperature sensor shielded
OSR change reduces threat to acceptable levels
Sensors on max shelf: decottpled from OSR panels
Blanket grounding improves 3 dB over Series 5000 design
No anomalies observed on Series 5000

About 0, kill received it BSAEfrom the California /t.stitute of Technology in 1971 and was emploved at JPE
Applied Mechanics Laboratories, working on nondestntctire testing of components for" the Shuttle and other aerospace vehicles. He received the MSAE and ApSc degrees
front George Washington University in 1974 and 1977,
respectively, while employed at NASA Langley Resewch
Center in Hampton, Virginia. In 1978, Mr. Ozkul joined
/N1'ELSAT's Svstems Planning Division, where he conducted space/ground segment configuration studies to optimize INTF_ISA1 system grow/h. After nmtsferring to the

Satellite Operations Department in 7983, he supported numerous launch niissiotis
arid was involved in software-based projects related to satellite in-orbit operation,
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including performance modeling based on historical telemetry data, and electrostatic
discharge mitigation onboard INTELSAT satellites. He served as Project Manager for
INTELSAT-K at GE-Astro in East Windsor, New Jersey, from 1989 through the successful launch in 1992.
Mr. Ozkul is currently a Principal Engineer in the Engineering and Spacecraft
Programs Division at INTELSAT, where he works on satellite system engineering and
the feasibility study and implementation of special projects to enhance INTELSAT's
space segment. He has authored numerous technical papers as a member of AIAA,
IEEE, J/AFS, and other organizations.

The INTELSAT- K payload
R. A. PETERS . F. L. KHOO, AND A. OZKUL
(Manuscript received January 17. 1995)

Abstract
The INTELSAT-K satellite supports intercontinental communications applications
such as video distribution, very small aperture terminals, international business services,
and satellite newsgathering, which employ small, low-cost receive terminals and thus
require high downlink EIRP. The payload consists of sixteen 60-W, 54-MHz channel
transponders providing receive and transmit coverages to Europe and North America,
and transmit coverage to South America. Flexible beam connectivity allows a variety
of uplink and downlink connections, including combinations of the three beams. The
amplifiers in one transponder panel have limiter circuits to compensate for decreases in
uplink signals, such as are caused by propagation fading. The payload features of
INTELSAT-K are described in detail, and performance verification testing of the
satellite is discussed.

Introduction
The INTELSAT-K satellite provides advanced intercontinental communications designed specifically for applications that require high downlink effective isotropically radiated power (EIRP), such as video distribution, very small
aperture terminals (vSATS), international business services (Ins), and satellite
newsgathering (SNG) [1]. The high EIRP allows the use of small, low-cost
receive terminals. Currently, antennas as small as 60 cm in diameter are
receiving high-quality video downlinks from INTELSAT-K, as discussed in a
companion paper by Brown et al. [2].
The INTELSAT-K payload consists of sixteen 60-W, 54-MHz channel transponders that can provide receive and transmit coverages to Europe and North
America, and transmit coverage to South America. An exceptionally flexible
25
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connectivity scheme allows a variety of beam connections from the uplink to
the downlink, including combinations of the three beams which permit simultaneous transmission to all coverage regions. The output amplifiers are arranged in two banks with 11-for-8 redundancy. The amplifiers in one transponder panel have limiter circuits that can maintain a constant FIRP, even in
the presence of uplink fade or other variations in uplink power.
Major components of INTELSAT-K had already been completed as part of
the GE-Astro SATCOM K4 satellite-a U.S. Ku-band satellite designed for
video distribution. To meet INTELSAT's requirements, the antenna coverages and frequency plans were modified. and additional receivers and lownoise amplifiers were added, along with an additional antenna to provide
coverage of South America. Use of the K4 components and design allowed
INTELSAT-K to he completed within 28 months after the effective date of the
contract.
The transponder panels were tested in thermal vacuum, and again at spacecraft level, as part of an environmental testing program which also included
vibration testing. Antenna performance was evaluated on the far-field antenna
range, and again on the near-field range, to verify spacecraft-level performance. Special tests were conducted to measure the thermal and hygroscopic
distortions of the deployable antenna. The tests measured the actual deflections of the antennas over a temperature variation of 90°C. Results were then
fitted to a model to predict non-equilibrium distortion. During the payload inorbit test, the performance of the entire payload was verified, and the thermal
distortion of the deployable antenna was measured in the space environment.
This paper highlights the unique features of the INTELSAT-K payload and
describes both the developmental and in-orbit verification testing of payload
performance.
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The K4 reflector used for INTELSAT-K has two reflecting surfaces, with one
surface offset with respect to the other, as shown in Figure I. Offsetting the
vertical and horizontal feed elements by the same amount as the two surfaces
enables the elements to illuminate the same region. A new beam-forming
network (BEN) was designed and fabricated to meet the coverage requirements
of INTELSAT-K. Diplexers were used to provide transmit and receive functions
from the same feed elements. At the start of the program, it did not appear
possible to provide the desired coverage because size limitations of the bus
constrained the spacing of the horns. Receiving in both polarizations from
North America and transmitting in both polarizations to Europe required
greater separation of the horizontal and vertical feed elements than could be
accommodated by the structure. However, by optimizing the design. Astro
was able to fit an additional horn into the feed, resulting in performance that
exceeded the specifications.
High-power downlinks and very sensitive uplinks, combined with an extremely flexible connectivity of Western Europe, eastern North America. and
the high population regions of South America. make the INTELSAT-K ideally

Antennas and coverages
INTELSAT-K provides coverage to Europe and North America from a 2.2-mdiameter deployable, dual-gridded offset reflector. Coverage of South America
(downlink only) is provided by a fixed antenna mounted on the earth-facing
deck. Both antennas are fabricated from a Kevlar composite that is transparent
to RE energy. Copper lines were deposited on a Kapton film, which was then
glued to the Kevlar. The orientation of the lines determines the polarization
reflected. The deployable antenna uses two reflectors, one above the other,
with orthogonal polarization. The South America antenna, which was made
available from a previous program, has a single reflecting surface but a dual
grid for use with vertical or horizontal polarization. Only the vertical polarization of this antenna is used in INTELSAT-K.

Figure 1. Dual Offset Reflector Used on INTELSAT-K
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suited for video distribution, sNC, ASAT. and other applications requiring high
satellite performance.
At the time the specification was developed for tNTELSAT-K, the satellite's
orbital location was not fixed. but 310°E, 319.5°E, and 338.5°E were candidates. The 338.5°E location was ultimately selected, with coverages as shown
in Figure 2. This location provides excellent coverage of Europe, South
America, and eastern North America. Several customers are successfully using INTELSAT-K to access areas significantly outside the nominal coverage
region, even as far as Moscow.
Thermal distortion of the deployable reflector was of special concern during
the program, and a special test used to characterize the distortion is discussed
in detail later in this paper.

Frequency plan and connectirities
The frequency plan for IN"rELSAT-K is given in Figure 3. A quick count
reveals 28 possible downlinks. Since there are only 16 transponders, switching
and power-splitting must be used. The Europe and North America downlink
frequency plans reflect the different International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) guidelines for fixed satellite service for the two regions.
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Figure 4 is a block diagram of the IN'rELSAT-K communications payload.
There are eight transponders on the north panel (lower portion of the figure)
and eight transponders on the south panel (upper portion). The nominal configuration of INTELSAT-K is eight west-to-east transponders (north panel) and
eight east-to-west transponders (south panel). However, channels 5 through 8
of the south panel can be switched, on an individual basis, to an east downlink. Using this feature, there can be up to 12 west-to-east transponders, with a
corresponding decrease in the number of east-to-west transponders.
The western downlinks (south panel) are switchable, using a variable power
divider (VPD), between North America, South America. and the North/South
America split mode. VPDS cannot be used with an east downlink on the south
panel. The VP2 manufactured by COMDEV, handles the full 60 W from the
traveling wave tube (TwT). A conservative design permits the vPD to survive,
even when all the RF power is reflected back into it. In the split mode, the VPD
divides the power to provide equal EIRP downlinks to North and South America.
Unlike some of its competitors who specify EIRP under the best set of
conditions, INTELSAT Specifics EIRP as worst-case temperature, worst-case
redundancy, and worst location in the coverage, based on end-of-life (EOL)
values. The worst-case fol. edge-of--coverage EIRPS for the different INTELSAT-K
coverages are:
North America 47.0 dBW
Europe (vertical and horizontal) 47.0 dBW
South America 45.0 dBW
Combined North and South America 42.7 dBW

Figure 2. INTELSAT- K Anlenna Coverages

These values are guaranteed to customers under all situations . For comparison, typical peak EIRP values measured in orbit exceed the 47 dB requirement
by more than 4.3 dB.
The unique flexible connectivity of INTELSAT- K is achieved through a
combination of hybrids and switches . The hybrids , located after the receivers
and before the traveling wave tube amplifiers (TwrAs), accommodate only
low-power signals, to minimize losses. Through the use of hybrids , any uplink
can be connected to any downlink , or to all three downlinks simultaneously.
Besides providing this broadcast capability, the use of hybrids improves
the reliability of the transponder by minimizing the need for mechanical
switches.
There is an additional switchable hybrid on the Europe and west horizontal
polarization uplinks. When this hybrid is selected , the uplink can he received
from either or both regions without the need to reconfigure the satellite. In
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addition, both uplinks can access the same transponder simultaneously. This
hybrid can be switched in or out by ground command. When it is switched in,
the saturation flux density (stD) and gain-to-noise temperature ratio, G/T, of
the affected transponders are reduced by about 3.2 dB.
Channels 1 through 4 of each panel must be switched as a block of four
transponders. while transponders 5 through 8 are individually switchable. A
matrix showing the possible connectivities is given in Table I. Once a row or
column of the table is selected for a given channel, it cannot he reused for the
second transponder of the salve channel. For example, if channel 5 is connected from the TL IT beam to the NAU and SAY beams in one transponder, the
ELH beam in the uplink and the NAH and SAY beams in the downlink cannot be
used in the co-channel transponder.

TABLE I . INTELSAT- K BEAM AND TRANSPONDER IN I'ERCONNECPION
CAPABILITIES (14-GHZ UPLINKS)
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Notes:
1. EU = Europe', NA = North America: SA = South America. Thus, for example. EUI I =
Europe horizontal polarization.
2. C: Selectable as a group of roux transponders .
3. I: Selectable on a channel-hy-channel basia4. The NAH + EUH uplink mull he selected as a group of eight transponders.

Amplifiers
Downlink power is generated by forty-eight 60-W TWI's manufactured by
AEG (Germany). The minimum efficiency is 48 percent. These TWTS feature
a three-collector design and are mated with a high-efficiency (88-percent)
electronic power conditioner (EPC) designed and built by Astro. The Twins
use a mixed-metal matrix dispenser cathode with active cathode current regulation via anode control to support in-orbit operations for up to 17 years. In the
event that cathode decay exceeds expectations, the filament power to the
cathode can be raised in three steps.
Since the anode voltage is available from telemetry, cathode performance
can be monitored. Throughout more than 2 years of in-orbit experience,
changes in cathode performance have been well within expected bounds.
Helix current telemetry is also provided.
The TwTAS were built and optimized for the K4 frequency plan. Initially,
channels I through 4 of the eastern downlink were considerably outside the
K4 frequency range. However, by careful selection of the TWTs, the required
power was obtained for all transponders.
The Iw,S are driven by solid-state driver limiter amplifiers (DLAs). Those
on the south panel provide the customer the option of a limiter mode of
operation. In this mode, the DEA maintains a constant output signal, even if the
input signal decreases-providing either 15 or 25 dB of additional gain. This
allows constant output power from the satellite in the presence of uplink fades
due to rain or other causes. In the presence of such fades, the signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) degrades somewhat, but the limiter reduces the amount of degradation. The limiter is used only for single-carrier uplinks because of the intermodulation products generated by the limiting action. For this reason, use of
the limiting feature is optional and the DLA can be commanded into the linear
mode by ground command. Figure 5 is it block diagram of the DLA configured
in the limiter mode.
In the limiter mode, the DLA output is constant over a wide range of input
power. Since increasing the uplink power does not increase power to the TWT
input, there is a commandable output power attenuator, as well as telemetry on
the RF output power. The attenuator is commandable in discrete steps over a
10-dB range. The DLA RF output power is obtained from the diode voltage (see
Figure 5) and is available in both the limiter and linear modes of operation. In
addition, telemetry of the RF power prior to the limiter is available to verify
that the uplink power is correct in the limiter mode.
There is an additional commandable attenuator on the input of the driver
amplifier, which is used to set the transponder gain to provide the best link
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High reliability for INTELSAT-K customers is ensured through the use of
highly reliable components (Class S parts) wherever possible, conservative
design practices, thorough testing, and a high level of redundancy for all
critical parts. as follows:
LNA Ifor I

GCA
CMDS

Receiver 2 for 1
'PWLA 8 for I I

-vvINPUT OVERDRIVE
POWER PROTECTION
TLM

AMP

OUTPUT
POWER
TLM

Figure 5. INTELSAT-K DLA Block Diagram: Limiter Mode

budget for the current combination of active earth stations. This attenuator
provides up to 22 dB of attenuation, which, with the high sensitivity of an SFo
of -93 dBW/m2, allows the satellite to be optimized for a broad range of
applications.
Because of the wider frequency band (II,450 to 12,750 MHz) of the
transponders on the north panel, the limiter option could not be provided. In
all other respects, operation of the driver amplifiers on the two panels is
equivalent. The use of RE telemetry, with the DLA in the limiter and linear
modes, has allowed INTELSAT to assist users in troubleshooting problems.
This telemetry is particularly useful because INTELSAT's communications
system monitoring (CSM) network is capable of monitoring only C-band links.
An overdrive protection circuit adds additional attenuation when the power
level reaches 6-dB overdrive (exceeding the power required to saturate the
TW I by 6 dB). This protects the TWT from signals of 20 dB or more overdrive.
The low-noise amplifiers (LNAS) used on INTELSAT-K employ Pettier coolers
to improve noise performance. The effect of this improvement is difficult to
observe in practice because the modifications to the K4 layout resulted in
significantly longer waveguide runs prior to the LNA, raising the input noise
temperature to nearly 300°C.

All units have a design life of 10 years or greater. There has not been a single
payload-related failure on the satellite after more than 2 years in orbit. The
calculated reliability for all transponders operating at specification is 0.65
after 10 years in orbit.
Historically, the most troublesome components of a satellite payload are
the high-power amplifiers (HPAS), With TWTAS being somewhat more reliable
than solid-state power amplifiers (SSPAS) 131. The major failure mechanism
for TWTs has been the cathodes. The cathodes used in the INTELSAT-K TWTs
built by AEG were fabricated using an advanced mixed metal. This cathode
was extensively tested over several accelerated and unaccelerated temperatures within the operational range by using test triodes and I WT-like fixtures.
Following the accelerated temperature tests, selected cathodes were allowed
to establish a new equilibrium at the nominal operating temperature and their
performance was recharacterized. In this way, they were "aged" but tested at
their nominal operating point. This rigorous test established the robustness
and durability of the cathodes [4].

Manufacture and test
The high reliability of IN ]TELSAT-K was further ensured by a thorough test
plan. All active boxes were tested in thermal vacuum over thermal cycles. The
hot and cold temperature limits were determined by adding 3° to the thermal
predictions to account for uncertainty in the models, and then adding 5°
margin to that value. Performance was measured at the temperature extremes.
The LNAS and receivers are mounted on the earth-facing deck. The rest of
the transponder components (input multiplexers, DLAS, TWTAS, output multiplexers, variable power dividers, redundancy, and connectivity switches) are
mounted on the north and south transponder panels. Figure 6 shows the layout
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Figure 6. Typical Transponder Panel

Figure 7. Spacecraft Equipment Lcgvout

of a typical panel. This construction allowed the north and south panels to be
integrated in parallel with the spacecraft bus and tested in thermal vacuum
prior to spacecraft integration.
After the bus and payload panels were integrated (Figure 7), the entire
spacecraft was given an environmental test which included a thermal vacuum
test and vibration testing (launch environment and pyrotechnic shock). All
significant performance parameters were measured during both the hot and
cold plateaus. Units powered during the launch were also powered during the
vibration and pyrotechnic testing.
A special power stability test was run on the power subsystem to verify its
performance in time-division multiple access (TDMA) operation. In this test, a
pulsed load consisting of a 500-Hz, 50-percent duty cycle was applied to the
power harness to simulate the effects of TDMA traffic on the power system.

Results showed no impact on power buses when the payload was operated in
TDMA mode.

Antenna design and test
Ensuring the performance of the antenna subsystem proved challenging for
two reasons. First, there was concern about thermal distortion of the antenna
boresight angle of the deployable antenna. Second, there was no positioner at
Astro capable of holding the spacecraft for far-field antenna range measurements, so it was necessary to verify antenna performance at the spacecraft
level using the near-field range. Since the absolute accuracy of this range
proved to be inadequate for these measurements, a differential test approach
was used, as described below.
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There was particular concern that the coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) of the reflector surface would be different than that of the other structural members. Differential expansion or contracting would cause cupping of
the surface (see Figure I I. Since the deployable antenna is supported at its
edge. even mild cupping could change its boresight angle significantly. The
Kapton film on the surface, and the extra adhesive used to attach it to the
surface (the CTE of Kevlar can change with the percentage of adhesive), could
cause a differential CTE.
To determine if there would be problems in orbit, an antenna distortion
measurement program was set up in a thermal chamber using a dry nitrogen
atmosphere. The motion (distortion) of the reflector was measured from -50° '
to 90°C at nine points over the surface of the reflector using linear variable FRAME
differential transformers (I.vD rs). Considerable effort was put into designing a
jig to hold the reflector so that it was not more constrained than it would be in
orbit, and yet would allow measurement of the motion. (A completely free
suspension of the reflector would not have allowed measurement of the reflector.) The test fixture was designed so that it did not induce thermal motion of
its own. The fixture and the positioning of the LVDT5 are shown in Figure H.
Hygroscopic distortion was also determined as part of this measurement.
This is distortion caused by differential swelling of the structure due to water
vapor in the an. While the amount of boresight shift due to hygroscopic
distortion was within the pointing budget, spacecraft alignment procedures
were modified to correct for this change.
Coupons (small test pieces fabricated in the same manner as the antenna)
were tested to determine their CTES. Additional coupons were tested that had a
Kapton face sheet glued to their surface, representative of the reflector surface. CTES derived from the reflector thermal distortion measurements had to
he consistent with the coupon data, which meant that the coupon data limited
the values used to match the reflector measurements. With this limitation,
9 LVDTS. AS INDICATED
quite good agreement with measurements was obtained.
• Manufactured by Lucas Schaevitz, Inc.
• GC/GP-121 Series, Hermetically Sealed
Since the test was conducted under ambient pressure, it was not possible to
• Model No. GCA-121-500
simulate the thermal gradients that are experienced in orbit. The goal of the
• Gaging Range =±1.070 cm (Linear Range)
measurements was to model the actual distortion of the reflector over the
temperature range and determine the CTE of the reflector and its ribs . The Figure H. LNTELSAT-K Test Fixture and Displacement Transducer
model was then used to predict thermal behavior under the anticipated in-orbit
Locations During Reflector Distortion Test
gradients. Close agreement to the measured data was obtained by selecting
cres for the ribs and shell that were within the range of values obtained from
the coupon test. and shell considered as variables. The range of possible CTES was estimated
To gain increased confidence in the modeling, in-orbit-measured thermal based on the coupon test data. The CTES necessary to fit the data for the indistortion of other Astro spacecraft was modeled, with the CTES for the ribs orbit satellites were within the range of coupon test data.
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The modeling revealed that the thermal gradients created when the reflector emerged from the shadow cast by the spacecraft caused a significant
change in the antenna boresight angle in the baseline design. To reduce these
gradients. the reflector sunshield was changed from a single layer of Kapton
to a sandwich of three layers of Kapton separated by two layers of a quartz
insulating material. To reduce FOE temperatures. the sun shield coating was
changed from Z202 to a germanium coating, which undergoes less ultraviolet
degradation.
As a result of this test program. the predicted thermal distortion of the
antenna was 0.12° peak-to-peak and was accounted for in the pointing budget.
In-orbit measurements showed a larger than expected value of 0.22° peak-topeak.* The discrepancy is now believed to be due to thermal distortion of the
spacecraft body and hinge mechanism.
There was much less concern about the South America antenna thermal
performance because this antenna is symmetrically supported, and any cupping would not change the boresight angle. Since the antenna is mounted on
the earth-facing panel, it also experiences fewer temperature extremes, further
reducing the possibility of thermal distortion. There was concern regarding
"RF spillover" in that, since the antenna is recessed into the multilayer insulation (MLT) blanket. spillover from the feed might be reflected into the coverage
area, degrading sidelobe polarization and cross-polarization purity. A fullscale mock-up of the earth-facing deck was fabricated with the antenna mounted
on it, and the assembly was wrapped in ML1 in the same way it would be on the
spacecraft. Tests showed that antenna performance was not degraded.
Concern that the FOE temperature of the South America antenna would
exceed the acceptance temperature resulted in changing the coating of its sun
shield. The high FOE temperature would result from blackening of the white
Z202 thermal coating on the Kapton sun shield due to ultraviolet radiation.
For this reason, the sun shield on the reflector was changed to the germaniumbased S13GLO material, which exhibits better FOL performance. The germanium coating used on the deployable antenna had not been qualified by Astro
at the time the decision was made to change coatings on the South America
antenna.
The absence of a positioner capable of holding the INTELSAT-K satellite
eliminated the possibility of testing antenna performance on the far-field
range at spacecraft level. Only the near-field range could he used at this level;
however, this range did not have sufficient absolute accuracy to verify antenna
performance. INTELSAT and Astro agreed to a test program in which the farfield range was used for antenna subsystem measurements prior to integration
* Also see: B. Teixeira, "INTELSAT-K Transponder In-Orbit Pests and Operational Considerations," COMSAT Technical Review. Vol. 24, No. 1-2. 1994/1995, pp.
65-78 (this issue).

with the spacecraft. The antenna acceptance and performance predictions
were based on these tests. Immediately following the far-field tests, near-field
range measurements were conducted.
Following integration with the spacecraft, the near-field range measurements were repeated to verify that there was no change in performance due to
the spacecraft structure. This procedure relied on the assessment that, although the absolute accuracy of the near-field range was insufficient to verify
performance, its relative accuracy in detecting changes was sufficient to identify any changes in performance. Both the deployable and South America
antennas were tested in this way.
The in-orbit tests on the antenna verified the effectiveness of these steps.
Except for thermal distortion, the in-orbit measurements agreed well with
predicted values. Thermal distortion measured in orbit was almost two times
greater than expected; however, conservative design practices allow the satellite to meet or exceed all of its performance specifications.

Conclusions
The performance of the INTELSAT-K payload has been verified by in-orbit
tests and, more importantly. demonstrated by customer satisfaction. Since its
launch in the summer of 1991, all performance requirements have been met or
exceeded. The integration and test program described has produced a highly
reliable payload. with no in-orbit failures to date. RF power telemetry has
proved useful in helping INTELSAT-K customers to troubleshoot any difficulties they may encounter in setting up a link.
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Abstract
INTELSAT-K is a high-power. all-Ku-hand satellite located at 338.5°E which has
unique beam interconnectivity features among groups of its sixteen 6(l-W, 54-MHz
transponders. The major communications performance features of IN lb L. S Al- K are
described, and the typical analog and digital television quality achievable over a range
of receive earth station sizes is illustrated for services such as satellite newsgathering
(SNG), cable head-ends, and direct-to-home (DTH) reception.

Introduction
INTELSAT-K is a high-power satellite with 60-W traveling wave tubes (TwTS)
for each of its sixteen 54-MHz bandwidth transponders. It was purchased by
INTELSAT in June 1989 to meet anticipated Ku-hand television lease requirements in the Atlantic Ocean Region (AOR). INTELSAT-K is intended primarily for full- or factional-transponder leased international television service between Europe. North America, and South America, but can also support
other analog and digital services offered by INTELSAT, such as intermediate
data rate ([DR) and international business services (mS). The orbital maneuver
life for the satellite is more than 9 years, with a stationkeeping tolerance of
+_0.05° (east/west and north/south). Figure I illustrates the INTELSAT-K antenna coverage from 338.5°E and depicts one of its bean connectivities.
Figure 2 shows the satellite's transponder channelization and possible beam
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provides sclcctahle transmit coverages of Europe, North America, and South
America, and can receive from North America or Europe, but not South
America. The high effective isotropically radiated power (EIRP) available
from the satellite can support a variety of television services, including satellite newsgathcring (SN(;) and direct-to-home (0TH) broadcasting.
Coamnanications p :n•ameters. beam eonneetivity. and coverage

Table I shows the various up and downlink beams available on INTELSATK, along with their associated polarizations. connect ivities, and specified communications parameters (saturation flux density, gain-to-noise temperature
ratio (GIT), and EIRP]. Depending on the geographical location of all earth
station within the satellite antenna pattern, the parameters can typically he I to
3 dB better than those specified for the edge of the coverage area.
This spacecraft offers considerable flexibility for uplink and downlink
beam configurations for North America, South America, and Europe. The
INIELSA'I'-K beam nomenclature is based on a combination of the coverage
area and polarization. For the uplink, the North America Horizontal (NAH),
North America Vertical (NAV), and Europe Vertical (EUV) beams are available. For the downlink, Europe Horizontal (EUH), Euv, NAH, and South America
Vertical (SAV) Lite available.
INTELSAT-K beams are not steerable; however, a platform bias which affects all beans may be applied in the east/west and north/south directions to
achieve the coverages desired at given locations. INTEISAT-K transponders
can also he configured for combined uplinks and broadcast downlinks. On the

Figure I. Earth Coverage Regions of Hie INTELSAT-K Satel/ile,
Showing One Connectivity Option

connections.* The 16 transponders operate over the uplink frequency hand of
14.0 to 14.5 GHz from North America and Europe, and the downlink frequency bands of 11.45 to 11.70 GHz to North America, South America. and
Europe; 11.70 to 11.95 GHz to North and South America; and 12.50 to 12.75
GHz to Europe. Depending on the transponder connection, two-times frequency reuse is achieved by either orthogonal linear polarization or spatial
isolation.
The spacecraft beam connectivity capability affords combinations of westto-east, east-to-west, west-to-west, and east-to-cast configurations. INTEISA'r-K

`See also: R. A. Peters. F. L. Khoo. and A. Ozkuh "The INTELSAT-K Payload.COMSAT Technical Renew. Vol. 24, No. 1-2, 1994/1995, pp. 25-45 (this
issue).

uplink. the NAI I and Full beams can be combined for simultaneous or alternating
uplinking from North America and Europe. For the downlink, NAH and EEv
can be combined, or NAH and SAV can he combined, or optionally all three
beams (NAH. Euv, and SAV) can be combined to provide broadcast coverage.
Typical measured downlink (satellite transmit) antenna pattern coverage
diagrams for the INTELSAI'-K satellite at 338.5°E are shown in Figure 3. The
diagrams illustrate constant gain contours for each beam, projected on the
earth's surface with the appropriate spacecraft platform biasing. The pointing
bias is 0.11°E, 0.16°N, but may change with time depending on service
requirements. The contours were generated from prelaunch antenna gain data
for each beam, measured at a given frequency over a range of azimuth and
elevation points. The uplink (satellite receive) coverage diagrams are essentially the same as the transmit diagrams, except that the two coverages shown
for South America (Figures 3c and 3d) are not available on the uplink.
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Notes : [ ] = Transponder frequency slot.
(1) See Table 1 for further information.

(2) EU = Europe; NA = North America: SA = South America; H = Horizontal polarization:
V = Vertical polarization. Thus EUH = Europe Horizontal polarization.
(3) Uplink connections of EUH + NAH are switchable only on a group basis for transponders 1-8.
(4) 14000/11700 = 14,000-MHz (uplink) / 11,700-MHz (downlink).
(5) Beacons are transmitted via the communications antenna.
Polarization of the NA beacons is Horizontal. Polarization of the EU and SA beacons is Vertical.
(6) Only one beam configuration may be selected from each uplink and downlink column.
(7) Downlink broadcast mode.
Figure 2. (N7-ELSAT-K Transponder Chainie [izatian and Berne Connections
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TABLE I. 1NTELSAT-K TRANSMISSION PARANILI ERS: CONTRACTUAL SPECIFICATIONS
(a) Uplink
HUH. N,\H. NAV. El ll. NAH. \AV,
nr El It +NAH nr Fi II + NAH

BRAN /POLAR 17ATION
Frquenev ( GH11
Transponders ( 53

13 .0-14.15 14.25-14,5

MHz)

1-1

5

8

Saturation Flux Density ( dHW/uI2)

IxIWe9 Flux . Gain Step =10 -705 -70.5
highest Flux. Gain Step = I

-93.0

-930

Gain Step Size (00) 1.5 15
G// (dB/K)S` "

10

3.()

(b) Downlink
III:V. Et 11. NAH. NAZI+SAV f III %
or SAN

I3HAV1/POLARI/ AI ION° Ft H NAI1. SAN NAB , SAV

NAH + EOV or NAH I SA

Frequency (GH/)

Europe

12 .5-1275 1115-11.7 11.35-117 1115-11.7
1 1.7-1 1,95 1 17-11.95 11.35-11.7 11.45-11,7 11,45-11.7

North and South Amcrica
ransponders (54 MHz)

1-4

1-4

5-8

5-F

5-8

Saturation 111 RP at Beam Edge ldBW) EL NA 5A NA SA ELI NA SA EL NA EL NA Ssa
47.0 17.0 45.0 37.7 32.7 37.0 470 45.0 17.0 47.0 47.0 417 12.7
E(1 = Europe. NA = North America, 5A = South America: H = Horizontal polarization : V = Vertical poluriiation. Thus. FLH = Europe
horizontal polarization . or example.
EUII + NAIL = Combined uplink beams . which reduces the satellite saturation flux density and G/T by 3 0B.
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Contours are illustrated in the following increments from beam edge:
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AZIMUTH (W)

(b) Europe Coverage (EUH)

(c) South America Coverage: Upper Beam (SAV-Upper)

Figure 3. Typical Measured INTEL5A'I-K Transmit Beam Coverages
for the Atlantic (it338.5°E (Cont(1)

Figure 3. TTpiral Measured INTELSAT- K i rwi sntit Beam Coverages
for the Atlantic at 338.5°E (Cont'd)
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Lecel- limiting cirenit

Contours are illustrated in the following increments from beam edge
SAV: -7, . , - 1, 0, +1, +2 dB

The nominal beam edge contour is darkened.

An important communications feature of the INTELSAT-K satellite is the
input IeVel-limiting circuit, which is available as a ground-commandahic option. For single-carrier-per-transponder operation, this uplink fade control
circuit will hold the downlink Glen to within 3 dB of its original setting for
uplink fades of up to 25 dB. The level-limiting circuit is not recommended for
use with two or more carriers per transponder because excessive intermodulation products are generated, and because the control circuit will affect all
carriers within the transponder when it reacts to a fade on a particular carrier.
The level-limiting circuit is available in transponders connected to the NAn,
LUH. and SAV downlink beams. It is not available in transponders connected to
the Fl downlink beam.
Freyneney planning
INTELSA I-K became operational in 1992 and has Since been used mainly to

transmit analog TV. Some of the 54-MHz transponders support a single IV
carrier, while others carry two TV carriers per transponder. Although the user
can generally select any TV modulation technique and RF bandwidth, many of
the 'IV services in the operational plan use 27- and 30-MHz TV/FM carriers,
while one transponder supports a digital TV carrier. Co-channel interference
among the TV carriers is minimized by offsetting the co-channel carrier center
frequencies.
Transponder gain step increments and selection proeess

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I i ?'4"-^ I I I I
7
6
5
4
3
2
AZIMUTH ( W)

(d) South America Coverage: Lower Beam (SAV-Lower)
Figure 3. "l j pical Measured LNTELSAT-K Transmi( Beam Carriages
tor the Atlantic at 338.5°E (Coni'd)

The INTFLSAT-K spacecraft has a wide range of gain steps that can he
selected by ground command for any transponder input. The gain step increments are 1.5 dB. which allows the specified edge of coverage saturation flux
density to vary from -93.0 to -70.5 dBW/mc. An appropriate gain step is
selected for a given application through coordination between INTELSAT
Operations and the users. For example, for SNG where a small earth station
transmits to it large earth station, gain steps corresponding to high uplink
sensitivity (I through 5) are appropriate. These steps keep the uplink FIRP
relatively low. In the case of a large earth station transmitting to a small earth
station (e.g., DTH). gain steps corresponding to somewhat lower uplink sensitivity (6 through 9) may be appropriate. In this case, the gain steps keep the
uplink glen and uplink carrier-to-noise ratio, C/N, relatively high compared to
the low downlink C/N to a shall terminal,
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Initial utilizalion

Dining its first 3 years of operation, INTEISAT-K has been used to transmit
one or two analog TV carriers per transponder. Leases supporting transmission
to North America are configured in the combined uplink connectivity, referred to as Lull + NAII in Figure 2 and Table I . Thus, these transponders may
be used to support simultaneous transmission of two I v carriers per transponder, such as one from Europe and one from North America. Optionally, the
combined uplink beams call transmit it single Tv carrier through the transponder. with the carrier originating alternately from Europe and North America.
Such operation allows greater flexibility because full transponder power is
needed to deliver the required C/N at the small receive terminal.
Tar-La ismission design

Table 2 provides sample link budgets for single-carrier-per-transponder
television operation of TV/FM and compressed digital TV. These budgets were
developed to illustrate the television performance expected at receive earth
stations of various sizes. Under these conditions, the transmission design
assumes that the uplink earth station is large enough to transmit sufficient
EtRP to operate the transponder at saturation while using a transponder gain
step that will keep the uplink C/N relatively high. since the overall link is
downlink-limited.
Figures 4 and 5 compare analog and digital television performance vs gain
step and earth station size. For digital TV, a 25.5-Mb/s compressed digital IV
carrier using rate 1 /2 forward error correction (FE(') and a Reed-Solomon (RS)
outer code has been considered. Depending on the receive antenna size and
the availability requirements, different carrier sizes and coding schemes can
be adopted. For the analog Iv computation, a 30-MHz bandwidth 'rv carrier
with it receive filter bandwidth of 22.5 MHz has been used in the link budgets.
A 22.5-MHz filter is used for the small television receive-only antennas
I I VROS) to improve their C/N (but with a slight deterioration in signal quality).

TABLE 2. PER-CARRIER DTH LINK BUDGETS: SINGLE-CARRIER-PERTRANSPONDER 30-MHz ANALOG TV AND 25.5-MB/S DIG[ I AL TV
NO.

PARAMETER

DIGITAL ANALOG I NII

General
I

Satellite Type

2
3

Type of Service

4

Downlink Beam

F UV

K
TV/FM
NAV
EUV

5

Frequency (up)

14.0

140

GH,

6

Frequency (down)

7
8

Transponder Bandwidth
Nor V Carriers

112
540
I

Gil,
MIL

9

Transponder Ampli tier' ry pe

11,2
540
I
T\VTA

K
CDIV
NAV

Uplink Beam

10

Gain Step

II

Transmit Earth Station Sue

12

Receive Faith Station S'ne

I WIA

4

4

Any
0.85

Any

75.4
208.3
10.0
-127.2
444

75.4
2083

0.85

m

Uplink
13
14
15
16
17

Total Uplink EIRP

Is

Operating Ilex Density

-885

-885

d13W/m2

19
20

Salwauon Flux Density (BE)

-88.5

-88.5

0.0
(1,11
3.0

tItl

dBW/m2
dB
dB
dB/K
dBW/K
dB
dB

21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29

Path Loss (up) at I0' Elevation

Faith Station H PA IM Limit
Crr HPA IM
Gain of I m2

Antenna Pattern Advantage (up)
Input Back off (total xpdr)
Spacecraft CIT (BE)
1711 thermal (up)
Spacecrafl Spatial Bcam L,1_ (up)

444

dB
dBW/4 kHz
dBw/K
dB/nl2

33n

0.0
30
-1299
N/A
33.0

310
I'
25 0

30.0
L
28.0

-12831

-127.1

dBW/K

47.0

dBW
dB
dBW/K

-1299
N/A

Spacecraft X-Pol. Beam IsoI. (up)'
Earth Station X-I'ol Isol. (at))
Miualign Angle (dual pot. lie.) (up)
Net Isolation (up)6

err Co -Channel (up)

10.0
-127.2

dBW

dB
dB

S11111111ury

Inlermodulation

INrELSAT-K's orbital location at 338.5°E places it in a position to provide
high Ku-hand EIRP over key geographical areas in North America. South
America, and Europe. The initial loading of INTELSAI-K is predominately
leased transponder operation using analog television for services to cable
heads and Irrn. SNG is also supported. It is expected that the modulation
technique used on this spacecraft will shill toward compressed-digital TV
when this technology becomes widely available.

30
31
32

Saturated EIRP (BE)
Output Backoff (total xpdr)
C/T Il1 (one carrier/xpdr)

47.0
0.0
None

0,0

None
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TABLE 2. PER - CARRIER DTH LINK BUDGETS :
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SINGLE-CARRIER-PER-

TRAN SPONDER 30-MHz ANALOG TV AND 25.5- Mii/s DIGITAL TV (CONT'D)
TOTAL CLEAR- SKY C/N (dB)
DIGITAL ANALOG UNIT

NO PARAMEI IR

0

Downlink
33 Spacecraft Spatial Beam Isul. (do)° 30,0 30.0 c113
34 Spacecraft X-Pot Beam Isol. (dn) N/A N/A dB
35 Earth Station X-Pol Is.], (d.) N/A N/A dB
36 Misalign Angle (dual put lin.) (chi) N/A N/A deg
37 Net Isolation ((in) 30.0 330 dB
38 C/T Co-Channel (do) -133.0 -1221 dBW/K

M

39 Antenna Pattern Advantage (on) 2,0 20 dB
40 Elevation Angle ((In) 10.0 10.0 deg
41 Path Loss oft) 2(16.1 2(16.1 d6
42 Earth Smdon G/T 18.0 I8.0 dB/K
43 C/T Thermal (on) -139.1 -139.1 dBW/K
Totals
44 ors it -14(1.1
45 Other Lossest 25
46 C/T Total(available) -(426

-140.1 dBW/K
1.9 dB
-142.0 dBW/K

J E
m tam
4
cc
O 2 n

Summary
47 C/T Threshold per Carrier -149.0 -145. 1 dBW/K
48 System Margin 6A 3.0 dB
49 C/'r per Carrier -142.6 -142.0 dBW/K
50 Canter Receive Noise Bandwidths

36.0 225 MHz

51 C/N per Carrier 10.4 13.1 dB
0

52 S/N (525/60 unified weighting ) N/A 47.8 (113
53 S/N (625/50 unified weighting ) N/A 46.0 dB

a

Notes:
° The co-channel transponder is assumed to he NAH on the uplink and SAV on the
downlink.
- cc

S For analog TV. an Improvement of 3 dB has been assumed for the uplink and downlink
co-channel isolation due to the frequerie interleaving advantage available.
I)igda/ Analog
IV TV
"'Other Losses" includes the following:
1. Effect of downlink tracking lass on total Ilnk 0B QS
2 Uplink tracking and HPA instability 0.5 0.5
3 51, earth station equipment noise [ - 10 log (1-0 05)) 0.2 0.2
4. IOY of total noise for ASI for analog TV: 20% for digital T'V 1.0 0.5
5 . 10% of total noise for terrestrial interference 1-II) log (I-0.I)1 00 (I5
It nts (I), (2), and (3) are root- sum-squ rred and then added to
1.9 dB
2.5 dB
items (4) and (5) to yield:
The receive bandwidth of the TV/FM carrier is assumed lobe 215 MHz. to improve the
TV C/N for small receive antennas . For larger antennas , a bandwidth of 30 MHz should
be used.

S

(olul'gp) °N /q3 ANS-HV310 IV101
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The general measurement methods used, and results obtained, during RE in-orbit
testing of the INTELAA F-K satellite communications payload (antennas and transponders) and telemetry, command, and ranging (PC&R) subsystems are described, All
repealer. antenna, and TC&R subsystems performed within specifications. Additional
antenna tests conducted to measure the contours of the Europe beam within the fringe
areas of the main beam are discussed, and INTELSAT's operational support provisions
to ensure proper beam connectivity changes on an as-needed basis, as requested by
some customers. are explained.

Introduction
When a new spacecraft is launched for INTELSAT, in-orbit testing is
routinely conducted to verify that the stress loads imposed by launch have not
affected the onboard subsystems. and to ensure that the satellite is capable of
supporting the traffic services it is intended to carry. One such series of tests is
the Rr in-orbit test GOT), which verifies the performance of the communications payload (antennas and transponders) and the telemetry, command, and
ranging (T('&R) subsystems. To attain the desired level of confidence, it is
necessary to check the correct operation, in orbit, of all units of the RF
subsystems. as well as the performance of other subsystems which have direct
impact on the RE performance seen by ground stations. This can only be
accomplished by performing the IOT before traffic operation commences.
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The INTEL SAT-K RP tOT was performed during the period July 8 through
August 4, 1992, and the results were compared with data obtained previously
from ground-based tests conducted by the manufacturer during spacecraft
construction. The LOT measured satellite payload RP performance with a high
degree of accuracy, showing the effects of the spacecraft body and blankets on
the operational performance of the antennas.
Because of the limited attitude bias capabilities of I\TELSAT-K (±5° in
pitch and ±2° in roll), it was necessary to use a dedicated test station for
each beam measurement. The Europe beam was tested using the Fucino, Italy,
LOT station: each North America beam was tested using the Clarksburg, Maryland. USA, communications system monitoring (CSM) station: and the South
America beams were tested using a portable antenna and test setup flown to
the Tangua and Manaus facilities provided by the Brazilian signatory,
EMBRATEL. Reference I provides details on the Fucino LOT system. The
Clarksburg csM station was used to perform saturated flux density, effective
isotropically radiated power (EIRP), and antenna pattern measurements only.
The portable station in the South America coverage region was employed to
perform saturated EIRP measurements (using test signals transmitted from
Fucino) and antenna pattern measurements.
The INTELSAT-K IoT was performed in two phases. Phase I consisted of
communications (repeater and antenna) subsystem performance tests using
the three earth stations-one for each communications beam. Phase 2. comprising the TC&R subsystem performance tests, was conducted from the
Clarksburg, Maryland, tracking, telemetry, and command (TT&C) station.
Repeater performance was confirmed by measuring the transponders' gain-tonoise temperature ratio (G/7), saturation flux density. saturation EIRP. and
frequency response for all channels. Antenna performance was confirmed by
measuring the copol and cross-pol antenna patterns for all beams.
The [OT measurements taken showed that all repeater, antenna, and TC&R
subsystems performed within specifications. A week-long series of antenna
cut measurements of the Europe beam were carried out at 2-hour intervals at
seven discrete elevation offset points. A new "centroid" measurement method
was successfully implemented to analyze the results, in order to determine the
Europe beam horesight position and the daily pointing stability. Complete
characterization of the daily antenna pointing variations was conducted to
provide better, more well-defined service in the future. This approach was
prompted by the new Europe/North America antenna design, which uses a
single antenna with dual offset gridded reflectors to produce beams having
orthogonal polarities.
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This paper describes the general measurement methods used, and the results
obtained, during the INTELSAT-K payload 1OT. The rationale and the basic
results for additional antenna tests to measure the contours of the Europe
beam within the fringe areas of the main beam are also discussed. In addition,
INTELSAT's operational support provisions to ensure proper beam connectivity changes on an as-needed basis, as requested by some customers, are
explained. (See References 2 and 3 for further details.)
I%TELSAT-K sRbsysterns
The INTELSAI-K payload toT evaluated the performance of the satellite's
communications payload (transponders and antennas) and TC&R subsystems.
The measurement methodologies used are explained in detail in Reference I,
(onunnn ieal ions snbs.'stem

The INTELSA1-K communications subsystem is described in a companion
paper by Peters et al.*
T('.&R subsystems

The INTELSA I -K Tc&R subsystems consist of the telemetry, command, and
ranging components described below.
I P.LENIETRY St1nSYS I EM

Figure 1 is a Klock diagram of the telemetry subsystem on hoard INTEI.SAT-K.
Two redundant telemetry modules (RTMS) are cross-strapped to two telemetry
transmitters, which provide the two commandable telemetry beacons for the
spacecraft. The INTELSAT-K beacon I frequency is 11,452.0 MHz, and the
beacon 2 frequency is 11,699.0 MHz. When the transmitter is commanded
to the high-power mode, the beacons are transmitted by the relevant communications antennas, as well as by an omnidirectional antenna having vertical
polarization. Each RIM can operate independently in eight different modes:
• Pulse Code Modulation (PCM), High-Priori/v. Produces a digital
stream at 1,024 b/s in biphase-L format which modulates a 32-kHz
subcarrier. Each telemetry frame consists of 256 eight-bit words. The
nominal frame size is 2 s.

• PCM, Loan-Priority. The power-on default mode. Identical to
the high-priority mode, except that the RTM turns off the 32-kHz
* R. A. Peters, F. L. Khoo, and A. Ozkul, "The INTFLSAT-K Payload," COMSAT
Technical Reeierr. Vol. 24, Nos. 1/2, 1994, pp. 25-45 ( this issue).
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telemetry subcarrier and substitutes a 14.5-kHz subcarrier which contains the command data bits in the uplink and the execute pulse. The
telemetry subcanieris restored when the command registers are cleared.
• PCM Dwell. Telemetry data in this mode are identical to data in the
high-priority mode, except that the multiplexer continuously samples
any one of the 256 telemetry words specified by command.
• Subco9rier Dwell. Produces a 14.5-kHz subcarrier modulated directly
by the selected telemetry word, instead of being processed into PCM
data.
• Special Sensor. Produces a 14.5-kHz subcarrier modulated directly by
the analog output of earth sensor assembly (ESA) 2 and I north scans
for RTMS I and 2, respectively.
• Attitude Monitor. Produces a 14.5-kHz subcarrier modulated directly
by either the sun sensor assembly/horizon sensor assembly (SSA/HSA)
(transfer orbit sensors) or the earth sensor's south scan, when it is on.

M

0

• Ranging. All internally generated telemetry is replaced by the third
video output of the selected command receiver, which passes through
a 12-kHz high-pass filter. This mode is used to provide a narrowband
transponder for ranging.
• Simultaneous Ranging and PCM Telemetry. The range tone from the
selected command receiver is added to the 32-kHz PCM data subcarrier. Filters in the ground station equipment separate the two. This is
the nominal operational mode for beacon 1.
COMMAND AND RANGING SUBSYSTEMS

Figure 2 is a block diagram of the command subsystem. (The transmit
portion of the ranging function is performed by the telemetry subsystem and
was depicted in Figure I.) This subsystem provides ground control of all
commandable spacecraft functions. Commands can he transmitted to the spacecraft via two different command carrier frequencies in the 14-GHz range.
They are received by a horizontally polarized dual-mode toroidal hicone
omnidirectional antenna (frequency I) and/or by the North America Vertical
or Europe Horizontal beams (both frequencies). The antenna outputs are directed to three separate redundant receivers. The uplink carrier frequency
determines the choice of command receiver, since the receivers are tuned to
two different frequencies (i.e., receivers I and 2 are tuned to frequency 1, and
receiver 3 is tuned to frequency 2).
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Three separate command tone frequencies are used (corresponding to 0, 1,
and Execute) which frequency-modulate the command carrier. The chosen
command receiver demodulates the command tones and feeds them to each of
the two redundant command logic demodulators (cLOS). The d os then feed
the commands, in the form of a PCM-RZ data stream, to the corresponding
central logic processor (CLP). CLD selection information is contained within
the command message. The receivers and CLDs are fully cross-strapped for
high reliability.
The command receivers also provide a separate output to a selected telemetry transmitter for ranging operation, which is available when any of the
beacons are operated in the ranging (or simultaneous PCn4 and ranging) modes.
An encrypted command data format can be used for added security.
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All transponder units deg., receivers and traveling wave tube amplifiers
(TwTAS)I are tested during the 10T. In addition, all alternate paths through the
various switch combinations are verified such that every switch is exercised
and every switch contact is used at least once.
When the IOTS are performed, the measured data are automatically compared against data taken during factory testing of the spacecraft (prelaunch
data). The prelaunch data are stored in a database called the Test Data Handling
System (Tons). The lOT system automatically retrieves the T[HS data for the
measured configuration, calculates the spacecraft antenna gain for the position
of the testing station in the beam. performs the comparison, and then prints the
test results in tabular and graphical formats.
All in-band/out-of-band frequency responses, step attenuator values, and
translation frequency measurements showed good agreement with the prelaunch data. Table I gives the average deltas between measured and prelaunch
data for EIRP, saturation flux density, and G/T.
Antenna testing

S

The three main antenna coverage beams on INTELSAT-K are called the
Europe, South America (dual), and North America beams. (The Peters et (1l.
paper, cited earlier, provides detail on the antenna designs and shows their
coverage on the earth as seen from the operational longitude of 338.5°E.) All
of these beams were tested during the payload for by measuring copol and
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10
TABLE 1. AVERAGE DELTAS BETWEEN LOT MEASURED
DATA AND PRELAUNCH DATA
FIRE FLUX GIT
BEAM

North America Horizontal

(dli) DENS!IV IdB)

9

+0.8 -0.4

North America Vertical - +13 Europe I loriwntal

-1 2• 0.0 +0.6

Europe Vertical 0.0 -

8

South America Vertical -0.6

'Prelaunch data suspected too high by I dn_

cross-pol antenna patterns at discrete pointing offsets. The results were in
good agreement with prelaunch data.
EUROPE BEAMS

A total of 84 different antenna cuts were taken for the Europe Horizontal
receive to Europe Vertical transmit beams, in groups of 12 daily cuts taken
every 2 hours during seven consecutive days. On each day, the spacecraft roll
offset was changed so that the antenna cuts would be performed on a different
elevation offset on the beams. Figure 3 shows the position of the seven
azimuth cuts performed, and their elevation offsets. At the conclusion of the
monitoring, the data taken at the same hour daily (seven cuts) were combined
and the beam shape was reconstructed. This produced 12 beam contours
(Figure 4) showing the beams' pointing at 2-hr intervals, which made it
possible to determine pointing stability and average offset.
In addition to the 7 days of centroid data, pointing stability was also
confirmed by offsetting the spacecraft attitude so as to place the Fucino lot
station on points of the beam that had high gain slopes on either the elevation
or azimuth planes. The saturated EIRP level was monitored for 24 hours and
then correlated with the antenna beam movement. The results agreed very
well with predictions based on the data obtained from the 7-day measurements. The daily pointing fluctuation of +0.1 I ° fell outside the range specified
for pointing accuracy, while RE performance inside the specified coverage
region still met specifications.
INTELSAT is now conducting a long-term monitoring study of daily pointing shifts in order to build a database for the automatic hourly correction of
spacecraft pointing, thus reducing daily pointing error. This should improve
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Figure 3. INTELSAT-K Europe Antenna Cat Scan Positions
(Small numbers on contours correspond to rolloff from peak gain)

performance for stations located on the edge of coverage, and even beyondfor example, in the Eastern European countries.
SOUTH AMERICA BEAM(S)

The pointing of the South America beams was verified by performing a
single centroid measurement similar to the one used for the Europe beam. The
method required seven azimuth cuts, 0.5° apart in elevation, resulting in the
contours shown in Figure 5. The solid lines indicate the measured performance, while the dashed lines represent predictions calculated from the
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Figure 4. Overlap of the 12 Reconstructed Europe Beam Contours

Figure 5. South America Beams Antenna Cut Scan Positions

prelaunch data. Again, the JOT results were in good agreement with the prclaunch data.

illustrated in Figure 7 which compares the measured and predicted antenna
azimuth cuts at an elevation offset of 4.8°N.

NORTI I AMFRICA BEAM

Spaeecrabt reaonfignral ion

The North America beam is produced by the same reflector that produces
the Europe beams. This reflector was extensively characterized during the 7
days of centroid measurements. Therefore, only three antenna pattern cuts, at
different elevation offsets (Figure 6), were needed to confirm the relative
offset between the North America and Europe beams and to check cross-pol
performance. The results showed good agreement with the prelaunch data, as

Reconfiguration commands are generated using the PC-based Repeater
Command Assistance Program (RCAF), which provides a graphic or tabular
representation of the spacecraft payload (transponders) that can be manipulated by the operator to the desired configuration. RCAP then produces, in a
format recognizable by the spacecraft, the appropriate command lists to enable this configuration to be achieved. A file of commands, called a command
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Figure 6. INTELSAT- K North America Antenna Cut Positions

queue, can he electronically transferred to the command coordination systens at the Spacecraft Control Center (sec) in Washington, D.C., for future
execution.
Different sets of command queues have been produced to accommodate all
of the spacecraft configurations coordinated with international users. Thus,
whenever there is a need to reconfigure the transponders, the SCC operator
schedules the appropriate command queues and the desired configuration is
quickly achieved. This expands satellite capabilities by enabling transponders to he connected to different beams daily, allowing for more efficient
use of capacity for the type of traffic the satellite attracts (satellite newsgathering, video distribution, et(.). Safety features contained in each command

Figure 7. Prelaunch and lOT Cuts for the North America Ream at 4.8°N

queue "mute" the driver for the affected traveling wave tube amplifier (TwTA)
during the reconfiguration, allowing for "hot" switching with no danger to the
spacecraft components.
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Abstract

Basilio Tei.ceira is a Sealer Fngineer with the Sparecraft Engineering Depa7ment at INTELSAT. His primors

The INTELSAT-K communications satellite was successfully launched in Julie
1992 using an Atlas II-A launch vehicle. The launch campaign began about I year
prior to delivery of the spacecraft and included launch site testing to verify spacecraft
health, as well as preparation and loading of the spacecraft onto the launch vehicle.
Details of launch site testing are discussed, and a comprehensive description is given
of the Atlas Il-A launch vehicle, including its flight performance until separation and
injection of the spacecraft into transfer orbit.

him 'lints instate operation u/ 1110 payload of all in-a'bit
INTELSAT satellites, definition of toots needed fi r oite proper

Intriti duction

rnanitoring and operation of new satellite series, and support lot the payload lOTs. including responsibility for spacecraft .scfete and the provision of command support. He was
responsible far the integration and testing of all new equipment installed at the Floci,a IOT station, as well as all o/
the l(71' s<fioare upgrades and the Inigralion of the hard
copy in-plant test data to the 77)HS format to support the
INTELSAT-K lOT. Pie 'ions assignments inchided development of payload concepe,
and petformame specifications for future satellites. and participation as Sofnrare
Engineer and Payload Speciali a for the IOTs of ten' INTELSAT satellite., He e'av
stationed at the INTELSAT TTC&M6[07facilities at Encino and Beijing for a period
of 8 sears. Prior to joining INIELSA'I in 1981. Mr. Teixeira was employed by
EMBRATEL. no*ing on the installation, acceptance testing, and maintenance of the
equipment provided by the signatory and lNTTELSA1' at the Tangua TTC&M station in
Brazl.

The INTELSAT-K communications satellite was successfully launched on
June 9, 1992, from Cape Canaveral, Florida. on a General Dynamics/Martin
Marietta Atlas II-A vehicle. It reached preoperational drift orbit I I days later
on June 20, and became operational on July 15, 1992.
The INTELSAT-K launch campaign began about 1 year prior to delivery of
the spacecraft. In line with INTELSAT's strategy of maintaining dual launch
vehicle compatibility for its spacecraft launches, both Ariane and Atlas
launchers were considered for INTELSAT-K during the feasibility studies. However, at the time of contract signing and during subsequent months, the spacecraft configuration, on-station availability requirements, and other INTELSAT
launch schedule constraints dictated selection of the Atlas II-A vehicle.
Following selection of the launch vehicle, the INTELSAT Launch Vehicle
Program Office (LVPO) assumed responsibility for ensuring the compatibility
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of the spacecraft with the Atlas Il-A. A team consisting of INTELSAT,
General Electric/Martin Marietta, and support staff conducted launch site
testing to verify spacecraft health following transportation from the
manufacturer's facilities, and prepared and loaded the spacecraft onto the
launch vehicle. All launch vehicle/spacecraft interface documents and specifications were reviewed, and detailed launch dynamics analyses and tests were
jointly prepared, performed, and verified. Assessment of liftoff mass and
volume constraints, coupled with the spacecraft geometry. resulted in optimum orientation of the spacecraft with only minor modifications to the launch
vehicle fairing and plumbing.
INTELSAT-K underwent detailed launch site testing, propellant loading, and
encapsulation at Lockheed/Martin Marietta Astrotech facilities in Titusville,
Florida. Final compliance with the required specifications was validated there
before the spacecraft was transported to Space Launch Complex-36B (sLC'.36B) at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS) for mating and electrical/

TABLE 1. INTELSAT-K PRELAUNCH TESTS
Thermal Blanket Continuity
SEPETs
Battery Charge/Capacity
Launch Site Equipment
Launch Stand Test
Solar Array Edge Illumination
Launch Site Rehearsal: Power Cp/Down
Launch Site Rehearsal: Main Enahle
Launch Site Rehearsal: Arm Plug Installation
Squib Stray Voltage
Reaction Control Subsystem (RCS ) Pressure Test Setup
Install Shipping
Functions Not 'tested
Moutentum Wheel Assembly AMA) Pivots-Pivots captive
Pyrotechnics-Pyro vulvc and solar array caner pull pyrotechnics connected

mechanical interface tests.

Deptoyntants Array/reflector/omni in launch configuration

This paper discusses details of the launch site testing and provides a comprehensive description of the Atlas II-A launch vehicle, including its flight
performance until separation and injection of the spacecraft into transfer orbit.

Solar Army Drive Rotation-Spacecraft and solar arrays in launch configuration

Prelaunch test activities
tNTELSAT-K was shipped from the GE/Martin Marietta Astro plant on
March 31, 1991, to arrive at the Astrotech Launch Processing Facilities on
April 2, 1992. The entire spacecraft checkout station (SCS) used in the testing
at the Astro plant was also shipped to Astrotech for prelaunch testing. Following verification by the SCS and other launch site equipment (LSE), launch site
spacecraft electrical performance tests (SEPETS) were begun on April 3. The
initial spacecraft bus sEPEr was conducted during April 3-7, and the communications SEPET began on April 7.
Table I lists the procedures used in the prelaunch tests, as well as those
functions that were excluded from the launch site test plans due to spacecraft
launch configuration and deployment/pyrotechnic requirements. Table 2 lists
the functions tested under each spacecraft bus subsystem, and Table 3 lists the
communications payload SEPErs performed, as well as those excluded from
the test plan.
The INTELSAT-K spacecraft bus SEPEr went extremely well. No major SCS/
LSF difficulties were experienced during a total of 65 bus tests. Test discrepancy reports (TORS) were closed after additional verification by testing or
analyses.

Full Army C'.unent Partial Shunt Current; Switched Shunt Seerycnce Spaceeralr and solar
arrays in launch configuration

The communications portion of the launch site sEPEr was started on April 7
and completed on April 16 (including retests). This SEPET is a complete
performance test of the payload and repeats all measurements made in previous thermal vacuum and ambient SEPE'rs. All test results were reviewed to
confirm that communications performance was in agreement with previous
SEPE'r results.

Following spacecraft health verification in SEPETs. final launch preparations were completed, consisting of the following activities:
• Wet spacecraft spin/final balancing and final wet weigh. The final
measured spacecraft weight was 2,930 kg.
• Final spacecraft closeout and inspection. A visual inspection was
performed by both GE/Martin Marietta and INTELSAT after closeout. The inspection particularly focused on thermal blankets, clearances
around shear ties, and deployment mechanisms, including close-up
photographs of all critical visible hardware.
• A spacecraft readiness review between GE/Martin Marietta and
INTELSAT representatives to confirm spacecraft readiness for mating
with the launch adapter.
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TABLE 2. INTELSAT- K PREI .AUNCII BUS SUBSYSTEM TESTS
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TABLE 2. INTELSAT-K PRELAUNCH BUS SUBSYSTEM TESTS (CONT'D)

Attitude Control Subsystem (ACS) Tests

Load Profile

Earth Sensor Assembly (ESA) I & 2 Command & Output Check

Fail Detection

Roll. Pitch & Yaw Gyro

Battery raper Charge

Sun Sensor I & 2

Reaction Control Subsystem ( RCS) Tests
Reaction Engine Assembly Firing

Tap Cap, Side 1 & 2
Horizon Sensor

Electrothermal hydrazine Thruster (EHT) Fiiine

Tadoc

Liquid Apogee Engine (LAE) Fire Control
Catalyst Bed Heaters

Torquer 'lest, Side I & 2 Check
MWA I & 2 Command Check

Line I Ieaters

Attitude System Processor (ASPI) Telemetry & MWA Cross Strap

Tank Heaters

ASP Control of High Beacon

Thruster Valve Heaters

ASI'2 Telemetry & MWA Gross Strap

Thruster Flow

Pilch Capture I cst
Pitch Offset Test
Spin Pmccssion'lest
ASP Tiered Pulse Mode
North/South Stationkeeping IN/S SK) Logic Checks

Heater Yests
Solar Airav & Reflector Healer (HTR It
Omni & MWA I tearer (HTR2)
Auxiliary Heater System (IITR3)

Backup Roll Control
East/West SK Logic Checks
Auto Pitch Error Test

ASP Ram/Comnrand Input Check
Telemetry, Command & Ranging (TC&R) Tests
Decoder Redundancy

TABLE 3. INTELSAT-K PRELAUNCH COMMUNICATIONS TESTS

Redundant TeleInetiy Module (RI'M) Modes
Beacon Functional

Input Power

Command Thicshuld

Output Power

Ranging Threshold

Internlodulxtion Distortion

RTMIvs RTM2
Beacon Modulation Index

Driver Limiter Amplifier (DLA) Altenualor Steps
Group Delay

Suhcarricr Dwell

Amplitude Response

Pulse Code Modulation (PC M) Dwell

Spurious Outputs

Low Voltage TC&R

Command & Telemehy

Launch Vehicle Int.

Linear 'Transfer Response

Couunand Encryption

Limiter Transfer Response

Power Subsystem Tests

TWTA Cndcrvoltage Tnmoff

Power Telemetry

DC Power Drains

Charge Regulator

Functions Not Tested

Shunts/Failures

Timer Override

N/S SAD

Anode Voltage Control Loops (command verified)

Battery Heaters

Cooled Low-Noise Armpittier Cooler Operatinn (verified in thermal vacuum)
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• Mechanical and electrical mating of the spacecraft with the adapter,
verification of umbilical interface after mating. installation of the
battery enable relay box (HERB), and powering-up of the spacecraft
for electrical tests.
• Post-mate launch site electrical tests. including commanding the spacecraft into launch configuration.
• Establishing voice and data links between Astrotech and the s1,c-36B
blockhouse, as well as between Astrotech and GE/Martin Marietta
Astro Spacecraft Operations Center (ASOC).
• Demating of the HERB and installation of the spacecraft and adapter
onto the ground transport vehicle (GTV). Final spacecraft closeout,
including removal of holding fixtures and omnidirectional antenna
and liquid apogee engine (LAE) protective covers.
• Installation of the fairing to the GTV.
• Verification of the RE link through the omni antenna.
• Installation of the GTV with the fairing/spacecraft on the trailer.
All of these activities went smoothly and were performed according to schedule to support the June 9 launch date.
The following spacecraft activities were performed as part of the final
readiness for 1NTELSAT-K AC-105 Atlas II-A launch:
May 20 Verify RE link check under different operating contingencies.
May 21 Power-on spacecraft to support combined electrical readiness
test (CERT).

Start battery charging (battery charging activities are continued
until liftoff).
May 23 Spacecraft terminal countdown rehearsal.
May 28 Install enable plugs (MEPI, ME:P2, and SEPI).
.June 9 NTEI_SAT-K/AC-105 launch.

Luu/1ch mission
INTELSAT-K successfully flew on General Dynamics Commercial Launch
Services flight AC-105. the first Atlas II-A. from Cape Canaveral, Florida. on
June 9. 1992, following a liftoff attempt on May 29, 1992. that was suspended
due to inclement weather. INTEESAI-K had a separated spacecraft weight of
1930 kg. which was a good match to the capabilities of the Atlas II-A.

The Atlas II-A launch vehicle consisted of an Atlas first stage powered by
three Rocketdyne MA-5A liquid propellant engines consuming RP-I fuel and
liquid oxygen: a Centaur upper stage powered by two Pratt & Whitney
R1.10-A-4 liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen engines; and a 4.27-m-diameter
metal payload fairing that protected the INTEI.SAT-K spacecraft during the
ascent. Figure 1 shows the preparation activity flow of the AC-105 launch
vehicle for the INTELSAT-K launch.
Alias 11 -

ran nch vehicle description

Atlas is the name of a family of booster stages, while Centaur is a family of
high-energy. restartable upper stages. Atlas II-A is the designation for an
Atlas 11 booster combined with a Centaur II-A upper stage. The Centaur upper
stage is mounted on top of the one-and-one-half-stage Atlas booster to form
a two-and-one-half-stage vehicle. The Atlas booster is 3.05 in in diameter
and 24.9 in long. The propellant tanks are a thin-wall, fully monocoque,
corrosion-resistant stainless steel construction. The fuel tank, which contains
RP-I, and the oxidizer tank, which contains liquid oxygen, are separated by an
ellipsoidal intermediate bulkhead. The structural integrity of the tanks is maintained in flight by internal pressure or by the application of mechanical stretch.
The Atlas uses the Centaur avionics system for guidance, flight control,
and sequencing functions. An external equipment pod houses Atlas systems
such as range safety, propellant utilization, pneumatics, and instrumentation.
Atlas booster propulsion is provided by the Rocketdyne MA-5A engine
system, which includes a sustainer engine and two booster engines. All engines
are ignited prior to liftoff and develop a total sea-level rated thrust of
2,110,576 N. The section containing the booster engines is jettisoned [booster
package jettison (BP.1)] approximately 170.6 s into flight, at an axial acceleration of 5.5 g. Flight continues, powered by the sustainer engine ("sustainer
phase" flight) until propellant depletion.
The Atlas is structurally linked to the Centaur by an aluminum interstagc
adapter, and is separated from the Centaur by a flexible linear-shaped charge
system attached to the forward ring of the interstage adapter.
The Centaur upper stage is 3.05 to in diameter and 10.06 m long. It employs high-energy liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen propellants separated by
a double vacuum-insulated intermediate bulkhead. The propellant tanks (like
those of the Atlas stage) are constructed of thin-wall, fully monocoque.
colTOsion-resistant stainless steel. Tank stabilization is maintained at all times
by internal pressurization or the application of mechanical stretch.
The Centaur avionics package, mounted on the equipment module, monitors and controls all vehicle functions. It performs the inertial guidance and
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attitude computations for both the Atlas and Centaur, and monitors tank
pressures and propellant use.
The Centaur propulsion system uses two RI.IOA-4 engines manufactured
by Pratt & Whitney. Each engine has a rated thrust of 92,518 N. The Centaur
engines are restartable and capable of multiple firings in space, separated by
coast phases.
The stub adapter and equipment module are attached to the forward end of
the Centaur. The adapter is bolted to the forward ring of the Centaur tank and
supports the equipment module and payload fairing. The equipment module
attaches to the forward ring of the stub adapter and has provisions for mounting the Centaur avionics and the spacecraft adapter.
The payload fairing protects the spacecraft from the time of encapsulation
through atmospheric ascent. The fairing used by the INTELSAT-K mission was
a 4.27-m-diameter. two-half-shell aluminum structure with vertical, split-line
longerons. It consisted of a cylindrical section topped by a conical nose cone
and spherical cap.
The fairing provides thermal and acoustic enclosures for the payload and
launch vehicle electronic compartments during prelaunch and ascent. Portions
of the external surface of the fairing are insulated with cork to limit temperatures
to acceptable levels. Noncontaminating thermal control coatings are used on
internal surfaces to reduce incident heat fluxes to the spacecraft. The payload
fairing is jettisoned approximately 55 s after Atlas booster jettison.
The mechanical interface between the INTELSAT-K spacecraft and the launch
vehicle was provided by a standard adapter built by General Dynamics Space
Systems. In transfer orbit, the Centaur issues separate commands to release
and separate the spacecraft from the forward adapter.
Atlas and Centaur launch vehicles and components are produced by the
GE/Martin Marietta Corporation/General Dynamics Space Systems Division in San Diego, California, Vandenberg Air Force Base. California. and
Harlingen, Texas. The launch vehicles were transported to CCAFS for final
assembly and checkout at SEC-36.
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The Atlas Il-A carrying INTELSAT-K was launched from SLC-36B at CCAFS.
The mission used a parking orbit ascent trajectory with the first Centaur burn,
which placed the vehicle into an 150-km perigee altitude parking orbit. After a
I5-min coast period, the Centaur second burn injected the satellite into a
geosynchronous transfer orbit with a 35,788-km apogee and 187-km perigee
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Figure 2. Orbital Planes During Mission Launch of INTELSAT-K

altitude, as shown in Figure 2. The nominal Atlas 11-A transfer orbit parameters at spacecraft separation were:

EVENT

BASIS

0.

Liftoff
Rot Program

2-in. Motion
UO + 2 to UO + 15 s

1.

BECO

5.5g

Booster Package

BECO + 3.1 s

2.

Jettison

Apogee Altitude

35,945 kin

Perigee Altitude

185 kin

Transfer Orbit Inclination

25.5°

Transfer Orbit Period

634 min.

Argument of Perigee

179.3°

Longitude of Ascending Node

173.5°

The Ac-105 mission ascent profile, shown in Figure 3, includes 10 mission
mark events. Figure 4 shows general Atlas-Centaur II-A hardware and indicates the hardware involved in each mark event. Figure 5 shows the nominal
vehicle ground trace. The AC-105/LNTELSAT-K mission sequence of events is
given in Table 4. Note that the entire sequence, from liftoff through spacecraft
separation, took place in only 29 minutes. During this time, enormous quantities of propellant were consumed, as shown in the weight history in Table 5.
The INTE.ISA'I-K launch followed a standard Atlas I1-A ascent profile. The
flight began with a short vertical rise. During flight between T + 2 and T +
15 s, the vehicle rolled from its launch pad alignment of 115° to its missionspecific flight azimuth of 97.5°, followed by pitch and yaw programs under

BOOSTER SECTION
JETTISON

3.

Payload Fairing
Jettison

Sagv s 360 btu/it2-hr

4.

SECO

Propellant Depletion

5.

Atlas/Centaur

SECO + 2 s

Separation
BOOSTER ENGINE
CUTOFF(BECO)

ATLAS
BOOSTER '
PHASE

-

^_l

Op

SPACE LAUNCH
COMPLEX 36B

6.

MES1

SECO+14s

7.

MECO1

Parking Orbit (guidance)

8.
9.

MES2
MEC02

Guidance
Transfer Orbit Target
(guidance)

Spacecraft
Separation

MECO2 + 193 s

10.

Figure 3. Mission Ascent Profile
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Figure 5. Subvehicle Trace: Launch to Spacecraft First Apogee

control of the Centaur inertial guidance system. Atlas booster engine cutoff
(EEco) occurred upon attainment of an axial acceleration of 5.5 g. During the
Atlas sustainer phase, the payload fairing wasjettisoned when heating dropped
to predetermined levels. Atlas sustainer engine cutoff (seco) occurred based
on sensing the minimum residual propellant. Atlas/Centaur separation occurred at SECO + 2 s, and the Centaur first main engine start (MES 1) occurred
at SECO + 14 s.
The Centaur first burn consisted of a 311-s firing of the Centaur main
engines to inject the combined Centaur/spacecraft vehicle into a low-altitude
parking orbit of 150 X 2,361 km. During the burn, guidance steering was
applied in an orbit inclination of 28.4°. Following Centaur first main engine
cutoff (MECOI ), the vehicle coasted in parking orbit over the mid-Atlantic for
approximately 14.4 min prior to arriving at the required location for Centaur
second burn. Throughout this otherwise zero-g coast, the Centaur hydrazine
27-N axial thrusters (S-engines) fired, either in groups of four for propellant
settling or in groups of two for propellant retention.
The Centaur second burn occurred over the Atlantic Ocean between the
African Ivory Coast and Ascension Island, prior to the vehicle's first passage
over the equator. This burn, lasting approximately 90 s. accelerated the
combined Centaur/INTELSAT-K vehicle into a 185 X 35,945-km transfer orbit
at spacecraft separation.
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TABLE 4. AC-105/INTELSAT-K MISSION SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
IINAE FROM
MARK EVEN I'
EVEN" ILVENr SI:QUENC1,

Liltoa
Start

III-MEP
Is. nominal1

0.0

Roll

2.0

End Roll. Start Open-Loop Pitch Sc Yew 15.0
Steering
Atlas Booster Engine Cutoff at 5.5 g I BECO 167.5
Jettison Booster Package 2 BECO + 3.1 170.6
Jettison Payload Fairing 3 336.3
Atlas Sustain" Engine Cutoff 4 SECO 2739
Allan/Centaur Sepmation 5 SEC0+2p 2759

Following MECO2. Centaur reoriented to the attitude required for spacecraft
separation, and then used its reaction control system thrusters to initiate a
controlled spinup to 5 rpm. Separation occurred at MECO2 + 193 s. After a
short coast, Centaur despun and then performed a series of maneuvers, called
collision and contarnination avoidance maneuvers, to preclude recontacting or
contaminating the free-flying spacecraft. At the end of this sequence, the
Centaur mission was complete, and Centaur unlocked its vent valves and
terminated its programmed flight sequence.
The launch of INTELSAT-K using the Atlas II-A vehicle was a complete
success, delivering the spacecraft to the desired transfer orbit as planned. At
the conclusion of transfer orbit activities, an apogee motor maneuver, and a
short east/west drift, INTELSAT-K was placed at the proper orbital location
about I I days following launch.

Start Extendible Nozzle Deployment SE{'0+35 277.4
Centaur l st Bum. I.O Prestart SLS'0+35 277.4
Centaur I ,t Bum. LI 12 Prestart SECO + 6.7 280.6
End Extendible Nozzle Deployment 5A- SB SHCO+ 105 2534
Centaur 1st Main Engine Start (M151) 6 SECO+ 4.0 287.9
Centaur I,at Main Engine Cutoff (MECOI i 7 MECOI 5935
Start Reorient to MES2 Attitude MI S2 -611L1 358.7
Centaur 2nd Bum, L I, Prestart MES2- 17.2 1,441.6
Centaur 2nd Burn. LO' Prestart MES2- 12,0 1,446.8
Centaur ,If Main Engine Start (MFS2) 8 MFS2 1,458.7
Cetttaur 2nd Main En_eine Cutoff (MEC02) 9 MEC02 1548.1
Stair Align men! to Separation A ttitnde MIEC02-+2A 1,551).1
Start Spinup to 5.0 sprit NIECO2 + 112 I.660.I

Alfred M. Goldman, Ji., holds bachelor's and master's

Separate Spacecraft 10 MBCOI + 193 1,741.1

degrees from the California lastiane of Teclmolo,gp, and
BECO: Booster engine cutott, Atlas

SEGO:

So 51oiner engine CUWI 1, Atlas

MES :

Main engine start, Centaur

did additional graduate work at Stanford Unit e, sits, tile

NIFCC: Main engine Cutoff, Centaur'

Univeisirc of'Southem Cali/ornia. and CALTECH. He joined
COMSAT World Svstents (CWS) in April 1989 and man-

TABLE 5. WEIa11T HISTORY DURING LAUNCII

aged CWS engineering and operations R&D projects conducted at COMSAT La horalorie,s. As a Principal Engineer

U:1, (IfI
ITEM

Liftoff
Centaur Separation

with COMSAT World SSstems Engineering and Operations

@gI

Depcn-hnew. he perforated satellite and launch vehicle cs's-

187-853

tents engineering in support of COMSA'T's role as U.S.

21,848

Signatory to INTELSAT He also served os a U.S. Delegate

Centaur MI;C0I + Decay

8.812

C'cntaur MES2

8.732

Centaur MECO2

5.060

CenlttudSpaeecralt Separation

5.051

Sepawled Spacecraft

2.930

to the 1N"i-ELSA7' Board of Governors' Technical Adcism,r Committee. His precious
",.Stems engineering experience included Boo,-Allen & Hamilton, CONTI//. ASC, Jet
Propa(cion Laboratory. General Dynamics, Hughes Ait-c'rrf6 ant/ service as an officer
in the U.S. Air Porte.

Mr. Goldman retired from COMSAT Laboralories in hebruare 1996. He is an
Associate Follett of'AIAA and a Senior Member of IEEE,
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The demand for satellite newsgathering (SNG) services-where mobile units using
small antennas transmit programming material to a broadcast center via satellite
is growing rapidly. A study was conducted to examine satellite system architectures
appropriate for this type of service. Topics addressed include the modulation and
multiple-access transmission format; selection of the uplink frequency band for the
SNG-to-satclliIc link: spacecralt implementation issues such as transponder channelization and antennas (with emphasis on add-on packages); and the provision of an
auxiliary or coordination channel in the direction of the broadcast-center-to-SNG site.
Other issues presented include rain impairment and uplink margin requirements for the
SNG-to-satellite link operating at both Ku- and Ka-band, a comparison between
channelized transponders implemented with surface acoustic wave tillers and those
with onboard digital processors, and considerations related to the placement of spacecraft antennas on an SNG add-on package.

based on the study results, an architecture consisting of digitally compressed video
carrier operating in a frequency-division multiple-access mode, in combination with
channelrted transponders that apply automatic gain control to carriers on an individual
basis. was recommended. This architecture maximizes uplink margins against rain
inipai anent.

Introduction
Satellite newsgathciing (SN(;) services are expected to become a major
market for INTELSAT. As the demand for SNG services increases , INTELSAT's
interests will best be served if it can provide this service to customers in a

^I^
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cost-effective and reliable manner. This paper summarizes a study performed
by COMSAT Laboratories and Space Systems/Loral for INTELSAT. Although
organized to illustrate the methodology employed in the study, the paper also
describes a variety of topics relevant to the design of future SNG satellite
systems.
An SNG service is characterized by the transmission of real-time programming material from small transportable earth stations located at the site of a
news event. The information from the .SNC site is relayed by satellite to a
broadcast center. where it is integrated into the broadcast programming material. For SNC service, it is important that the remote earth station be easily
transportable. that operating costs be relatively low, and that operations can be
conducted on demand with as few restrictions as possible.
The requirements of an SNC system are very different from those of a direct
broadcast satellite (DBS) system. In an SNG system, information from a relatively few small remote earth stations is uplinked to a broadcast center via a
satellite, while in a 1)135 system programming is broadcast from a center to a
large number of very small receive-only earth stations via a single satellite
uplink. Because of this fundamental difference, each service requires a different system architecture. This study addressed SNC systems only.
SNG services using Ku-band have grown rapidly because spacecraft with
high antenna gain-to-noise temperature ratio, G/T, values are available; compact earth station designs are available: and frequencies can be used with
relatively few restrictions. For similar reasons, it is anticipated that Ka-band
will also be used for future SNG services.
To operate an SNG service at either band, the satellite transmission channel
must be designed with a reasonable margin against rain impairments. and the
satellite system must be able to provide, on demand. the required connectivity
between the SNG site and the broadcast center. This study was conducted to
recommend SNG system designs that best meet these objectives. Although
many aspects of SNG services were considered, the study focused on selecting
the uplink frequency band to be used from the SNC unit to the satellite, the
modulation and multiple-access format. the spacecraft architecture, and spacecraft considerations related to implementation. Problems related to establishing a relatively low-rate auxiliary channel from the broadcast center to the
sNa site were also investigated.
In phase I of the study, candidate SNG system architectures consisting of
specific combinations of uplink and downlink frequencies, various modulation and multiple-access techniques, and different transponder architectures
were evaluated and parametrically compared. A total of 36 different system
architectures were examined, and a limited set of preferred architectures was
identified for further investigation. In phase 2. the selected set was examined
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with emphasis on refining the recommended system architectures and investigating specific issues related to spacecraft implementation.

Phase 1: Evaluation of candidate SNC architectures
The SNG architectures examined in this phase of the study consisted of
various combinations of the following:
• SNG uplink frequency band (Ku-band or Ka-hand)
• Downlink frequency hand (C-band or Ku-band)
• Modulation (digital using compressed video or TV/FM)
• Multiple-access technique (frequency-division multiple access [FDMAj
or time-division multiple access TDMAI)

• Either conventional or channelized automatic gain control (ACC), or
onboard regeneration (oHR) transponder architectures.
The preferred architectures were selected by first developing a baseline
link budget for each. Then, propagation data (quantifying rain impairments)
and a series of parametric tradeoffs (to determine the sensitivity of parameters
such as uplink rain margin to various link design parameters) were used to
compare the relative performance of the candidates. Table I identifies the 36
specific system architectures studied and provides a key to the nomenclature
used to identify them. Figure I illustrates these architectures in tree form.
The basic methodology of this study was to first narrow the options for an
SNG system to a small set, and then develop the recommended options in
greater detail. As a first step in this process, prior to examining the initial
tradeoffs, a set of assumptions and baseline parameters were defined by selecting basic system parameters and parametric ranges that reflected practical
designs.
Another preliminary step involved quantifying the effects of rain impairments. At both Ku- and Ka-band, rain impairments are so severe that the
amount of margin a candidate system design could provide against uplink
fades was it major factor in evaluating system alternatives.
Rain ingrairmenrs and margin requirements

A key factor in the design of a satellite link operating at either Ku- or
Ka-band is rain fading, and the consequent value of the power margin required to protect against fades. Quantitative estimates of rain impairment are
needed to determine the requirements of links operating at each frequency.
Rain fading at these frequencies is very sensitive to three factors: frequency
hand, elevation angle. and local climate.
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TABLE I. TIIE 36 SNG SYSTEM ARCHITIrCFl1 RES INVESTIGATED IN
THE PHASE I STUDY
SATHLI III AItCI IITECI URF ]O
S
6

J

II

7

L'
U
Q

Spot Beam
Ka -Rand uplink
Ka -Band Uplink

Yes

Satelli e Transponder

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Ycs

Ycs

Ycs

Ye.

Yes

Yes

m
0
0
z

Yes
Yes
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00
zQ

n

Ycs

I
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Ku-Band Downlink
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Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Ycs
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Yes

Yes

Yes
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NA

4a

5a

NA

7,
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NA

I(la

Ila

NA
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NA

4h
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NA
NA

NA

NA
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NA
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NA

NA
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NA
NA

111,
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Se
NA
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NA

NA

3NA

NA

12d

NA

NA
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NA

NA

6e

NA

NA
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NA

NA

12e
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3a

FDMA, NoOBR
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Ih
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TDMA ORR
FDMA Uplink.
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Lai
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m

0312
FDMA Uplink,

C
UI

NA

NA

If

NA

NA

6f

NA

NA

91

NA

NA

121

Lai

FDM Downlink.
OBR
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To illustrate the magnitude of rain impairments, a computer program (RAIN)
based on the COMSAT/INTELSAT propagation analysis package (PAP) rain
impairment model, was used with three representative example climates:
Clinuue 1. Western Europe. which has little thunderstorm activity.
Climate 2. The U.S. Mid-Atlantic region, which has moderate rainfall
and moderate thunderstorm activity.
Climate 3. Tropical and semitropical areas, which have larger amounts
of rainfall and thunderstorm activity.
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Although a wide range of climates is covered by these examples, none represents the extremes of either very dry or very wet climates. Figures 2a and 21b
illustrate approximate rain attenuation vx percentage of time for various elevation angles for Ka- and Ku-band, respectively.
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Figure 2. Rain Atten nation Data

Figure 2. Rain Attenuation Data (Coot'd)
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Using the information given in Figure 2, required SNG uplink margins were
computed using two availability definitions:
a. Margin necessary to provide service for all but I percent of the
worst month.

1
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TABLE 2. REQUIRED MARGINS FOR Two EXAMPLE AVAILABILITY
DEFINITIONS
ANNUAL
kMNI 'ALL.m
ama )>u

CLIM1IAre

NO

TnUNDERSTORM

during a 60-minute transmission will be 10 percent or less, given
that the transmission occurs during the worst part of the day during

1
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MARGIN -td B)
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5))
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9
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10
5(1

4
2
1

4
2
1

10
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14
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6
2
2

30
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30
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>I0(1
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9
4
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0.0

30

h. Margin necessary to ensure that the chance of having a rain fade
600

I11A
\N(I I.
(le, I

Der (h)
MARLIN
Id 131

H2EQ
(GH z 1

the worst month.
14

Definition (a) has a basis in public switched telephone network (PSTN) system
planning methodology, and definition (b) was selected as a comparison example for this study. Table 2 gives the results of these margin computations.
Since the PAP program uses a Rice-Holmberg rain rate model to describe
different rain climates, the coefficients used by this model-annual rain fall in
millimeters, in, and the thunderstorm coefficient, (i-are also given in the
table. The results indicate that availability definition (h) is more stringent than
definition (a). In addition, there is wide variation in the margin required for
different locations, elevation angles, and frequencies. For some locations and
elevation angles, especially for Ka-hand, the estimated margins required are
very large. As will he seen later, the requirement for a large margin is a major
factor in determining the modulation, access scheme, and transponder archilecture for the preferred SING system architecture.
Because of the severity of rain impairments at Ka- and Ku-hand, a number
of rain fade mitigation techniques were examined, as summarized in Table 3.
However, these techniques were found not to be broadly applicable to a
general SNG service. This part of the study also revealed, in quantitative terms,
that rain impairments at Ka-band are significantly worse than at Ku-band.
However, as discussed below. SNG service at Ka-band may still be preferable
for other reasons.
Due to dillering rain climates and elevation angles, an SNG system operat-

ing with uplink frequencies at either Ku- or Ka-hand requires large variations
in uplink margin to meet a specified availability from different uplink locations. This implies that transponders having channelized AGC have a distinct
advantage over conventional transponders in that they can provide more uplink margin (as shown below) and can permit a mix of different-sized 5NG
uplink earth stations to operate within a system. For example, earth stations
with low effective isotropically radiated power (EIRP) can he used in regions
having high elevation angles and/or thy climates, with larger earth station EIRP
values being required for low-elevation-angle or high-rain climates.

30

tt)

50n

03

0.7

30

8

"wrst I-hr period applies to climates 2 and 3.
of month corresponds to 439 min, or 7.3 hr.

TABLE 3. UPLINK RAIN FADE MITIGATION ALTERNATIVES
ILCIINIQD]

( (IlIM1:N I

Site Diversity

Not appropriate for most SNG applications.

Uplink Power Control

Potentially 'PFlicahle, especially at Ku-hand, hut at
high cost. Cost may he loo high and practical range
too low at Ka-hand

Reduced "I'rnnsmission Rates With
Added FEC

Potentially applicable hot may have limited range.
may require excessive cudcc complexity, and may not
he aamctive to SNG operators.

rime Shin-store and Forward

Not suitable for ninny SNG applications.

Frequency Diversity or Alternative
rranxm lss ion Media

Potentially applicable to the limited namher Of SNG
operators who have alternative satellite Iinks
operating at lower Irequencv band t t have
alter.. nice terrestrial tr.msmisslon 1 Icilities available-
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Ram-line parmnelers for svstem Ir :Weoffs

To analyze and compare the performance of the 36 candidate architectures
identified in Table I and Figure 1, ajudiciously selected design was assumed
for each. Table 4 summarizes the key link parameters assumed for each
candidate architecture. These values form a baseline around which parametric
tradeoffs for each scheme were computed, and these tradeoffs in turn form the
basis for selecting preferred architectures.
Figure 3 summarizes the results of a survey of video codec technology
which led to the baseline assumption of a 5-Mb/s data rate for digitally
compressed TV (as given in Table 4). The values of other parameters listed in
the table are realistic, based on current system designs. Parametric data that
reflect the cost considerations associated with the selection of the up- and
downlink frequencies are given in Tables 5 and 6.
Parametric sludy results mnl recommendations

The results of the parametric tradeoff phase of the study, summarized
here, form the basis for the narrower investigations conducted in phase 2.
Figures 4a and 4h illustrate examples of the primary parametric tradeoffs that
were performed on each of the 36 candidate system architectures. The figures
show the variation of uplink margin with SNG high-power amplifier (HPA)
power and satellite receive antenna beamwidth, respectively, for various system architectures. As discussed later, these results formed the basis for the

YEAR

Figure 3. Trarusmi.s.cion Rate Projections (Actual and estimated rotes for
corn/messed video, assuming redundalcv due to FEC e 20`10)

TABLE 4. KEY BASELINE LINK PARAMETERS
I'ARAMVI ER

VALCE

I V/1 NI

30 Ml tz

D i gitally Compressed TV - Q PSK

5 Mb/s

Downlink EtRP ( Saturated)
C-Band
Ku-Band

36 dB W
44 dB IA

SNG Antenna Diameter

1.8 m

Broadcast Center Antenna Diameter
C-Band
Ku-Band

9 m

Spacecraft Uplink Antenna Beamwidth

Variable (or P)

SNG HPA Power

Variable (or 1017 AV)

Uplink Margin

Variable

TABLE 5. APPROXIMATE COSTS FOR SNG HPAS*
RI- 1'OR'FR COST Erl(If NCY
III (SKr
pY,)

(a) Ka-Band (30 (;Hz)
206

120

10

70

6(1

10

8,11

(h) Ku-hand ( 14 (.Hz)
(100

1110

15

200

30

15

50

15

G

At lime of study.
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12e & 12f

TABLE 6. BROADCAST CENTER (EARTH STATION)
ROCGI I Cos I ESTIMA I ESrP
CBAND

PARAME II
Antaum Sire
Antewta Coat
Auto-tracking
No auto-trsking

HI'A Cost (2 for 111250 W)
[Antenna+HPA( Cost
Auto-tacking

No Unto -tracking

KII BARD

9m

Sill

SI 97K
867K

$180K
S62K

855K

8)1K

4252K
8122K

5271K
N/A

At time of study

ultimate selection of FDMA schemes that use digitally compressed video signals, and transponder architectures with channelized AGC (either with or without OBR), as the preferred system architectures.
Other parametric tradeoffs and sensitivity analyses were performed in this
phase of the study to ensure that the basic conclusions recorded were applicable over a range of realistic system designs, as well as to illustrate quantitative parametric relationships. Tradeoffs of this type included:

10

20

(a) 1.8-m Ski Terminal with 1 Spacecraft Antenna Beam

I
1o'a (TV FM)
--- 11aiTV-FM-AGC)

• Uplink and downlink margin vs downlink carrier-to-noise power
density ratio, C/ND

IOb (OPSK-FDMA)
--- 11b (OPSK-FDMA-AGC)

• Uplink margin is downlink C/N0 is intermodulation noise
• Off-axis

e mission margins vs

SNG

30

UPLINK HPA ( BURST) POWER (dBW)

loc (QPSKLTDMA)
T= (QPSK-TUNA -AOG)

antenna diameter

120 (OPSK-TDMA-OBR),
12o & 12t 10PBK-FDMA-UP-OBR1

• Uplink margin vs video codec rate is uplink carrier-to-interference
ratio, C//
• Uplink and downlink margin vs transponder output backoff
• Uplink [IPA size vs satellite receive antenna beamwidth for fixed
uplink margin.

The results of these preliminary analyses and tradeoffs were used to develop
specific recommendations regarding elements of preferred SNG system design.
MODULATION, MLL1 IPLI: ACCESS. AND TRANSPONDER AR(1HITECTURE SIILE(ITION

The modulation, multiple-access technique, and transponder architecture
for an SNG system are highly interrelated, and their selection is influenced by
the following considerations:
• Uplink margin
• Downlink margin

5
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20

SATELLITE ANTENNA BEAM W I DTH (deg)

(b) 1.8-m Terminal with 100-W (Peak) HPA Power

Figure 4. SNG TV (Ku-band up link and donnlink)
/or 1.8-in SNG Terminals
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• Spectrum utilization
• Earth station and spacecraft power requirements
• Spacecraft technology
• Transmission format flexibility
• Routing flexibility.
The propagation studies showed that, at both Ka- and Ku-band. a large
uplink fading margin is essential to ensure maximum availability. In light of a
requirement for a large uplink fade margin, the types of tradeoffs shown in
Figures 4a and 46 illustrate that the use of FDMA on the uplink with digitally
compressed video carriers, and the use of channelized transponders with AGE,
results in uplink margins that are superior by several dB to those of the other
candidate schemes.
Channelized AUG improves the margin against uplink rain fades because
increasing the transponder gain during an uplink fade maintains the downlink
ETRP at a constant value. Hence, given that there is sufficient excess margin on
the uplink to maintain an acceptable uplink carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N) during
a fade, the AGE protects against the fade by ensuring that the downlink C/N
does not degrade. Without AUG. the downlink EIRE would fade in proportion
(or nearly in proportion) to the uplink fade. Therefore. since a satellite system
has limited downlink margin due to spacecraft power resource limitations, the
amount of uplink margin world he limited by downlink parameters. Without
an excessively large downlink earth station or an excessive demand on spacecraft resources, the downlink margin typically is limited to only a few dB.
In terms of maximizing uplink margin, the study tradeoffs indicated that
the best system architecture uses uplink FDMA with digitally compressed
carriers, in combination with transponders that provide both OBR and AUG for
individual carriers. With this scheme. the downlink could be either frequencydivision multiplexed (FDM) or tinge-division multiplexed (TOM).
A system architecture that provides slightly worse (by about 1.5 dB) uplink
margins also uses uplink FDMA with digitally compressed carriers, where
carriers are individually channelized with AGC, but ORE is not used. In this
case, the downlink must have an FDM format.
The two system architectures identified above were selected for further
evaluation in phase 2 of this study. For the case where OBR is used, roM is the
preferred downlink format, primarily to keep the downlink transmission scheme
compatible with current INTELSAT transmission schemes and to maximize
both spacecraft power and bandwidth resources under conditions of light
loading.
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The technology necessary to implement the two preferred transponder
architectures (i.e., individual carrier OBR or channelized AUG without oBR)
was investigated in detail in phase 2. A transponder with OBR must he implemented with onboard digital processing, while a transponder architecture that
channeli7es carriers on an individual basis and applies AUG, but does not use
OHR. can be implemented with either onboard digital processing or passive
filters (in which case, surface acoustic wave [SAW] filtering is the most appropriate technology for space implementation).
For digital processing architectures, most of the computational power is
needed to achieve channelization, and OBR can be achieved with little additional
mass and power penalty. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that OBR will he
used if digital processing is employed, and if there is a benefit to be realized
by using oBR. The use of forward error correction (FEE) coding on the satellite
channel is an important factor in assessing the benefit of OBR, as discussed
later.
CHOICE:OF UPLINK PRFQI;FNCY BAND

Although rain impairments are substantially more serious at Ka-hand than
at Ku-hand. Ka-hand may still be attractive for future SING service. The reasons include the ability to use smaller SNC and spacecraft antennas, and the
likelihood of an operating environment with fewer restrictions and less cochannel interference. (If SNG uplinks with large fading margins are to he
implemented, uplink interference must be kept at low levels.) Furthermore.
there are sites where large margins are not necessary to ensure high Ka-band
availability, and there are types of SNG service that can tolerate service interruptions due to rain fades. Hence, both uplink frequencies were considered for
the SNG-to-satellite link.
C'HOICh OF DOWNLINK PRL'QUENCY HAND

The parametric phase of this study provided information (such as that
presented in Table 6) regarding the differences among systems that use either
C- or Ku-band for the downlink to the broadcast center. The downlink band
preferred will depend on the specific design of the spacecraft upon which the
SNG payload is to he placed, as discussed later. The results of this study are
essentially independent of whether C- or Ku-band is used for the downlink.
SPACE SEGMENT ALTERNATIVES

Although the studies and quantitative tradeoffs considered in phase I are
generally applicable to systems where either dedicated spacecraft or add-on
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payload "packages" are used, it was decided to limit the architectures investigated in phase 2 to add-on payloads. This restriction was prompted by the
desire to orient the study results toward startup SNG systems. Hence, the
spacecraft-related issues treated in phase 2 address how add-on packages can
be implemented within the mass. power, and mechanical constraints associated with such packages. However, many of the issues discussed are also
applicable to larger payloads that would require a dedicated spacecraft.
CHANNELIZA I ION HAxowInTHs

A minimum channelization bandwidth of 6 MHz was selected for this
study, and the transponder architectures investigated (i.e., SAW filters and
digital processors) are required to he capable of switching to combinations
that include wider bandwidth segments.
Phase 2: Detailed stady of recommended architecture
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The architectures selected in this phase of the study were driven by the
following key requirements:
• Use of satellite spot beams for uplink user access.
• Use of EDMA on the uplinks, with most accesses having a bandwidth
of 6 MHz and some being multiples of 6 MHz.
• Onboard channelization of the individual uplink access signals by
either AGC or ouR. Compared to "bent-pipe" transponder methods,
this approach tends to maximize uplink fading margins and the efficiency of downlink power usage by allowing the downlink margins to
be smaller than the uplink fading margins. It also circumvents the
issue of power allocation to. and policing of, the SNG uplink user
network.
• The concept of an SNG package as an add-on payload to an existing or
future satellite design.
• Use of either Ku- or Ka-band for the SNG uplink frequency.

The objective of phase 2 of the study was to conduct a detailed investigation of the basic architecture recommended in phase 1. Major issues addressed
in this phase were spacecraft antenna design, channelization techniques, transponder connectivity, and the two-way auxiliary coordination channel needed
for SNG operations.
In response to the requirement that the antenna be an add-on to a future
INTELSAT spacecraft. a variety of spacecraft antenna designs were also
examined. Thus. the recommendations resulting from phase 2 are expressed in
terns of antenna descriptions and power and mass estimates. These are given
for a number of different antenna designs that cover two frequency bands (Kuand Ka-band), various bcamwidths (in the I ° to 3° range), and have either one
or two beams.
In examining transponder channelization issues, both SAW and digital
processing technology implementations were considered. Power and mass
estimates are given for both approaches. and other implementation issues are
discussed. Further, various OBR options were evaluated and compared in
terms of their relative performance. These consisted of several demodulation/
remodulation configurations, with and without decoding and recoding.
Regarding transponder architectures, various connectivity and switching
options for connecting one or more SNG uplinks to existing downlink transponder beans were examined.
In terms of the auxiliary channel, alternative approaches are described,
spacecraft EIRP requirements are given in parametric terms, and the issues
involved in modifying an add-on SNG uplink spacecraft antenna to include a
transmit function are discussed.

• Use of existing onboard resources for downlink transmission of SNG
signals by employing existing transponder pathways.
Based on these considerations, four fundamental architectures hounded the
study: channelized AGC using SAW filters for both Ku- and Ka-hand uplinks,
and channelized AGC implemented digitally, also for Ku- and Ka-band uplinks. For the purposes of this study, frequency-hand-related elements were
separable from signal processing elements. For example, a SAW filter channel ization subsystem has the same design detail, whether it is driven by a Ku- or
Ka-band uplink signal. Any modest difference in the frequency conversion
components can be incorporated into the RF front end.
Figure 5 illustrates the SNG link and coverage concept. SNG service can he
provided via dedicated stecrablc spot beam(s), or with a fixed spot beam
having one or more transponders dedicated to SNG service.
The broad concept for an SNG payload element add-on to an INTELSAT
satellite communications payload is depicted in Figure 6. SNG uplink signals
may he received either on existing fixed-uplink Ku-band spot beams, or via an
optional SNG steerable beam add-on package. SNG downlink signals are transmitted via existing downlink paths (e.g., area or spot beams at either C- or
Ku-hand). The design can provide for any predetermined number of INTELSAT
transponder channels to he selectable for SNG use. Transponder channels may
bypass the SNG payload by ground command for the reallocation of resources.
As shown in Figure 6, the INTELSAT payload permits existing Ku-hand
uplink spot beams to be used for SNG in those cases where the coverage areas
are applicable. The figure illustrates an SNG add-on which does not include an
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Figure 5. SNG Link and Coverage Concept

it

SNG-dedicated spot beam antenna. This alternative could he considered if the
cost in terms of mass and mounting area would be too great to justify the
additional aperture.
Important issues in considering an SNG add-on payload are how much
power and mass can be budgeted for it, and what mechanical constraints must
be imposed on it. Reasonable power and mass budgets were estimated using
an INTELSAT VIIA spacecraft as an example.

SNG
(S UB)CHAN N ELIZATI ON

s
ROUTING PACKAGE

KUOR
KA-BAND
STEERABLE
SPOT BEAM

Ch:mnelizatiml approaches

As determined in phase I of the study, the two candidate approaches to
channelization are SAW filter demultiplexing combined with AGC for subchannel
power regulation, and a form of digital processing to accomplish the same
goal (as well as, perhaps, to perform OBR). Figure 7 shows the channelization
of the uplink subchannels by the demultiplexer and illustrates the occupancy
by signals of different bandwidths.
To briefly review, SNG channelization has three major purposes. First, to
accept one or more composite groups of narrowband EDNIA uplink signals
from a number of SNG users. Second, to separate and process individual SNG
user signals in order to maximize uplink fading margins while balancing their
power demand on the spacecrafts downlink transmitters. Third, as an added

Figure 6. SNG Add-On Payload Concept
benefit, where more than one uplink channel or beam carries SNG accesses,
channelization can route the SNG carriers between uplink and downlink channels, and possibly concentrate sparse populations of uplink SNG carriers occupying multiple uplink channels into (for instance) one downlink channel.
CHANNELIZATION BY SAW FICrIR DI/MULTIPLEXING

The following basic configurations, representing three levels of flexibility
for SAW denwltiplexcr channelization. were examined during phase 2:
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Case 2. Selectable uplink beam
Case 3. Selection of beams and rerouting between beams.
Figure 8 illustrates the most complex of these, case 3.
Figures 9 and 10 show two alternate suhehannel routing switch configurations which provide permutations of the same M frequency channels among N
uplink/downlink paths. For simplicity, N=2 beams up and down, and M= 6
suhchannels, are shown. Either of these configurations would provide the
switch matrix function depicted as a simple box in Figure 8 for the sixsubehanne I. two-beam case,
Figure 11 shows a typical design for a fully redundant six-channel SAW
demnltiplexer with Ace. The approach is based on similar units without the
Aac function which are under procurement for the N-STAR S-band Mobile
Satellite Service payload. (N-STAR is a Japanese domestic communications
satellite being built by Space Systems/Loral for NTT.) The use of SAW filters
allows high adjacent channel rejection with very narrow transition hands
between the mux/demux suhchannels, thereby permitting the use of almost the
entire allocated hand without wide, spectrally inefficient guard bands. SAW
devices synthesized on quartz substrates are inherently temperature-stable.
Since the SAW filter pattern is printed on the quartz substrate, the devices are
easily and accurately reproducible at low cost once a successful prototype is
achieved. (The prototype process typically requires several iterations to realize a device that meets specifications.) As shown in Figure I1, a redundancy
capability is provided by applying power to the desired unit. External control
of the AGC loop bias gives a measure of flexibility to the level-setting concept.
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Figure 9. SNG Sobehmuiel Routing Switch Matrix

In addition to providing low mass and high stability, SAW filter technology
has another significant advantage in realizing a bandwidth-flexible demultiplexer. SAW filters exhibit an inherently linear phase response, and highly
accurate characteristics are achievable at the crossover of the contiguous
filters. Consequently, a signal which overlaps contiguous subchannel filters
(as shown in Figure 7) will emerge after summing with almost no distortion,
provided that the gain of the summed channels is equalized [I].
Mass and power estimates for a SAW filter Ace channelizer are based on
similar equipment being procured for the N-STAR satellite program. There is
very high confidence in the values used for the major components.
Mass and power estimates for the three cases identified above are given in
Table 7. Table 8 presents a detailed mass and power breakdown for case 3 for
two selectable uplink beams.
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N -No . U/L Beams Complexity (No. of pathways) = M x N x N
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Figure 10. SNG Subchnnne[ Routing Switch Matrix (Ahernate)
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TABLE 7. MASS AND POWER ESTIMATES FOR SAW Fn:reR
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The second generic technique of filtering the subchannels and adjusting
their power levels on the downlinks employs digital technology. In principle,
the uplink channel carrying multiple SNG signals, after down-conversion to
below I GHz, is sampled and digitized with an analog-to-digital converter of
perhaps 8-bit resolution. To be directly equivalent to the analog demmitiplexer
approach. the digital approach world consist of the demultiplexer function
alone. However, the demodulator section represents only a small addition in
power and mass over the dcuutltiplexer section alone, and the improvement in
uplink margin due to onboard regeneration can he substantial. Thus, it is
reasonable to consider that the digital alternative to the analog approach may
include either demod/remod alone, or both demod/remod and decode/recode
functions. A performance comparison of the various processing options is
given later.
Figure 12 is a block diagram of a multicarrier demultiplexer/demodulator
(MCDD) implementation in which the demultiplexer supports flexible data
rates. The demultiplexing process begins with in-phase and quadrature (/ and
Q) sampling of the Ir signal. The time domain samples are then applied in 50percent overlapped blocks to a fast Fourier transform (Err) to obtain the
signals in the frequency domain. Dcmultiplexing is accomplished by multiplying the frequency domain samples by the desired filter coefficients for the
particular subchannel frequency plan in use, thereby isolating each subchannel in the frequency domain. Next, the weighted frequency domain samples of
the individual subchannels are applied in sequence to an inverse EFT pt-Er)
processor in an order such that the size of the IEFT can be sequentially altered
as required by the bandwidth of the individual subchannel. The output of the
IFFT consists of overlapped data blocks; the 50 percent of aliased samples are
discarded at the input to the interpolator. The interpolator adjusts the number
of samples per symbol for each carrier from an arbitrary value near 2 to
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TABLE S. MASS AND POWER ESTIMATES FOR A ONE- AND

TABLE S. MASS AND POWER ESTIMATES FOR A ONE- AND
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exactly 2, and adjusts the sampling points to coincide with the peaks and zero
crossings of the symbols.
The demodulator itself operates on the multiple quadrature phase shift
keying (QPSK) modulated carriers in TDM, processing a few symbols from one
carrier, storing the resulting demodulated symbols, processing the next carrier, and repeating the sequence. For the downlink FDMA transmissions assumed
in the SNG system, the output demodulated TDM data must be demultiplexed
into parallel paths, buffered, and released to the separate downlink modulators
in continuous streams.
Although the characteristics of the MCDD described here may differ somewhat from the M( DD actually implemented, they are close enough to permit
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power and mass estimates. Based on an estimate that an MCDD processor
would consume about 25 W and have It mass of about 2 to 3 kg 121, the
estimated mass and power of an SNG payload are given in Table 9. In an actual
implementation. different architectures (e.g., a tree demultiplexer or a polyphase
LET) are possible, and might he preferable depending on specific requirements. Since the estimates given in the table are relatively low, the effect of
using a different architecture should be very small. It should be noted that
interpolating filters would probably not be used in any future MCDD implementation, and would instead be replaced by a demodulator operating on a
fractional number of samples per symbol.
ANSI SSMFN'I 01' ONBOARD DEMOD/REMOD AND I)HCOI)E/RF:CODI, FOR SNG Sl RVI('HS

The use of onboard digital processing to achieve channclization offers the
opportunity for carrier demodulation and retnodulation. as well as decoding
and recoding, with only a modest increase in processing requirements over
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TABLE 9. MCDD MASS AND POWER BUDGETS

TABLE 9. MCDD MASS AND POWER BUDGETS (CONT'D)
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(b) Power Budget
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those required for demultiplexing. The benefits to he realized by various
onboard processing options were assessed for the alternative configurations
shown in Figure 13. and are summarized as follows:
Case 1. Channelization With AGC. no dcmod/remod, no decode/
recode-haseline link budget with relatively low intennodulation and downlink thermal noise.
Case In. Same as case 1, except that intermodulation noise and downlink thermal noise are higher.
Case 2.

Same as case 1. except that a rate 3/4 convolutional FEC. code
is applied to the SNG carrier.

N/A
-

6.7

134

Downlink WWehand Redundancy Ring N/A Switch Matrix
TOTAL

POWER

80.6

Case 3.

Same as case I, except that onhoard demod/remod is used.

Case 4.

Same as case 3. except that a rate 3/4 convolutional EEC code
is applied to the SNG carrier.

Case 5. Same as case 4. except that decode/recode is performed onboard the satellite.
Commercial compressed-video digital modems use a variety of source and
FEC coding schemes, such that the satellite channel coding used for cases 2, 4,
and 5 (as shown in Figure 13) is in addition to the coding used in the video
modern. To permit the use of an extra satellite EEC code, it is assumed that the
satellite codecs employ interleaving of sufficient depth to enable the video
modem coding schemes to operate satisfactorily.
Because of the importance of uplink margin in an SNG service operating at
either Ku- or Ka-hand. this margin was used to compare cases I through 5.
That is, an option's relative worth was determined based on the amount of
fading (due primarily to rain) that can he tolerated in the SNG uplink. Figure
14 illustrates the uplink margin vs uplink C/N(, for each of the five cases
described above. Figure 15 plots the difference in uplink margin between case
I and each of the other cases.
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Figure 14 shows that. for all cases. uplink margin increases proportionally
with increasing uplink C/N„ for low levels of CIN,,, and then "flattens" for
higher values of C/N„ as the link becomes uplink-interference-limited. Figures
14 and 15 together reveal that the amount of uplink margin improvement
provided by onboard demod/remod (case 3) ns channelized AGC alone (cases I
and Ia) depends on the downlink parameters. Figure 15 shows that case 3
provides about 1.3 dB improvement when the downlink is relatively good, and
about 4.6 dB when the downlink is relatively poor (case 3 minus case I a).
Indeed, the performance of channelized AGC alone (case I ) is highly sensitive
to the condition of the downlink, as illustrated by case Ia. This is in contrast to
the performance of onhoard regeneration configurations (cases 3 through 5),
where the uplink margin is insensitive to the downlink condition unless the
downlink is operating near threshold.
The fact that the curves in Figure 15 for the cases with coding are not
flat, but increase slightly with C/N,,, is due to the use of lower required
energy-per-hit to noise-power density ratio (Eh/N„) values for these cases. It
is also attributable to the use of a constant uplink C//, rather than carrier-tointerference power density ratio. C✓Ia, for all cases.
All of the cases with channel coding (cases 2. 4. and 5) result in better
performance than those without channel coding (cases I and 3). The use of
channel coding with onboard demod/remod, but without onboard decode/
recode (case 4). results in an improvement of between I and 2 dB over case 3,
where no coding is used. This is due to the loss of soli-decision information in
case 4.
Channel coding without onboard regeneration (case 2) performs more than
I dB better than channel coding with onboard demod/remod only (case 4).
This implies that, if channel coding is used in combination with onboard
regeneration, then the onhoard regeneration should include both demod/remod
and decode/recode (or decode only, without downlink channel coding, as
mentioned previously), as in case 5, in order to take advantage of the additional gain realized by soft-decision decoding. Case 2 also results in uplink
margins nearly as good (0.5-dB smaller) as for the use of channel coding with
onboard demod/remod and decode/recode (case 5), assuming that a goodquality downlink is available.
Another issue regarding onboard regeneration (especially where onboard
decoding is employed) is that its use may restrict the flexibility with which
various video digital compression coders and rates can be used. However, this
problem may he alleviated by onboard reprogramming. or by turning off
regenerative functions.
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It is difficult to recommend one of the five onboard configurations compared herein without more specific knowledge of system requirements,
particularly regarding the importance of flexibility and the nature of the system's
downlink parameters. However, conditional recommendations are as follows:
• If channel coding with interleaving is compatible with the formats
used by the digital compression video codecs, then channel coding
should be used and a rate 3/4 convolutional code (k = 7) is recommended. For reasons discussed earlier, if coding is used, then onboard
demod/remod without onhoard decoding/recoding (case 4) should not
be used. This leaves cases 2 and 5 as the preferred candidates.
• If the downlink design is known to be robust, then the relative simplicity of case 2 (no onhoard regeneration) is preferable. On the other
hand, if protection is required for a downlink where intermodulation
and thermal noise are significant, and where downlink fading may
also be significant, then case 5 is preferable. A variation of cases
which requires less downlink protection would omit onboard receding,
and thus channel coding would not be used on the downlink.
The spavavra1Y uplink antenna

A major factor in evaluating the viability and achievable performance of an
SNG add-on payload is the antenna subsystem-not only because of mass
requirements, but also because of the mechanical constraints and restrictions
inherent in adding a new antenna capability to an existing spacecraft design.
The elements that can be accommodated in a spacecraft as add-on payload are
highly dependent on the specific spacecraft model. Therefore, in this study
antenna mass estimates were compiled for a range of configurations of interest
for this type of application.
The estimates include one- and two-beam configurations, where the
antenna's beamwidth ranges between I ° and 30 for Ku-hand, and between 1 °
and 1.5° for Ka-band. In general, while a more narrow spacecraft antenna
beamwidth would require a larger spacecraft antenna and reduce the size of
the coverage footprint, it has the important advantage of providing a higher
G/T value, which permits smaller SNG earth stations and/or larger uplink rain
fade margins.
Specific design approaches for the add-on SNG payload antennas considered in this study included concepts where additional antennas are placed on
the spacecraft, and concepts where existing antennas are modified with additional feeds. In the former category. antenna types considered included mechanically steerahle parabolic reflectors, multiple-feed nonmechanically steerable reflectors, and phased arrays.

Concepts employing existing reflectors included those using frequencyselective surfaces (FSSS). which would he part of a Ka-band feed system and
would be transparent at lower frequencies. The Fss would move mechanically
to steer a Ka-band spot beam. Another antenna in this category uses electronically switched multiple feeds integrated with the existing feeds used by the
reflector for its original purpose (i.e.. Ku-hand or C-band spot beams).
Consideration was also given to the problems associated with placing
additional antenna apertures on an existing spacecraft. For purposes of illustration. the earth-facing deck layout of the INTELSAr VILA spacecraft was
examined, and it was concluded that the spacecraft would have to undergo a
major redesign in order to accommodate an extra SNG aperture.
Evaluation of independently steered receive antennas for an add-on SNG
payload led to the following observations:
• With the new conventional apertures, it is assumed that the present
redundant INTELSAT payload receivers could he used for the Kuhand SNG function, thereby realizing a significant savings in mass and
power over Ka-hand operation, which would require the addition of
low-noise amplifiers (t.NAS) and down-converters to the payload. Depending on the redundancy philosophy adopted, it is possible that
only one additional Ku-band receiver would be required for two added
SNG beams.

• In the case of a phased array implemented at either Ku- or Ka-band,
I.NAS are integral to the antenna: however, extra down-converters
would be required for Ka-band operation. The phased array is deemed
to represent higher development risk due to its monolithic microwave
integrated circuit (MMIC) implementation and lack of design heritage.
Moreover, it consumes the most power of all of the options.
• In cases where it is required to add an aperture to the present
INTELSAT payload, there is a high risk of being unable to benefit
from the satellite and bus design heritage due to already congested
antenna farms.
• A low-risk option is to use steerahle rsss in front of the apertures
being employed for the normal INTELSAT services at Ku- and
C-hand. This option is applicable only for SNG operation at Ka-band,
and is not particularly low in mass or power.
• A low-mass option of only moderate development risk would use
electronic beam-forming as an added feed in the usual INTELSAT
Ku- and C-hand apertures. Both the Ku- and Ka-hand versions would
include integral I.NAs; however. the Ka-band version would require
additional down-converters and more power.
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A tradeoff that could be considered would examine whether the aperturebandwidth product (with the bandwidth assumed to be only 36 MHz) for a
separate aperture could he economically exploited for SNG service. Factors
could be weighed to determine whether the revenue derived from dedicating
an entire aperture to 36-MHz SNG service justifies the investment, compared
with other possible services that use from hundreds of megahertz to more than
a gigahertz of bandwidth per aperture.
In summarizing the possible approaches to antenna design for an SNG addon option, the more difficult task of providing two independently steered
beams is presented first, followed by a less detailed description of approaches
that cover both one and two beams and wider beam widths. Table 10 summarizes the most feasible approaches for realizing two independently steel able
beams, while Table I I provides mass and power estimates for the antenna
options that can provide such beams.
To describe the SSG add-on antenna options parametrically, in terms of the
number of beams and beamwidth, Tables 12 and 13 identify the preferred
antenna type and estimate the mass and power for a number of options that
include both one and two beams. with beamwidths ranging from I ° to 3° for
the Ku-hand options. and from I ° to 1.5° for the Ka-band options. For completeness. the tables also include the mass and power of the onboard demultiplexei, so that the total estimate provided is essentially for the entire add-on
package. Although SAW filter technology is assumed for the estimates provided, this assumption does not necessarily imply that SAW technology is

TABLE 11. MASS AND POWER SUMMARY OF ANTENNA AND RF OP I IONS 10
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SNG site to the center. These auxiliary channel requirements were examined
with an emphasis on how they might affect add-on SNG payload concepts.
In an SNG operation, auxiliary two-way links are required in order to
schedule SNG programming transmissions, to ensure that transmission quality
is acceptable and that the uplink is not interfering with other services, and to
permit communications among programming personnel [3].[4]. The requirements for auxiliary links range from a single Voice channel to multiple voice
channels, and can also include data transmission at TI canner rates (1.544 Mb/s)
over channels that may require symmetrical two-way transmission. For
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example, data may he transmitted from the broadcast center to the SNG site to
provide limited-motion video to programming personnel.
In the inbound direction (i.e., the SNG-site-to-broadcast-center link), the
transmission requirements for the auxiliary channels can be satisfied relatively
easily by multiplexing the auxiliary channel (in digital form) with the programming signal. The major problem in providing auxiliary channels in an
SNG system lies in the outbound link. Here, it is preferable if the auxiliary link
can he designed to use the same SNG antenna and satellite used for the inbound
link. If this is not possible, other satellites (including other satellite systems
such as Ininarsat) or terrestrial facilities must be used, requiring extra equipment
at the SNG site and/or added complexity and cost for setup and operation. A
desirable solution to this problem is to include a transmit function in the
spacecraft antenna used for the SNG uplink receiver. In this case, the auxiliary
link is not limited by the coverage regions of the satellite's other antennas, and
does not require limited spectrum from a global transponder.
If the downlink portion of the outbound link cannot use the SNG uplink
spacecraft antenna, the next best alternative is to use the Same satellite and the
same SNG earth station antenna. Furthermore, if the SNG uplink is at Ku-band.
it would he preferable to use Ku-band for the outbound link, to minimize the
expense of fitting the SNG uplink antenna with a C-band receive feed. There
are. however, small antennas available that transmit at Ku-band (14 GHz) and
receive at both Ku-band (11-12 GHz) and C-band (4 GHz), and it is technically feasible to design SNG antennas that would transmit at Ka-hand (30 GHz)
and receive at either Ku- or C-band.
If an SNG service's uplink and broadcast center lie within the coverage
regions of certain transponders, then a portion of only one transponder on the
SNG satellite need he used for the outbound link. However, if this is not
possible, then it may he feasible to reserve slots on several transponders for
the SNG outbound link, where the transponder used would depend on the
location of the SNG and the broadcast center.
Because the coverage regions of Ku-band transponders are limited in area,
it is likely that a C-hand downlink will he preferable for the SING outbound
auxiliary link. In this case. zone, hemi, and possibly global beams may he
available, thus giving the SNG system either a wide area from which to operate
or, it a global beam is available, a virtually unlimited area (except for polar
regions). Use of C-hand Ton the SNG outbound downlink does make it more
difficult to use a small antenna, due to spacecraft EtRP limitations and adjacent
satellite interference. However, spread spectrum modulation can he used to
alleviate the interference problem.
If it is assumed that the auxiliary channel transmission rate requirement
will be between 5 kb/s (the approximate rate of a single-channel, low-rate
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voice codec) and 3 Mb/s (representing approximately two T 1 carriers), then it
is of interest to know what demands will he placed on space segment resources (i.e., EIRP) for various link design options. Link tradeoffs of required
spacecraft LIRH IN data rate for the auxiliary channel outbound downlink were
evaluated in the phase 2 study for C-. Ku-, and Ka-hand downlinks.
Table 14 gives an example of the resources of several satellite transponders that would be required for a 64-kb/s auxiliary channel outbound link.
In general, significantly larger portions of the C-hand transponder power
are required For this type of service, compared to the Ku-hand transponder
power, which is a consequence primarily of the larger saturated EtRP values of
the Ku-hand transponders. This result is unfortunate, but reasonable, in the
sense that Ku-band spot beams offer much smaller geographical coverage
than the C-hand transponders.
Regarding the incorporation of an auxiliary channel outbound link in an
SNG add-on package, this study has shown that, while the high antenna gain

TABLE 14. EXAMPLES OF C- ANO Ku-BAND TRANSPONDER POWER
REQUIRENIEN rS FOR A 64-kb/s Auxu.IARY DOWNLINK
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would reduce the power and amass required for the downlink RE amplifier, the
provision of a transmit capability could present significant design complications
and added mass. depending on the SNG uplink antenna design. Also, depending on the requirements for broadcast center location, additional switching
capability in the outbound direction might need to he added to the spacecraft.
The added complexity and mass required by the SNG add-on package is
primarily due to the antenna subsystem, but also, to a lesser extent, to the
onboard interconnections and the added RE power requirement necessary for
incorporating an outbound link. The decision whether or not to include this
function depends heavily on such factors as the inbound SNG antenna subsystem requirements and design. the power and mass available on board the
spacecraft for such a function, and the availability of alternative links for the
auxiliary channel.
Conclusions and recommendations
Phase I of this study examined issues that lead to the selection of a basic
SNG system architecture, while phase 2 addressed the implementation of the
preferred architecture as an add-on payload. The recommended system was a
digitally compressed video EDMA format employing channelized transponders
that apply AGE on a per-carrier basis and may use OBR. This type of architecture provides the largest uplink margin against rain fades. given a reasonable
SNG uplink earth station size and power.
The propagation data and rain fade margin requirements determined in
phase I provided guidance as to how well links will perform, in terms of
availability, for earth stations located in various climates and at various elevation angles for both Ku- and Ka-band frequencies. The link tradeoffs, sensitivity analyses, and other parametric data (such as the survey of digitally compressed video codec rates and earth station costs) performed in this phase are a
resource that can he used in future SNG system definition efforts.
The objective of phase 2 of the study was to examine issues related to the
placement of an add-on SNG payload, operating with either a Ka- or Ku-band
uplink and with a channclized AGC transponder that may or tnay not use OBR.
It was determined that a major issue in the design of an SW add-on package is
the antenna subsystem, because of the mass it requires and the effect it may
have on the design of other spacecraft antennas and on the spacecraft packaging deployment, and launch vehicle shroud. However, depending on the
limitations of the specific spacecraft. its existing transponder antenna coverages, and the requirements of the SNG system, an SNG add-on package that
uses the existing spacecraft's antenna suhsystem, with little or no modifica-

Lion, may also be a viable option. In this case, extra power and muss would be
required only for transponder channelization and connectivity. Figure 16
summarizes the power and mass requirements for the various options considered
in phase 2.
Two approaches to transponder channelization were examined: SAw filters
and digital processing. Because the demands on spacecraft resources for both
approaches are relatively small compared to, for example, the requirements of
an add-on antenna, and because both approaches are satisfactory, there is no
clear preference for one approach over the other. For the application analyzed,
in which a 36-MHz transponder is divided into six 6-MHz channels, both
approaches will use approximately the same mass (15 kg), but the digital
processing option will require 80 W of power, while the SAW filter version
requires 35 W.
The SAw filter approach has a space-qualified heritage and is considered
reliable, temperature-stable. and accurately reproducible, once a successful
prototype has been developed. Thus, this approach may be the desirable
choice, especially for the near term, on the basis of both a smaller power
requirement and a more mature technology. However, depending on the
requirements of the specific application and the time frame available, the
digital processing approach ntay offer significant advantages. Such advantages
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transmission rate, link parameters, fade margins, and auxiliary
channel requirements.

include flexibility and reprogrammability where, for example, the smallest
channelization bandwidth could be reduced from 6 MHz to a smaller value,
and finer resolution could be obtained for intermediate-sized channelization
segments.

Another advantage of digital processing is offered by OBR. The phase 2
study demonstrated that, if the SNG downlink to the broadcast center is of high
quality, then the benefits of ORE (relative to channelized AGC) in terms of
increased uplink margin are relatively small-- on the order of a dB or less.
However, if the downlink transmission quality is not good, or the downlink
requires a high fading margin, then the benefits of OBR are significant. (The
use of satellite channel FEC coding on the SNG-to-broadcast-center link can
also provide significant benefits. However, if OBR is used in an SNG link with
FEC coding, then the ORR should include a decoding function as well as
demodulation/remodulation functions.)
In the future. another factor to consider when choosing between SAW and
digital processing technology for a specific application will be that both the
power and mass of digital processors are likely to he reduced somewhat from
the estimates given here. State-of-the-art onboard digital processors are currently under development for advanced mobile service satellites having channelization requirements far more complex than those assumed in this study.
Also, INTELSAT is currently studying onboard processing that has processing requirements substantially greater than those assumed here.
Alternative implementations of the two-way auxiliary channel were also
described. Whether or not it is desirable to include a transmit function on the
spacecraft's SING uplink receive antenna is highly dependent on the coverage
and availability of other transponders, as well as SNG antenna subsystem
design constraints.
The purpose of this study was to narrow the recommended options for
elements of an SIG system design as much as possible without having access
to specific payload and system requirements. The study results can be used to
develop specifications for an actual SNG system and add-on payload, using the
method illustrated in Figure 17. Specific steps in this process are as follows:
Step 1.

Identify the specific spacecraft on which the SNG add-on package would be installed, and determine the power. mass, space,
and mechanical configuration constraints for the SIG add-on
package.

Step 2.

Define the gross performance requirements of the SNG service
to be provided, in terms of the frequency hand, coverage,

Step 3.

Using the phase I results to perform transmission and link
parameter tradeof fs, and the phase 2 results primarily for spacecraft subsystem mass and power estimates. refine the SNG
system features originally defined in step 2 until the constraints specified in step I can he satisfied. Since some of
these constraints may themselves represent cost and performance tradeof fs involving other spacecraft subsystem features,
this process may also involve iterations and modifications of
the constraints originally specified in step t.
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Figure 17. Follow-On Steps
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Bandwidth on demand for the
INTELSAT network
T. R.HFMDBRSON
rn4nnrr,edr,t recdcea ):Isom,, n. [eos)

,obstruct
Bandwidth-on-demand (demand-assigned multiple access) techniques have been
used extensively in the design of both private satellite networks and national hybrid
terrestrial/satellite networks. A new signaling protocol has been developed which will
enable a new kind of bandwidth-on-demand system in the international satellite telecommunications environment.

Introduction
Since the inception of satellite communications, international circuit routesand particularly intercontinental routes-for telephony and data have been in
short supply, and hence relatively expensive. Since this situation is expected
to continue into the future, several techniques and network architectures have
evolved to maximize the number of telephony circuits in use per unit bandwidth of the satellite link.

International traffic has historically been dominated by voice and
voiceband data such as facsimile. In terrestrial networks, a digital hierarchy
has evolved based on 64-kb/s time-division multiplexing (TDM), and voice
(although nominally only a 4-kHz baseband signal) has been encoded into
64-kb/s time slots. Over the past 25 years, a number of techniques related
to digital speech interpolation (DSt) I I I and low-rate encoding (LRE) [2]
have been developed to reduce the bit rate of voice calls. osl takes advantage of the fact that the average activity level in a conversation is only
40 percent [31, while IRE uses amore optimized encoding technique to achieve
a lower hit rate-sometimes as low as a few kilobits per second. In addition,
145
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demodulation and remodulation are used with voicehand data to achieve
bandwidth compression by transmitting the information content of the voiceband data signal in digital form. Advances in digital signal processing continue to progress these technologies.
Because the greatest speech compression gains can be achieved if the
above techniques are used on an aggregate number of circuits, digital circuit
multiplication equipment (DUMP) has been developed and widely deployed. In
DOME, a number of voice channels are compressed into a reduced number of
bearers, with circuit compression ratios of up to eight or ten to one now
achievable. This technique has the added advantage of spreading the effects of
overload over random channels in a manner that forestalls service degradation. An overview of Dc.MF. technology has been provided by Onulry 141.
DOME should continue to be quite attractive for telephony however, it has
limited applicability to digital data traffic and requires that the gateway switch
groom voice traffic for the Dente and seek alternate routes for other calls. For
example, DOME is not designed to handle 384-kb/s integrated services digital
network (ISDN) calls. In response, manufacturers have developed packetized
circuit multiplication equipment (I'c'MI:) 151, which uses packetized voice
protocols to combine voice with data traffic. As With DCNIF, nCME input trunks
must he provisioned (and balanced) by the network operator, and the signaling
designed to support such equipment does not support on-demand circuit
assignment for data calls.

Circuit multiplication techniques rely on maximizing throughput for a fixed
amount of bandwidth. This approach is most attractive for "thick route" traffic. that is. for routes on which the average traffic load is great enough to fully
populate the input trunks to the DOME. Also, for a number of administrative
reasons, it has historically been easier to approach the utilization problem
from this angle. An alternative is to vary the occupied bandwidth on an asneeded basis. Called bandwidth-on-demand (noD) or demand-assigned multiple access (DAMA), this approach can be particularly attractive for ttetwork
scenarios such as "thin" routes. in which the traffic load does not justify
circuit multiplication, and for routes with heavier traffic loads consisting of
multirate (greater than 64-kb/s) data traffic in addition to basic rate (64-kb/s)
traffic. Such it technique may prove feasible as international networks transition toward providing ISDN.
This paper presents a new signaling protocol that will enable the HOD
technique to be used on the international ISDN interface. First, two existing
public switched networks based on DAMA are introduced. A newly standardized signaling protocol known as Imernational Telecommunication UnionTelecommunications Sector (ITU-T) Recommendation Q.768 161 is then described. and some extensions to the basic Hol) capabilities arc elaborated
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upon. An example of a network architecture that uses Rec. Q.768 signaling is
provided. Finally, some thoughts are presented as to how Rec. Q.768 and
circuit multiplication may evolve to complement each other in making maximum efficient use of satellite circuit capacity.

Existing D:9h111a systems in the publie switched
networks
DAMA systems in the Fixed Satellite Service have been deployed in many
private and public switched networks. In the public sector, such systems may
be used nationally to complement the terrestrial-based network. A notable
example of the use of DAMA in the public switched network is NTT's DYANET
system 171. A contrasting example is the SPADE distributed DAMA system
developed by INTELSAT for public switched telephone network (vs-rN) traffic.
N' r'r

nvA NVI'

In commercial use since 1988. DYANET was designed to carry light and
variable traffic dispersed over a wide area. It is equivalent to a widely dispersed
transit switch for the integration of satellite and terrestrial networks, and is
used to carry overflow traffic in the NTT network. The system is engineered
such that the cost of the satellite system is less than the cost of the number of
terrestrial circuits needed to achieve the same probability of blocking.
Architecturally. DYANET consists of a centralized network architecture interconnecting many traffic terminals, each of which is connected to a transit
switch in the psi N. The multiple-access system used is transponder-hopping,
demand-assigned, tine-division multiple access (rDMA), and the network control center (NCC) is integrated into the common channel Signaling System 7
(587) network. Call control at the NCC employs ''farthest-end routing- to
ensure that the traffic terminal closest to the destination subscriber is selected,
and -alternative routing'' to ensure network diversity in coping with propagation outages. Figure I illustrates the signaling relationship between the Ss7
network, the national transit switches, two communications satellites, and the
network control system (NCs). In addition to providing flexibility and reliability
for the national network, Dv ANET has been an economic success as it complementary system to the terrestrial network 171.
1N'IELSA'1' SPADE
In contrast to DYANET, INTELSAT SPADE [8] was developed as it distribtiled DAMA System for I'S rN traffic. In addition to being one of the lust digital
satellite systems, SI'ADiI was also the first DAMA system to be implemented.
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Figure I. Signaling Relationships in DYANET (6)

Figure 2. Signaling Relationships in INTELSAT SPADE

SPADE is based on single-channel-per-carrier (SCP(') frequency-division multiple access (PDMA), providing demand assignment with distributed control. In
the SPADE: system, incoming call requests are provisionally assigned to a pair
of transmit/receive frequencies. and a call request is put through to the destination station via a common signaling channel (CSC). If the destination station
does not detect any contention for the requested frequencies, the request is
acknowledged and all of the stations in the system will avoid seizing the
frequencies until they are released by the participating stations. If contention
arises during a call request, the contending stations register a "busy" on the
frequencies and try a new request on a different frequency pair.

While SPADE is attractive from the standpoint of distributed control, it
relies on international signaling information being available at the satellite

Figure 2 illustrates the signaling relationship between the international
signaling network, the gateway international switching center (ISC), and the
SPADE terminal. SPADE was designed to handle a number of signaling systems, including ITU-T formerly International Telephone and Telegraph Con-

terminals (which is not often the case for out-of-hand signaling such as Ss7).
and it is not well designed to handle multirate ISDN calls. Although a DYANETlike architecture could be technically feasible for providing multirate 64-kb/s
DAMA in the INTELSAT system, administrative constraints would preclude
the INTELSAT system from functioning as a signaling code point in the
international ss7 network. Hence. a new satellite architecture has been
developed in which the satellite network is not integrated into the SS7 network
and does not rely on signaling information being available at the earth station
(i.e., it does not perform switching). but in which satellite bandwidth is dynamically used to connect fixed correspondent trunk pairs. The signaling
interface for this architecture has been standardized as Rec. Q.768 161.

sultative Committee (CCITT)I signaling systems I: R2. 4, 5. and This.
INTELSAT SPADE was operational for over a decade, but was ultimately

^Candoeidtb-on-deneand based on Nee. Q. 7G8 signaling

unsuccessful, due in part to relatively high terminal expense as compared to

The basic function of Rec. Q.768 signaling is to inform an earth station
when a trunk circuit is being put into use. Upon receiving such a request, the

DCME-based solutions.

I

(] ES: Earth station
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satellite system assigns unused bandwidth and interconnects the correspondent trunk pairs. The architecture offers higher system utilization than a preassigned system, at the expense of a probability of blocking which can be
engineered to the desired low level. Rec. Q.768 allows interaction between the
gateway Isc and the satellite connection manager (SCm) in the traffic terminal.
Rec. Q.768 is not part of SS7, not does it require any protocol changes to the
existing signaling network. The satellite network performs no switching, since
all inter-ISC correspondent trunk pairs are fixed; however. the satellite circuits
are tied to the trunk pairs on an on-demand basis. Figure 3 depicts a Rec.
Q.768-bused satellite system from a signaling ,Standpoint.
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Rec. Q.768 defines a signaling interface across which a number of standardized protocols are employed to perform different functions. Figure 4
illustrates the protocol relationship between Rec. Q.768 and SS7. The message
transfer part (MTP) forms a reliable transport system for signaling packets. The
ISDN user part (ISUP) protocol 19] is the application protocol that allows call
control functions in a network to set up, release, and maintain circuits and
calls. The satellite ISDN user part (SHIP) is similar to the ISUP, but is specifically tailored to support satellite circuits and is much less complex. A sinmplified version of the mrP for small systems. bee. Q.710 1101, is used to deliver
messages reliably between the network elements. The call control processes
at the ISC and SCM employ the protocols defined by Rec. Q.768 to coordinate
the on-demand insertion and removal of satellite channels.

INTERNATIONAL SS7 NETWORK

Figure 3. Signaling Relationships Between Nem'or'k F_lementc
Based on Ree. Q. 768

NATIONAL SS7 INTERNATIONAL SS7

Figure 4. Pl otocol Architecture of Rec. Q.768

The example in Figure 5 shows how Rec. Q.768 signaling relates to ss7
signaling. SS7 system elements and messages are shown with solid lines, and
Rec. Q.768 signaling and elements are shown with dashed lines. The receipt
of an Initial Address Message (]AM) at an outbound ISO initiates the circuit
selection process within the Ise. If a satellite route served by Rec. Q.768 is
selected, the ISC forms an Sit P Setup message and sends it to the scM. The call
control of the satellite network then attempts to assign a circuit to the channel.
If successful, the SCSI returns a Setup Acknowledge message to the ISC and
begins to set up the satellite path. Upon receipt of this positive acknowledgment, the Isc forwards the IAm to the destination international exchange. After
information transfer is complete. the Isc will receive a Release (REL) message.
It then forwards an SIUP Release message to the SCM, and the satellite network
returns the circuit to the DAMA pool.
This approach to on-demand circuit setup does not require changes to the
ss7 protocols, but does require that the Isc modify its call control procedures.
International exchanges are not accustomed to holding an IAM while an additional network is polled for its bandwidth availability. Even though Rec. Q.50
[l1 1, which specifies signaling for control of DOME, suggests that the ISO hold
the JAM whenever a clear channel is seized through the DOME. ISOs typically
do not do this in practice. since bits can he robbed from voice channels in the
overload scenario if necessary. The LAM should he held in the Rec. Q.768 case.
however, since if the ISO assumes that bandwidth is available and forwards the
request-and the call subsequently cannot he assigned bandwidth-no overload procedures exist and there is a high probability that the call attempt will
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accepted, this information can he relayed to the Ise so that ss7 call setup can
proceed in parallel with satellite circuit setup.

Additional features of Bee. 0. 788 signaling

SATELLITE
CONNECTION
SETUPACKI CONFIRMED

Rec. Q.768 is based on a 64-kb/s link between the is( and the SCNI. This
communications link has much greater capacity than is required for the simple
request/release of ISDN circuits. Rec. Q.768 has been defined to further utilize
this signaling capacity by including protocol inlonnation in its messages. This
capability can he exploited to perform other useful functions in addition to
simple call setup and release.

AM

Protocol Con rcrsion

RELEASE
REMOVE RETURN CIRCUIT
SWITCH PATH I TO DAMA POOL
RLC

REMOVE
SWITCH PATH

RLC

RLC

fix] Switch Path Completed ACM : Address Complete Msg RLC: Release Complete Msg
ANM: Answer Msg IAM : Initial Address Msg

Figure 5. Bsanaple of the Relationship Between Ree. Q.768 and
SS7 Signaling Flows

he lost. An alternative to holding the IAM is to provide tscs with dynamic load
information as to circuit availability; however, this would place additional
processing burdens on iscs. Based on these considerations. it was decided to
allow the satellite subnetwork up to I second to reply to a Rec. Q.765 Setup
message. This interval allows for the possibility of centralized call acceptance.
although in practice there will he some advantages to performing distributed
call acceptance at the s(Ms and minimizing the IAM holding time.
Although holding an IAx4 does not cause any Islip-related protocol timers to
expire, it does increase the post-dialing delay of call setup, and thus there is
interest in expediting the call-acceptance decision. Once the call has been

lI

Certain data communications protocols are subject to throughput and delay
degradation when operated over the satellite link. This degradation is due to
both the protocol semantics (which may incorporate procedures that do not
work well over long round-trip delays) and the protocol syntax (which may
not have enough space in the protocol fields to accommodate the coding of
satellite-efficient parameters). An example is Rec. X.75 [12]. which incorporates a go-hack-N procedure at the link layer, and which in many implementations can accommodate a maximum window size of only seven data flumes.
Both of these characteristics can cause throughput degradation when the protocol is operated over a satellite link. Kalil 1131 discusses this problem in
detail.
In the ISDN, ss7 signaling can carry identifiers for the particular in-hand
protocols in use across the link. With knowledge of the protocols being used
by the end terminals, the satellite network can insert protocol converters into
the circuit to improve the user-perceived throughput and delay. This conversion can be made transparent to the end user. Figure 6 illustrates some of the
throughput gains that can he achieved by substituting a satellite-efficient
selective retransmission protocol for a go-hack-N protocol across the satellite
link.
The Rec. Q.768 Setup message is defined to carry such protocol identifiers
to the sc l so that conversion can he performed if appropriate. The international gateway switch simply extracts the relevant ss7 signaling information
and sends it to the scsi, where it is interpreted. If the protocol being used is
one that could benefit from conversion (such as X.75 or Group 4 Facsimile
1141), and if the S(M has an appropriate converter available, the scu attempts
to set up the call with protocol conversion. The insertion and removal of
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Figure 6. Throughput Efficienci Benefits of Protocol Conversion
protocol conversion across the satellite network is coordinated via internal
signaling.
Packer/frame cuneentration

Packet/frame concentration techniques also can be used to achieve further
statistical Pains. For example, data frames from a number of different connections can he statistically multiplexed onto a common channel. This approach
is efficient for thin-route traffic if each station can receive the aggregate
channel and extract only those frames addressed to it. When a new data call is
requested, the sCM can examine the protocol information contained in the
Rec. Q.768 Setup message and consider assigning the call to an existing
multiplexed channel.
Integral ion with circuit multiplication

Packet/flume concentration is very similar to the data handling capability
of R(ME.. This highlights the fact that equipment providing DANIA based on
Rec. Q.768 may eventually evolve to encompass circuit multiplication techniques as well, or that next-generation PCME could include a Rec. Q.768
interface. As Figure 7 illustrates, Rec. Q.768 was initially specified as being
separate from circuit multiplication equipment (CME) traffic, to avoid disturbing existing implementations of cME. However, since Rcc. Q.768 is capable of
supporting the (ME signaling traffic requirements I l I], it could he used to

-

*

INTERNATIONAL
SS7

Figure 7. Independence of CME and .SCM

reduce the number of signaling interfaces that must he supported at the international gateway exchange. Figure 8 shows the potential evolution of satellite
transmission equipment to incorporate both circuit multiplication techniques
for voice and packet data calls, with the added efficiency of on-demand circuit
assignment to account for variations in overall traffic intensity.
On-demand network architecture using Bee. Q.7G8
Figure 5 illustrated the Rec. Q.768 signaling flow for call setup, but did not
show the internal signaling needed to complete the satellite channel assignment. Figure 9 provides one example of how Rec. Q.768 could be used to
design the signaling information flows of an on-demand satellite network. The
scenario of Figure 5 is depicted from the satellite network perspective. s.s7
system elements and messages are indicated by dashed lines, and Rec. Q.768
signaling and network elements, along with internal signaling. are indicated
by solid lines. In this example, centralized control is used, and an Nee coordinates the channel assignments. When the ScM receives a Rec. Q.768 Setup
message, it relays the signaling information to the NCC. via a satellite IAM. In
this case. the NCC is able to assign suitable network capacity to the call and
forwards the circuit assignment to the inbound (originating) SCM via the [AM,
and to the outbound (destination) SCM via the Answer message (AVM). The
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Figure 8. Circuit Multiplication Integrated With Ree. Q. 768 Signaling

inbound Sena acknowledges the assignment with its own ANM. If the circuit
assignment had been unsuccessful, the N(( would have sent a Release message to the outbound ScM, which would have followed with a Rec. Q.768
Release message indicating no network capacity. The lsc would their have had
to consider an alternate route for the call.
In Figure 9, SS7 signaling flows (dashed lines) occur in parallel with
internal satellite signaling. Note, however, that the ss7 IAM is not relayed to
the inbound Ise until a Rec. Q.768 Setup Acknowledge is received from the
satellite network.
Advatnrc notification

Because the wait incurred in querying for bandwidth availability (while
nominally less than I s) will add to the post-dialing delay of the user. some
administrations may want to obtain an earlier acknowledgment of the call
setup. A satellite network can be designed to offer advance notification to the
ISC, based on circuit availability information disseminated from the NEC. In
Figure 9, the signaling flow would be modified by placing the Rec. Q.768
Setup Acknowledge above the internal [AM Signaling. Two drawbacks of this
approach are that it introduces the possibility of erroneous decisions at the
SCM due to the latency of the distributed information, and an extra internal
signaling load is incurred. A tradeoff exists between the granularity of the
control information (e.g., how often it is updated and how much information

[x_1 Switch path completed

Figure 9. Example of an On-Demand Signaling Svstenn Based
on Rec. Q. 768

is conveyed) and the load on the internal signaling system. However, by
strategically determining when to provide advance notification (e.g., when the
system load is light) and when to forward the request to the NCC (e.g., when
the load is heavy). the probability of an incorrect decision can be reduced to
acceptable levels.

CoticllESioUN
The implementation of ITU-T Recommendation Q.768 will permit the
development of a new kind of DAMA satellite architecture in a common
channel signaling environment . A new INTELSAT network architecture based
on this signaling interface will allow dynamic bandwidth assignment for the
whole range of ISDN connection types.
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not) circuit assignment offers an alternative to circuit multiplication for
efficient satellite capacity assignment. A key challenge in the use of BOD will
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Acoustic echo control considerations
for video teleconferencing
C. S. RAVISIIANKAR AND M. ONUFRY
(Manuxa Ipt received March 24, 1991)

Abstract
The occurrence of acoustic echo in video teleconferencing environments that employ
satellite links is analyzed, and alternative measures are recommended for alley ialing
the condition. The echo problem is analyzed for point-to-point and point-to-muhipoint
configurations representing the different network scenarios typically encountered in
video teleconferencing applications. The echo control measures recommended are
directed toward providing the greatest end-user satisfaction with minimal impact on
total system cost.

Introduction
Acoustic echoes are generated in a video teleconferencing (vie) environment as a result of the feedback path provided between the loudspeaker and
the microphone at the customer premises. This path can be direct or indirect,
or both, depending on the orientation of the loudspeaker and microphone. In
general, the characteristics of the acoustic echo path (typically described by its
impulse response, assuming the path is linear) are significantly different from
those of the echo path provided by the hybrid and associated circuitry (often
referred to as the network echo path) in the public switched telephone network
(PSTN).
An acoustic echo path tends to exhibit a reverberating (slowly decaying)
impulse response characteristic, while a network echo path tends to exhibit a
nondispersed (rapidly decaying) impulse response characteristic. This indicates that the impulse response duration of acoustic echo is significantly
161
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longer than that of network echo. Consequently, echo cancellers designed for
acoustic echo control should have a much wider processing window (a larger
number of coefficients) than those designed for network echo control. This
requirement is further exacerbated by the fact that the audio bandwidth used in
videoconferencing applications is much wider than that used in telephony. In
a telephone network, speech is typically hand-limited at about 3,400 Hz at the
higher end of the spectrum. For v'TC applications, bandwidths on the order of
7 kHz or more are usually preferred. Therefore, the sampling rate used for
input speech should be more than twice that used for speech over the telephone network-and consequently the impulse response of the echo path
should be modeled with more than twice the number of coefficients.
An echo canceller for acoustic echo control must perform a convolution
between the input speech samples and the coefficients of the adaptive filter
(both of which are twice as long as those encountered in network echo control
for the same processing window size) in half the time (due to doubling of the
sampling rate) required in network echo control. This combination of a wider
processing window and reduced processing time means that the requirements
for an acoustic echo control device differ significantly from those for a PSTN
echo control device.
The use of VTC is increasing, and it is often used to interconnect facilities
within a local area. With success comes the desire to add more locations that
are often further away. As the distance and resulting propagation delay increase, the problems of acoustic echo control in the vTC environment become
more complex and more difficult to resolve because additional attenuation of
the echo is required. This paper examines several aspects of vTC system
performance that are directly affected by the complexity of an expanding VTC
network.
Highlights of the nature and perception of acoustic echo typically experienced in VTC applications are presented first, followed by observations based
on the analysis of point-to-point and multipoint VTC configurations. An alternate
set of recommendations is then outlined which is aimed at providing the
greatest satisfaction to the end user with minimal impact on total system cost.
Details of the analyses for point-to-point and multipoint vTc configurations
are provided in an Appendix.

The acoustic echo problem
To understand the problem of echo in v'rc applications, including its
perception by the end user, it is important to first examine the conditions
under which such problems are noticeable. Figure I is a highly simplified
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Figure I. Typical VTC Nenoork Configuration

diagram of a generic v'rc network. The VTC terminals can he linked to the
switch via short-haul, medium-haul, or long-haul links, depending on the
geographical separation between the terminals and the switch. Further, one or
more of these links could be a trunk that interconnects one or more VTC
networks. The level of echo that a user can tolerate depends directly on the
type of links connected to the switch, and on the acoustic echo return loss
(AERL) at each customer's premises. Several studies have shown that the echo
level that can be tolerated by a user decreases almost exponentially as the
delay encountered by the echo in the network increases 111,121. That is, for
acceptable performance, the amount of echo attenuation necessary for tolerable performance increases with delay.
Figure 2 is a plot of the minimum echo attenuation necessary for justtolerable conditions to prevail, as a function of round-trip delay. The curve
shows the average tolerance of a large sample of listeners to talker echo,
although individuals may have a slightly different tolerance curve. The data
indicate that echoes are most objectionable when the amount of echo attenuation is significantly less than that required for a given amount of delay. For
example. referring to Figure I, the amount of echo attenuation necessary when
any combination of users A, B, and D are engaged in a vre is less than that
necessary when C, F, or F is one of the participants.
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T2 H2 = Kmix (T1 +T3 +T4)
AUDIO MIXER f

Ti

T3
Kmix < 1

Kmix < 1
SIGNAL
COMBINER

R1 = Kmix (T2+T3+T4)

* R3= Kmix (T1+T2+T4)
Kmix < 1

R4 = Kmix (Ti +T2 +T3)
ROUND-TRIP DELAY (ms)
Ti = transmitted signal from user i

Figure 2. Average Tolerance of Echo

Ri = received signal at user i
Kmix = scaling factor

Apart from its switching and control functions, the VTC switch also performs
video mixing and audio mixing to cater to multiple-user teleconferencing.
Video mixing allows a user to watch all other users simultaneously on the
video monitor in a split-screen configuration, and audio mixing permits a user
to listen to all other users when talking simultaneously. Since the operation of
the audio mixer plays a critical role in the nature of acoustic echoes and their
perception by the user, the operation of a typical audio mixer will be briefly
described.

Figure 3. A Generic Audio Mixer
introduces a loss to each signal and then combines them. For the lossy mixer
shown in Figure 3, the combiner is such that
4
R1(t)=±K,,,;.T,(t):

i=L 1 1 4

(1)

'11le audio mixer

Figure 3 diagrams it generic audio mixer with four inputs and outputs. As
mentioned with respect to Figure I, the inputs could be from a local VTC
terminal or from a trunk carrying traffic from a different VTC network. Here.
audio signals from three users are combined and transmitted to the fourth user.
It should be noted that although Figure 3 shows four inputs and outputs from
four users (commonly referred to as "quad" operation), the basic operation of
the audio mixer is the same for any number of users. If N users are engaged in

where R1 is the speech signal received by user i, and Ti is the speech signal
from talker j. The introduction of loss, K,,,;x, is usually motivated by the need
to align the network in terms of acceptable signal levels and avoid possible
instabilities, or "singing," of echoes generated in the network.

Echo perception in a VTC network

a vie, then the audio signal received by any user is a combination of the
signals of all the other N- I users. For example, in a point-to-point operation

A number of parameters that contribute to the auditory perception of a vrc
network are analyzed in the Appendix. The parameters considered include
delay, newt., listening level, talking level, and loss introduced by the audio

where only two users are engaged in a VTC, each receives the audio signal
generated by the other. An audio mixer is referred to as lossless if it combines

mixer. Point-to-point and multipoint operating modes are considered separately.
The results of the analysis are summarized below, and the reader is referred to

the input signals without introducing any loss to the signals, and lossy if it

the Appendix for their derivation. It should be noted that the analyses in the
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Appendix deal only with the effects of direct acoustic echo path. The following
symbols, used in the Appendix, are also used in discussing the observations
presented here:
i; = delay encountered by a signal originating from user i in
reaching the audio mixer
t,t,
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= delay encountered by the acoustic signal in traversing from
the loudspeaker to the microphone at the premises of user i

AERI.; = acoustic echo return loss at the premises of user i
L,,,I, = loss (in dB) introduced by the audio mixer to each of the
input signals before they Lite combined (20 log K,,,;a).

LOUDSPEAKERI

MICROPHONE 2

Point-lo-point configurations
Figure 4. Schematic of Signals in a Point-to-Point

Figure 4 diagrams a point-to-point configuration where user I is engaged
in a VTC with user 2. The analysis presented in the Appendix led to the
following observations regarding the impact of T,, t1;. Aratt.;, and LII,;, on the
echo level perceived by the VTC'. participants:
• Echo can be objectionable if the attenuation of the first talker/echo
reflection of user I, alter 2tcl + 2Z, + 1,,2 time units, is less than that
specified by the curve in Figure 2. Similarly for user 2, echo can be
objectionable if the attenuation of the first talker/echo reflection, after
2ti1 + 2T, + t,tl time units, is less than that specified by the curve in
Figure 2.
• Subsequent echo reflections can be objectionable if the rate of increase of echo attenuation as a function of delay (i.e., 2LI,,;, + AERL1
+ AERI.,)/2t1 + 22, + t,,I + t,,,) is less than that required for the
dashed line shown in Figure 5 to stay above the curve shown in
Figure 2.

Configuration
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• Tolerable echoes can be maintained by proper adjustment of 'di,
and AERL;.

• The rate of decrease of talker echo levels heard by both users
subsequent to the first reflection is the same, regardless of how tar or
close each user is to the switch, and the individual room acoustics.
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Figure 5. Echo Attenuation vs Dc/n for a Point- to-Point

• Echo control will be necessary whenever the echo attenuation is
significantly less than that specified by the curve in Figure 2. This
is especially true when one or both users are connected via a

Configuration
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long-distance link, since for fixed values of Lm;x, t,t;, and AERL,, the
echo attenuation required for large values of r, is far greater than that
for small values of t;.
• The problem of echo can he more severe with lossless mixers (L ,s =
0 dB). Under such circumstances , the network requirements regarding the minimum values of AERI ; and maximum values of T, and 1,1,
will be more stringent.
• It is advisable to use lossy mixers to maintain the alignment of signal
power levels and operate the network in tolerable echo regions.
The analyses implicitly assumed that talking and listening levels at the
individual premises were adjusted to normal and comfortable levels. However.
it is not unusual for teleconference participants to want to adjust signal levels
and. when the controls are accessible, to do it frequently. While the reasons
may he legitimate ( e.g.. unexpected background noise, a soft talker, or a
participant with a hearing impairment), the effects on echo levels of adjusting
loudspeaker or microphone gain are usually not fully understood by those
making such adjustments.

(a) With Increased Loudspeaker Gain

IMPACT OI- LOUDSPEAKER GAIN ON ECHO LEVELS

If the loudspeaker gain at the premises of user I (as shown in Figure 6a) is
increased beyond nominal levels by GRI dB (where GRI = 20 log KRI), the
following consequences can be anticipated based on the analysis presented in
the Appendix.

Increasing the gain of the loudspeaker at the premises of user I will
decrease the attenuation of the first reflected talker echo of both users by
Gtil dB: or equivalently, the level of the first reflected talker echo of both
users increases by Gf1 dB. While both users are affected equally in terms of
echo levels, their perceptions can differ. Assuming that both are speaking at
approximately the same level , during a double-talk situation the ratio of desired
signal to echo level is unaffected for user I (see equation A-9). whereas for
user 2 the desired level degrades by GRI dB (equation A-I0). Hence, increasing the loudspeaker gain of user I has a more negative impact on user 2 than
on user I in this situation.
For both user I and user 2, the attenuation in subsequent reflections will be
the same and is equal to 2L,1,1v + AERLI - GI?I + AERL, dB. Subsequent
reflections will occur every 2TI + 2'e, + 1,11 + t,r time units. As a result, the
rate of increase of the attenuation of echo reflections decreases compared to
when GRI was zero. This implies that the echo attenuation could fall below the
tolerance curve of Figure 2 for the given amount of delay.

(b) With Increased Microphone Gain

Figure 6. Schematic of Signals in a Point-to-Point Configuration
With increased Gaut
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If the microphone gain at the premises of user I (as shown in Figure 6b) is
increased beyond nominal levels by Cr1 dB, where GTI = 20 to,, KTI, several
consequences can he anticipated based on the analysis presented in the Appendix. First, increasing the gain of the microphone at the premises of user I
will decrease the attenuation of the first reflected talker echo of both users by
GTI dB; or equivalently, the level of the first reflected talker echo of both
users will increase by Gil dB. During a double-talk situation, the ratio of
desired signal to echo level is degraded for user I by GTI dB (see equation
A-12). whereas for user 2 the desired level is unaffected (equation A-13).
Hence, increasing the microphone gain of user 1 has a more negative impact
on user I than on user 2 during double-talk situations.
For both user I and user 2, the attenuation in subsequent reflections will he
the same and is equal to 2L111,, - Ct 1 +AERI.I + AERL, and will occur every 21I
+ 2t, + td 1 + t,r time units. Consequently, the rate of increase of attenuation of
echo reflections decreases compared to when GTI was zero. This implies that
the echo attenuation could fall below the tolerance curve of Figure 2 for the
given amount of delay.

While the impact of increasing loudspeaker gain and microphone gain
beyond nominal levels is to increase echo levels, decreasing the loudspeaker
and/or microphone gain below nominal levels can improve the echo situation.
While this rule of thumh can he used in certain situations when noticeable
echoes are heard. the extent to which the gain can he reduced below normal
levels is limited in practice by the hearing ability of the users and the ambient
noise in the vTC room.

tdS

Figure 7. Schematic of Signals for a Multipoint Configuration

or

2L1111X+AERL3; if11=221+2T,+t,/, (3b)
9M11ltipoinl eonlignralion

Once point-to-point vrc has been successfully accomplished, the next step
is to expand to multipoint teleconferencing. This involves three or more
locations simultaneously participating in the teleconference. For simplicity,
the minimum-size multipoint configuration will be considered.
Assuming that users 1, 2, and 3 are engaged in a VT(, as shown in Figure 7,
the analysis given in the Appendix reveals that the initial reflection of the
talker echo of user I arrives after
it = min(2t1 +2t, +t,,,. 2tI +2t, +

(2)

When'i, and i,p are comparable to t3 and td,, the second reflection of talker
echo of user 1 arrives after
= max(2t1 +212 + t,12, 2t1+221 + td3) (4)

time units, with the corresponding attenuation. However, when c, and 1,12 are
,significantly different from t3 and 143 I i.e., (t2 + 1,/2) > 2(t3 + td3) or (t, + t,a)
< 0.5('t + 1,13)I, the second reflection of the talker echo of user I can arrive
with either of the two delays and paths (see Figure 7) given in Table 1, rows A
and B. Thus, the time of arrival of the second reflection, t,, is given by

time units. The corresponding echo attenuation will he
max(2t1 + 2t2+/,/3.21[ + 2T, +t,,,), 41, +41, +2t,/,+1,,1,

2L,n;x+AERL,; iftl=2tI+2T,+t,/,

(3a)

=min
411 +41, +21,/$+1,11

(5)
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I

TABLE I. DELAY AND ATTENUATION ASSOCIATED WITH DIFFERENT'
ECHO PATHS
ROW

30
\[1INUA]ION (dB)

DFI AY

A

411+412 +21,12 + 411

TI-R2-T2-RI-TI-R2-T2-R1

4Lmix+2AERLT+AERL1

B

4tI + 4t3+21,13 + 1,11

TI-R3-T3-RI-II-R3-F3-RI

T1,ix+2AFRL3+AERL1

C

2-I+212+213 + 1,12 + td3

TI-R2-T2-R3-T3-RI

3Lwix + AERL2 + AERL3

with the corresponding attenuation given in Table I. Subsequent reflections of
talker echoes can arrive via increasingly greater numbers of paths, with corresponding attenuations. The third reflection path (Table I, row C) may be more
critical because it may encounter less attenuation than the other two paths.
From the information given above, it can be seen that, unlike in point-topoint configurations, the arrival times of echo reflections are irregularly spaced,
as determined by the propagation delays of the transmission paths to each
location, plus their acoustic path delays, and various combinations thereof.
Consequently, the rate of change of echo attenuation as a function of delay is
no longer constant in a multipoint configuration (again, in contrast to the echo
attenuation characteristics in the point-to-point configuration).
The rate of change in a multipoint mode can be negative, that is, the
attenuation of the reflected echo at tit may he greater than at 'c,. In other
words, the second reflected echo may have a higher power level than the first.
Such situations can adversely impact the echo tolerance of the end user. as
illustrated in Figure 8. Echo control will be necessary whenever the attenuation of the reflected echo falls below the tolerable levels fora given amount of
delay. This is more likely to occur with multipoint configurations due to the
irregular nature of the arrival times of reflected echoes, and their corresponding attenuation.
For convenience, this analysis was limited to three users in a multipoint
configuration: however, it could be extended along similar lines to any number
of users. The arrival times, paths. and attenuations that the reflected echoes
encounter become increasingly complicated as more users are engaged in the
same VTC.
Iteenmmendat ions

From analysis of the point-to-point and multipoint configurations, it is
clear that echo control will be necessary whenever one or more users are on
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Figure S. Irregularly Spaced Arrival Times of Reflected
Echoes and Possible Negative Slopes

long-distance links. This is because, for fixed values of AERL and Lmix, the
amount of delay that the echo signal can encounter and still he tolerable is
limited by the curve of Figure 2. Hence, long-distance links will require an
echo control device that can effectively improve the AERL of the individual
echo return paths. It should be noted that the level of the first reflected talker
echo is entirely dependent on the AERLS of the other users. Therefore, providing an echo control device at the premises of user i will reduce echo levels for
all other users except user i.
Another important distinction between the point-to-point and multipoint
configurations applies to the situation of double-talk, where two parties talk
simultaneously. In the point-to point case, any distortion introduced by the
echo canceller during double-talk tends to be masked by the talker. If only one
person is involved in the teleconference at each end, the distortion is less
noticeable. In the case of a multipoint configuration. if two participants talk at
the same time, the remaining participants are cast as "third-party" listeners
who will hear the distortion produced during double-talk without the benefit
of any masking, since they are not speaking. This places an even greater
performance requirement on the echo canceller during double-talk to satisfy
the remaining listeners.
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Complexity of the acoustic echo problem
It was stated conclusively above that acoustic echo control is necessary
when one or more users are connected to the vie network via a long-distance
link. However, some VTC environments pose a particular challenge to effective
acoustic echo control and require alternative echo control measures.
Traditionally, two types of echo control devices have been widely used to
control electric echo in the PSTN: echo suppressors 131, which are considered
obsolete, and echo cancellers [4]. An echo suppressor uses sophisticated logic
to compare the signals in two directions and decide which user is talking at
any given instant. When speech signal is present only in the receive path, the
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Figure 9. Erhn Coneeller Simplified Block Diagram

suppressor places a very high loss in the send path, thus blocking the echo
from reaching the far end. Whenever speech signal is present in the send path,
the loss is removed from the send path and a smaller loss is inserted in the
receive path to reduce the level of the received signal, and hence the resulting
echo. Thus, when both parties are actively conversing, the echo suppressor is
continually inserting and removing losses. When this insertion and removal
mechanism is imperfect. it can lead to chopping of send-side speech and level
modulation of the receive speech. As the circuit delay is increased, the speech
mutilation becomes subjectively more annoying. Further, during double-talk
there is really no echo control except for the loss in the receive side, which is
insufficient in most cases.

An echo canceller is more sophisticated than an echo suppressor. Rather
than interrupt the return path to stop the echo, the canceller creates a replica of
the echo which it then subtracts from the actual echo. Figure 9 is a highly
simplified block diagram of an echo canceller. An adaptive filter is used to
model the echo path. The input signal is the receive-path signal, and the signal
that is desired to be canceled is the actual echo. During double-talk-which is
identified by a double-talk detector- the coefficients of the adaptive filter are
frozen (i.e., the adaptation of coefficients is discontinued), but echo cancellation
continues to be performed using the frozen coefficients. This is not a severe
limitation since, for circuit-assigned connections, the echo path characteristics
typically change only slowly with time. Thus, unlike with suppressors, echo
control in an echo canceller continues even during double-talk. Further, eliminating the insertion and removal of losses on transmit and receive paths helps
reduce the chopping effect noticed with suppressors. Overall, it is well recognized that echo cancellers generally outperform echo .suppressors. For these
reasons. the discussion that follows will address echo cancellers only.
As stated in the previous section, if even one user in a multipoint videoconference is connected via a long-distance link, effective echo control is neces-

sary to enhance the AERL of all users, regardless of how close the other users
might be to the vie switch. One solution is to provide an echo canceller for
each user (both local and long distance) in the network to reduce the echo
levels generated at the premises of the individual users. An alternative, and
less expensive, solution is to use one echo canceller that protects the longdistance user from the echo of all the users in the local network. and another to
control the echo generated at the long-distance user's location. These two
scenarios are illustrated in Figures 10a and 10b. The echo control requirements for these scenarios are analyzed and compared below.
tconsi ie evil, control for individual nscrs

Let the impulse response of the acoustic echo path of user i be given by
h, (n), where n = 0, I , ..., L; -1. Also, assume that h; (n) = 0 for n < 0 (causal
system). and that h, (n) is negligibly small for n > L,. Let the nominal delay
encountered by the signal at the R„..( terminal of the echo canceller be equivalent to n,r, samples. It should he noted that when the echo canceller is located
at the customer premises, this delay is approximately equal to the delay
encountered by the acoustic signal in traveling from the loudspeaker to the
microphone, which was denoted in a previous section by ter, (0,1; = Ha, lf„ where
f is the sampling frequency) (see Figure I I ). Further, when the echo canceller
is located close to the customer premises. the R„LI( signal of the echo canceller
is the loudspeaker signal of user i, namely R,O, and the Si„ signal of the
canceller is the microphone signal of user i, namely T,Q.
To focus on reducing the echo generated at user i, we will assume no
interruption (single-talk) from user i. Under these conditions, T{N) = E,(n),
assuming room noise is negligible. If TO,) is the output of the echo canceller's
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Figure 11. Schematic of Signals in a Canceller-per-User Configuration

adaptive filter, then the coefficients of the adaptive filter, con), in = 1, 2, . .
L - I, are chosen such that
^7t(n)-T (nT
is minimum. where
L -I

T (n) = E, (it) =

USER 2

Ih,(1) R,In -n,l, -J)

(6)

1-0

(b) Canceller for More Than One User on Local Network

and
-1
Tr(I1)=

Yc(l)RI(n -J)

Figure 10. Two Scenarios for VTC Networks Ernploving Echo Cancellers i=o

(7)
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Substituting it,,, +j = j' in equation (6) gives

_

Ili, (.i'- r,,,;)R,(n-1')

(8)

since It, (ill) = 0, where ?it < 0.
Comparing equation (8) with equation (7) reveals that, in order to reasonably model the acoustic echo path at the premises of user i, the length of the
adaptive filter of the echo canceller (sometimes referred to as the processing
window of the canceller) should he at least Lt + n,/,, and c(m) = It, (in - ah).
This suggests that the echo canceller should model a flat delay component (a
string of nt zeroes) and the actual echo path. Consequently, for a given fixed
number of coefficients of the adaptive filter, the number of coefficients used
to model the actual echo path is limited by Hence, for larger rooms where
the separation between microphone and speaker can be wide, the processing
window of the canceller needs to be wider as well. An alternative is to employ
some flat delay compensation to account for the flat delay component, thereby
utilizing the adaptive filter coefficients to better represent the dispersion in the
echo path.
lcoustic echo control for several users in a local network

An alternate means of controlling echo when one user in a VTC is on a
long-distance link is to use one echo canceller to prevent the echoes generated
at the premises of all users in the local network from reaching the far end. This
configuration is depicted in Figure 12, where a single echo canceller (EC) is
used to control echo generated by users I and 2. For this analysis, it is
assumed that the signal combiner is a linear device that does not use any
gating of the signals in the echo path of the EC' canceller.
Further analysis will reveal that the requirements for such an echo canceller are different horn those described in the previous section. As shown in
Figure 12, this canceller is denoted te' to differentiate it from the canceller
provided at the premises of user 3. (The requirements of canceller E( ^ in
Figure 12 are the same as those derived previously, since it is dedicated for
user 3).
Before proceeding with the analysis, it is important to note that the echo
path that FC' is required to model is the path encountered by the signal 7f0

Figure 12. Schenwtie of .Signals in Canceller-Per-Muliitaer5 Configmatiun

through the premises of users I and 2. which will return as an echo denoted by
R;O Thus. T.;O is the signal exiting the R,,111 port of EC'. and WO is the
signal entering the .5;,, port of EU'. This is different from the roles played by
T,O and R,O in the previous section. Let 5C' he located in the network such
that it takes an equivalent of n, samples for a signal from the canceller/mixer
to reach the mixer/canceller. From the basic operation of the audio mixer, we
have
R, (11)=^K^,^tx Ti (11-n;-/1O

(9)

Assuming that EN is in the single-talk mode (i.e.. S I) and S,(1= 0) and
that the ambient noise is negligibly small, then
T(n)=E,(n); i=1. 2

h;(7 )R,(rl-n,,, -.l):

(10)

i=1.2 (II)
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From the basic operation of the mixer, we have

R;Ot)= K

n1I➢ ^%L1(n-

nj) +K1

L2(1

singing effect. also helps to reduce the processing window that would be

-n, -n

(12)

necessary in order for the canceller to model the echo path reasonably well.
Notice that K,,,,x does not play any role in the requirements of a dedicated echo
canceller, as discussed previously. Thus the equation for R,O can be rewritten
approximately as

Substituting for E;() from equation (I I) gives

Rz(rt>= ^harq(')Ti(n- Item -i)

L,

Ra(n)- Kma

I
r-0

It, (i)R101- n1 - 113 - II,n -i)

(14)

i-0

where
L;,q = max

+K,,,„ Efi, iIR,( it -n,-na-n,I,-i)

11A3cq =

i-0

+211; +

n,1I,

2, +2,, +n,h).

Let the adaptive filter output of the canceller he

111 (i)T; (n -211,-2ni-ndl-1)

= K11111

(LI, L,)

max(2n1

-n
-1

L. I

+ Kmi,

III, (1)Ti(n-2

Ri(n)= 1 c (J)2:Or-J)

-2ni -

j =0

,-0

L,-I

It, li)T, (n-2n, - n, -n-ndl -1>

+K'
,-a
L-1

+Km,x h,(i)TOn-2n,- n,-iii- nL ,-it

(13)

,=o
At this point, equation (13) indicates that the effective echo path provided
by the combination of users I and 2 has an infinite-duration impulse response,
although the individual acoustic echo paths could he having finite-duration
impulse response. This is because in equation (13) it is possible to substitute
for TIO and T_() repeatedly in terms of TO. thus leading to an effective
infinite impulse response. This can be envisioned intuitively by referring to
Figure 12. which shows that a signal originating at R,,,,, of [C' [ i.e.. T' 01 can
take an infinite numhcr of paths (each associated with a different delay) before
reaching the Si,, port of EC'. This is essentially due to the functionality of the
mixer.

Although the effective impulse response duration is infinite, the presence
of higher powers of K1,1,,(<I) associated with longer delay reflections makes
the corresponding impulse response coefficients negligibly small. This is another
significant advantage of using a lossy mixer which, in addition to avoiding the

Performing algebra on equation (14) similar to that done in the Appendix,
and comparing it with equation (1.5). reveals that an echo canceller designed
to control echoes generated from users I and 2 requires a processing window
of at lease
L=max(LI +2n1 +2n, +n,I,. L, +2t, +2nc +11,,,) (16)

This differs significantly from the requirements for a dedicated acoustic echo
canceller described in the previous section because the mixer is part of the
acoustic echo path, and the delays associated with the link connected to users
I and 2 will add to the flat delay component of the overall acoustic echo path.
In addition, combining the two acoustic echo paths with the functionality of
the mixer creates a complex echo path that is difficult for the acoustic canceller
to model.
For the network configuration of Figure 10a, with a canceller at each
teleconference location, when double-talk occurs at least two cancellers are
involved, and the distortions produced by both will he audible to the third (or
more) parties. For the network configuration of Figure 106, double-talk may
occur between users I and 2, but no canceller will be placed in the double-talk
mode because the combined speech of users I and 2 will appear as a transmit
signal to the canceller closest to the vi c switch. While this latter network
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configuration reduces the number of combinations that give rise to doubletalk, it is more probable that double-talk will involve the remote long-haul
participant (user 3) and one of the other short- or medium-haul users.

Conch^sions and recon^n^endatio^^ x
The complexity of the echo control problem in the V'tC environment as
network operating range is extended beyond a local area has been analyzed.
Because of the variability of user transmit and receive levels, equipment
placement, and room acoustics, it does not appear that reasonable engineering
level controls can be placed on the network. The room and its acoustic characteristics are now part of the network, and customers who adjust their own
levels may not recognize that they are affecting performance for other participants in the conference.
The possibility of using a single canceller to control the echo from a
number of rooms simultaneously (as in a quad conference) is enticing because
it greatly reduces the number of cancellers required. However. this mode of
operation is not considered to be sufficiently stable for widespread application. It is expected that the cost of customer complaints, with the repeated
service required. would soon outweigh the lower initial cost of the single
shared canceller approach.
The use of cancellers at all locations is recommended as the best performance approach. Recognizing that this may not be economically acceptable.
the following specific recommendations are made for providing the highest
overall system grade of service at the lowest cost.
/. For small-room applications, design the loudspeaker- and microphone
into a single tacit with the microphone located at a fined position it a
mfinnunt-strength acoustic field. Cure inns! be taken to ntinimi[e
mechanical-aeoustical coupling.

This will control one variable of delay-the loudspeaker-tomicrophone distance-and maximize the range of a local network that
may operate without active echo control. Note that a loudspeaker-tomicrophone separation of 3 in provides the equivalent of a 2.150-km
round-trip fiber connection delay.
In addition (and perhaps even more importantly), fixing the location
of the microphone will greatly reduce the variability of the acoustic
echo path model that mast be tracked by the canceller, which is expected to be particularly important for quad operation. If a lapel microphone is used, for example, and the participant changes physical position so that the microphone is moved even 15 cm with respect to the
loudspeaker, this results in a 0.5-ms delay change which, at a 16-kHz

T
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sample rate, represents a position shift of eight coefficients in the canceller model. This places a heavy demand on the acoustic echo canceller
to keep reconverging during intervals where no double-talk is detected.
In some VTC environments where hackground music may he playing,
very little time is available for the canceller to reconverge.
2. Ensure that the acoustic mixer introduces a /acs (on the order of 2 (IB).
This will help to prevent singing and provide a means of dissipating
echo more rapidly to minimize the probability of it being heard, especially when the echo return loss is had on a longer delay connection. It
also reduces the processing range required for the echo canceller.
3. Use a dedicated canceller for larger conference rooms.
Controlling echo in a larger room is a more difficult task. Operation
of the canceller can he optimized to a single room and provide its best
performance . With echo control in place for a larger room , that room
could participate in local network connections involving longer range
without the need for echo control in all rooms.
4. If the above reconmtendalions have been implemented. then consider
introducing a single canceller (it the switch to provide echo eonbal for
more than one room. Hon'erer, if such a configuration is selected,
extensive testing will be necessary and user control of transmit and
receive levels must be disabled in order to maintain svstent alignment
and ensure acceptable performance for all V7c participates.

Items I and 3 both serve to constrain the range of operating environments presented to a single canceller attempting to provide echo control
limn a common network point. Operation of the large-room canceller in
tandem with the network canceller is not expected to cause a problem;
however, further testing is recommended. With the large-room echo
control already provided, the common canceller performance may now
be optimized for smaller rooms.
5. To provide the highest qualify of tmdlipoint service, give particular
ueention to the performance of the selected echo cancellers is the
double-talk node.
Echo cancellers are only able to adapt their model when an active
signal is present at the receive input port and a resulting echo is present
at the send input port in the absence of an interfering near-talker signal
(receive speech single-talk mode). Interrupting near-talker speech
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distorts the echo signal used for adaptation. The echo canceller must
detect this near-talker speech and disable the adaptation process in order
to maintain the proper model for estimating echo. Once double-talk is
detected, the model will be frozen in its current (distorted) state and
used for the duration of the double-talk interval. The nonlinear processor of the canceller is removed during double-talk, allowing the residual
echo level to be transmitted. In multipoint teleconferencing, two cancellers will produce distorted residual echoes which will be heard by all
participants at nonspeaking locations. Thus. it is important to maintain
maximum cancellation and minimize the distortion produced by the
cancellers during double-talk intervals.
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6. Considering that some rants will continue to operate with non fixed
microphones, take the following actions to resolve echo problems when
then occur:

• Move the loudspeaker closer to the microphone to reduce delay around
the loop and make echo less noticeable.
• Lower the output level of the loudspeaker to improve the AERL, and
try to locate the microphone at a sound pressure level minimum.
(Note: Some commercially available echo cancellers automatically
adjust the effective output level of the loudspeaker in order to train
with a degraded echo return loss; in which case the user has less
ability to improve the effective AERL,)
• Try to operate with a fixed microphone where possible.
7. If a single canceller (as recommended in item 4) does not provide
adequate service, consider using a pool of cancellers located at the
switch as an alternative to using echo cancellers in every room.
In the pooled approach, the switch would route audio traffic via
cancellers on all calls where the link delay requires echo control. This
would involve the introduction of some type of class marking to identify
lond delay links and would, of course, consume additional switch ports
to provide for four-wire connections to the echo cancellers.
To reiterate, the use of an acoustic echo canceller is recommended for each
VTC location. If cost containment is the driving mechanism, then a dedicated
canceller for every large room and a shared canceller for smaller rooms or a
pool of cancellers with class marking, as recommended in item 7-may be
employed. This could involve a tradeoff of some user flexibility, and possibly
some quality of service.

Appendix: Analysis of point-to-point and nadtipoint
configurations
An analysis is presented of the impact of delay, AHRI., listening level,
talking level, orientation of the microphone with respect to the loudspeaker,
and loss factor of the audio mixer (if any) on the level of acoustic echo and its
perception by the end user in a vTC network. Although the treatment is
general in nature, any simplification or assumptions made in order to demonstrate points of interest are clearly stated. For clarity of discussion, point-topoint and multipoint VTC are treated separately. For simplicity and ease of
understanding, only direct acoustic paths are addressed in the analyses. The
effects of complicated acoustic multipaths are ignored, assuming that their
contribution to the problem under consideration is less severe.
Annlcsis of point -to-point configurations : A general framework

Referring to Figure 4, let user I be engaged in a vrC with user 2. Also, let
the delay encountered by a signal from user i to the audio mixer be r,, where
i= 1, 2. and let the transmitted and received (microphone and loudspeaker)
signals for the two users be T;(/) and Ri(t), respectively, where i = I, 2. In
general, then

T,-(t)=S;(t)+E,(t)+N,(t): i=1, 2

(A-I)

where S;(t), E,(t), and N,(/) are the speech signal (interchangeably referred to
as the audio signal), acoustic echo signal, and room noise respectively, generated
at the premises of user i.
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Let Liii1 he the loss in dB introduced by the audio mixer to each input
signal before the inputs are combined, and let -20 log K,,,1x This
implies that Km1, < I.
To see the effects of delay, listener levels, talker levels, L,111x, and AERL5 on
echo levels, it will be assumed that all links and all echo paths are ideal (i.e.,
have a flat frequency response in the region of interest). This eliminates the
dependency of the impulse responses of links and echo paths on the level of
echoes generated in the network and simplifies the analysis. From the basic
operation of the mixer, as described previously, we have
R,(1)= K,,,,x FI0-t,-t,)1 i=1,J=2

i= 22 4 =1

(A-2)

For the moment, consider the impact of talker echo on user I . The analysis
for user 2 is very similar. Let td, he the nominal delay encountered by the
acoustic signal when it traverses from the loudspeaker to the microphone at
the premises of user i. Then,
E,(t)= KIR1 r R,(t-t,1,);

i=1. 2 (A-3)

where K,,,,, is such that -20 log KrRI , equals the AeRI, at the premises of user i,
denoted by AE2RM.;. From equations (A-I) and (A-2), therefore,
RI(1)=K1,

,xIS7 (I -t1- r,) +E,(1-r,- r2) +N,(t- r1 -t,)]

(A-4)

Substituting for E1O from equation (A-3) yields

R,0)=K,

S,0-11-1,)+K11<1,R,U 1 12

R,(t) = Kn11x KIiR1 2S1U- 2t1 - 2t, -t,,,)
+ termsinvolving5,(.),N,(.).E,(.), andN,O (A-7)
From the above equation, it is clear that the first reflection of the talker
echo of user 1 arrives after a delay of 2tI + 2T, + t,1, time units, and the
attenuation encountered by this first reflection is equal to -(40 log K,,,;, + 20
log Km<L,) or 2Lm',x + AFRI., dB.
It is important to note that, upon arrival of the first reflection of the talker
echo of user I after 221 + 2t, + t,12 time units, this echo is fed back to the
microphone from the loudspeaker at the premises of user I. Similar to the
analysis carried out above, it is easy to see that the second and subsequent
reflections of echo will arrive at the premises of user I every 2t, + 21, + 1r11+
1d2 time units, and each time echo will he attenuated by an amount equal to
2L,n;x + AERL1 + AERL, dB. Similarly for user 2, the first reflection of talker
echo arrives after 2t1 + 2t, + 1e1 time units, and subsequent reflections arrive
every 2T, + 2,c,+ t,f1+ t,1, time units.

IMPACT OP LOUDSPIIAKIIR GAIN ON l-(1101.1( VIJ.S

Referring to Figure 6a, let the power gain of the loudspeaker at the premises
of user I be increased by GR, (>0) dB, and let GRI = 20 log Kl(1. Note that Kt?,
> I, since GRI > 0. From the figure, it can be seen that the basic equations
governing the analysis are the same as in the general point-to-point framework
above, except for R10), which is now
R1(I)=KR1K.nl1T(I-r1-r,) (A-8)

(A-5)

+N,0 -t, -t, )

Conducting an analysis along similar lines as in the previous section for R,(1).
we obtain
R1(1)= K1„,,KRIKPeL2S, U -2t,-2t,-412) + K^11 K11S2 (t -t, -t,)

Using equation (A-2) gives

+ terms involving N1(.), N,(.), and 6, (.) (A-9)
S,(t-t, -t,)+ KILR12 KnrixT it - 2t, -2T, - td,)
RI (t) _

+N,(t-t, -t,)

(A-6)

Since we are interested in the level of talker echo of user I, we explicitly
extract only the teas that involves S1C) in RI(t). Substituting for T1(.) from
equation (A-1 ), and rearranging the tams, yields

A similar analysis for the talker echo received by user 2, namely the content of
S,(.) in R,(t). yields
R,(r- K",,,KRIKFRIIS,(t-2T, -2T,-td,)+K,11
+ terms involving N,(.), N,(.). and E2(.)

(A- 10)
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Concentrating for the moment on the talker echo received by user I in such a
configuration, we can write

IMPACT' OF MICROPHONE GAIN ON ECHO LLVLLS

Referring to Figure 6b, let the microphone gain at the premises of user I he
increased beyond nominal levels by G11 dB. Also let GT1 = 20 log K, I. Note
that K71 > I. since G71 > 0. From the figure, it can he seen that the basic
equations governing the analysis are the same as in the general point-to-point
framework , except for R,(t). which is now

RI(t)=EKmixT,(t-r1 -T

S,(t-T,-Ti)+EI\t-r1-Ti

R,(t)=K11 K7111(t-T1-r,) (A-11)

from equation (A- 14)

+N)(t-r1-ri)

Carrying out the analysis along similar lines as in the previous section for
R 1(t), we obtain

Si(t-T1 -T,)+ KERL) RI(t - TI _ T1 -"I')

N, (t -T1 -Ti)

R1(t) = Km1,KTIKFRr,S1(t- 2T1 -2t, -td,)+ K,»„S2(t -T1 -T')
+ terms involving N1(.), N,(.), and E1(.)

from equation (A- 15)

from equation
(A-16)

(A-12)

Similarly, for R,(1) we obtain

S, (I -TI -t1)
s

1 K,,,,,T, ( t -T1 - 2t1 -4q -Tk)

R,(t)=K11,,Kn KFRLIS,(t-2t1 -2t, - i,j1)+K,,,ix Kn S1(t-T1 - t,)

(A-17)

A=1

Asi

+ terms involving N1(.), N,(.), and E2(.) (A-13)

+N)(t-t, -t1)
Analysis of mnltipoint contfigu rations : A general framework

Referring to Figure 7, let users 1, 2. and 3 be engaged in a video
teleconference. The analysis will be conducted in a manner similar to that for
the point-to-point configurations.
From Figure 7, the basic equations governing the analysis are:

Substituting for TA(.) from equation (A-14) and extracting terns containing
S1(,), we obtain
R10) = K:,. KFRI S, (t- 211 - 2t2 - i,e)
+ KInixKFRI S1 (t-2t1 -2TI

+ terms involving S2f),N,(J,S,(J,N(.), and NI(.) ( A-18)
T(t)=.5;(t )+E;(1) +N(t);

i=1, 1 3 (A-14)
We have explicitly shown only those terms involving S1 (.), since we are
interested in the talker echo of user I.

R,(t)=YK,,,;,T/(t-T;-TI

E1(1)= K,,,1, R(t - t,,; ) ;

i=1, 1 3 (A-15)

i=1, 2, 3 (A- 16)

While the analysis was limited to three users in a multipoint configuration
for convenience , it can be extended along similar lines to any number of users.
Obviously, the arrival times , paths, and attenuations that the reflected echoes
encounter will become increasingly complicated as more users are engaged in
the same V I C.
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I ntroduc (ion
The INTELSAT Vn/VIIA series satellites are technically advanced, commercial communications satellites whose impact will be felt well into the next
century. With increased power, coverage, and connectivity, they will provide
voice. data. and video services through It new generation of smaller, less
expensive ground stations. While the INTELSAT VII program was tailored to
meet the requirements of INTELSAT system users in the Pacific Ocean Region. elements of the design reflect capabilities that make the satellite suitable
for use in other ocean regions as well.
Payload configuration flexibility is a key design feature of the INIELSAI
vu/vuA series satellites. Steerable spot beams in C- and Ku-hand allow the
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transmission of high-power signals in both bands to any point on the earth's
surface. Providing transmission from several INTELSAT orbital locations,
INTEISAT VII series satellites will cover the vast Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific
ocean regions (AOR. lot, and POR) with higher power transponders than the
INTELSAT V/VA series satellites they are replacing.
The INTELSAT vu satellite series comprises six spacecraft: flight models
701 through 705, and 709. The INTEISAT VIIA satellite series comprises three
spacecraf : flight models 706. 707, and 708. This paper discusses the communications payloads of these satellites, including the transponder configurations, beam connections, and transponder radio frequency plans. Key design
features of the INTELSAT VII satellites are as follows:

• Increased transponder power levels to facilitate operation of small
ground segment antennas, coupled with increased receiver sensitivity
to reduce earth station transmit power requirements.
• Flexible connectivity provided by an in-orbit reconfiguration capability.
• Enhanced Ku-band coverage and bandwidth.
• Availability of I 2-GHz bands for international business services (IRS)
into urban-based antennas, with minimal interference.
INTEISAT vu/VIIA satellites have some new features that make them unique
compared to the IN TELSAT V/VA series. They are the first INTELSAT series
satellites to employ only solid- state power amplifiers ( ssPAs) at C-band. and
all-high-power linearized traveling wave tube amplifiers (LTwTAS) at Ku-hand,
resulting in improved linearity in these hands. They are also the first INTELSAT
satellites with four - times frequency reuse at Ku- band, employing dual polarization in the spot I and spot 2 (S I and S2 ) antennas.
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beginning with INTEISSAF 703, a separate modification was incorporated to add
in-orbit polarization switchability to the Ku-hand spot 3 (S3) antenna.
In response to new service requirements. IN TELSAT VII satellites were modified to provide a more extensive Ku-band payload, resulting in the tNTELSA r
VIIA series. In December 1990, a contract for the first two INTELSAT VIIA
satellites (706 and 707) also was let to Space Systems/Loral by INTELSAT.
The IN I EISAI VIIA contract was amended in March 1991 to increase operational flexibility, especially in providing television services. This modification
enlarged the Ku-band S3 beamwidth and added Ku-band-to-C-hand connectivity in channel 12 on all INTELSAT VIIA series satellites, to facilitate satellite
newsgathering (SNG).
Increased service requirements led INTELSAT to procure one more
INTELSAT VIIA (708) in September 1992, and an additional INTEISAT VII (709)
in March 1993. Thus. a total of six INTELSAT VII (701 through 705, and 709)
and three INTELSAT VILA (706 through 708) satellites have been procured by
INTELSAT.
The first INTELSAT VII (701) satellite was delivered in September 1993
(5 years after contract award), launched on October 22. 1993, and began
providing service to the POR at the 174°E orbital location on January 15, 1994,
replacing an INTEISAT VA satellite. To date, there have been five successful
INTELSAT VII launches (701 through 705) and two successful INTELSAT VILA
launches (706 and 707). providing INTELSAT service in all three ocean
regions. The INTELSAT 701 through 705 satellites have been deployed at 174°,
359°, 177°, 66°, and 310°E. respectively, while INTELSAT 706 is deployed at
307°E. As of April 9, 1996, INTELSAT 707 has been deployed at 359°E,
replacing INTEISAT 702. The remaining INTEISAT VII satellite (709) is scheduled for launch around mid-1996.

Launch relticie coitsideratiotts
Program staatttarg
INTELSAT issued the request for proposals (REP) for the INTELSAT VII
series spacecraft in October 1987. One year later, the contract for the first five
INTELSAT VII satellites (701 through 705) was awarded to Ford Aerospace
Corporation (FAC) (now Space Systems/Loral).
The INTELSAT VII contract was amended in December 1989 to increase operational flexibility. The modification improved coverage by broadening the hemispheric (hemi)/zone beams in the IOR on INTEISAT VII (704 onward), with not
more than 0.7-dB reduction in effective isotropically radiated power (EIRP). Also.

INTr,ISAT VII satellites are being launched on Ariane 4 (Ariane 44 LP and
Ariane 44 P) launch vehicles from Kourou, French Guiana, or on Atlas II-AS
vehicles from Cape Canaveral, Florida. resulting in different orbital maneuver
lifetimes (oMLs). For example, based on a spacecraft dry mass of 1,490 kg for
IN I ELSAT VIt spacecraft. an Ariane 44 LP launch is estimated to result in an
LAIL of 17 years. If launched by an Atlas 11-AS, however, a 12-year life is
expected. although the precision of the Atlas launches to date has resulted in
OMIs of about 14.5 years. The larger INTELSAT VIIA satellites are launched on
Ariane 4 (Ariane 44 LP). Based on a spacecraft dry mass of 1,830 kg for
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INTELSAT VI I A spacecraft. an Ariane 44 LP launch is estimated to result in an
oMi. of 15 years.

INTELSAT VII/V11.4 nodes of operation in different
roles
INTELSAT Vu/VILA satellites will he maintained within a north-south and

General characteristics of ^NTELS:IT I'll/V1121
spacec raft
The IN'rELSAI' Vu/VUA is it three-axis-stabilized hybrid (C- and Kuhand) communications satellite. The FS-1300 spacecraft bus. employed on
both series, is it modular design based on earlier FAC designs, including
INTELSAT V. INSAT-I, ARABSAT, and SUPERBIRI). The INTELSAT VII/VIIA satellites have an orbital design life (0DL) of 10.9 years. However, due to improved

cast-west stationkeeping box of ±0.05°. Depending on the requirements of
various orbital locations, INTEISAT Vn/VUA satellites can he operated in either
normal pitch, roll, and yaw attitude. or in an inverted attitude (i.e., rotated

switching and transponder redundancy, they are expected to function reliably
for 13 to 15 years.

180° along the yaw axis). The latter results in a change in the geographical
orientation of the physical beam patterns. Depending on the operational re-

The INTEI.SAT VII satellites, with their frequency reuse design, provide
1,542 MHz of C-band and 896 MHz of Ku-band spectrum, resulting in a total
bandwidth of 2,432 MHz. INTELSAT VIIA satellites have the same C-band

quirements, the normal attitude (yaw = 0°) is intended for use at certain
locations (such as 174°, 177°. and 307°E), while the coverages required for
other locations (such as 342° and 359°E) are best provided with an inverted
attitude (yaw = 180°). The hemi and zone beam coverages of INTEISAT Vu/
VuA satellites are given below for both the normal and inverted attitude modes
from various orbital locations.

spectrum as the INTEISAT Vu SATEI.LITns. but 1.498 MHz of Ku-band spectrum, for a total usable bandwidth of 3,040 MHz.
INTELSAT % I" 11A frequenc;y hand . channelizat ion , and beam
connec/i'it V

The INTELSAT VII/VUA communications payloads consist of two indepenNormal Mode
(yaw Units = 0°)

Inverted Mode
(yaw bias = 180°)

Operation from 174°. 177°, 180°, 183°,
307°. 310°, 325.5', and 328.5°B

Operation from 359°, 342°. 63°, 66°,
91.5°. and 95°E

Henn I (HI) = Went Henn (W] 1)

Hemi I (H I) = East I Iemi (EH)

Hemi 2 (H2) = Fast Hemi (EH)

Helm 2 (H2) = West I Icon (WH)

Zone I (ZI)=Northwest (NW)

Zone I (ZI)= Southeast (SE)

Zone I A (Z IA) = Southeast (SE)

Zone IA (ZI A) = Northwest (NW)

Zone 2 (Z2) = Northeast (NE)'

Zone 2 (Z2) = Northeast (NF)"

Zone 2A (Z2A) = Southwest (SW )°

Zone 2A (Z2A) = Southwest (SW)°

dent, cross-strapable communications systems operating at C- and Ku -bands.
Greater Flexibility is introduced with the INTELSAT vu's three independently
stccrablc Ku-hand spot beams and one independently stccrablc C -band spot
(C-spot) beam, which can he steered over the entire visible portion of the earth
to accommodate changing traffic patterns and service requirements.
At C-band. INTELSAT Vtt/VIIA satellites employ shaped-beam antennas
and polarization isolation to achieve up to four-times frequency reuse.
INTELSAT vu/VUA C-band hemispheric , zone, global, and spot beams operate
in circular polarization in either A or B polarization . The circular polarization
of the C-hand beans of INTEISAT VII/VIIA satellites can he defined as follows:
• A Pol Satellite Receive/Uplink: Left-hand circular polarization (IJICP)

1Thc northeast and southwest zone heanrs are always labeled Z2 and Z2A. respectivcly. regardless of attitude lnode (normal orinvertal).

• A Pol Satellite Transmit/Downlink: Right-hand circular polarization
(RHCP)

• l3 Pol Satellite Receive/Uplink: RITCP
The INTELSAT Vu/VBA series are the first INTELSAT satellites designed
with an attitude error-correction capability to alleviate variations in coverage
during inclined orbit operation. They can compensate for the equivalent spacecraft body pitch, roll, and yaw, errors in the antenna beam pointing when
operating with up to 3° inclination. Both pitch (cast-west) and roll (northsouth) biases may be employed to meet coverage requirements.

• B Pol Satellite Transmit/Downlink: LHCP.
At Ku-band, INTELSAT VII satellites employ three independently steerable
spot beam antennas to achieve two-times frequency reuse through sharing two
sets of transmitters/TwTAS among the three spot beams. INTELSAT VUA series
satellites also employ three independently stccrablc spot beam antennas, but
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Figure I. INTTELSAI701 at 174°E:: Composite Coverage
(pitch = -0.46 G. tilt = 0.0°N, normal mode)

Figure 2. INTELSAT 702 at 359°E: Composite Coverage
(pitch = -0.6°E, tilt = 0.0°N, inverted mode)

can achieve up to four-times frequency reuse through cross-polarization isolation. The two sets of tranSill itters/rwrAS are shared among up to three spot
beams, where two of the three beams are cross-polarized.

hand and 3.7-4.2 GHz transmit/downlink hand. The 500-MHz Ku-band
(14/11- or 14/12-GHz) spectrum accessed by the INTEISAr vu/vIIA satellites
is 14.0-14.5 GHz receive/uplink band and 10.95-12.75 GHz (band A is
10.95-1120 GHz, hand B is 11.45-11.70 GHz, band C is 11.70-11.95 GHz,
and hand D is 12.50-12.75 GHz) transmit/downlink band. Bands C and D
make it possible to exploit satellite-specific frequency allocation in all three
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) regions.
INTELSAT v ❑/VIIA satellites have the capability to interconnect earth stations operating at C-band with those operating at Ku-hand This is known as
cross-strapped operation. INITI,SAI vu/VIIA satellites can be configured via

Figures I through 4 show representative satellite antenna pattern coverages
for INTELSAT 701 at 174°E in the normal attitude, IN'I'ELSAT 702 at 359°F, in
the inverted attitude, INFELSAT 704 at 66°F in the inverted attitude. and
INIELSAT 706 at 307°E in the normal attitude.

Figures 5 and 6 show the transponder layout and channelization for INTELSAT
vit and vtIA series, respectively. The 500-MHz C-band (6/4-GHz) spectrum
accessed by INIELSAT vu/VILA satellites is 5.925-6.425 (;Hz receive/uplink
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Figure 3. INTELSAT 704 at 66'E Composite Coverage
(pitch = /.0°E. tilt= 0.3°N, inverted mode)

Figure 4. INTELSAT 706 at 307°E: Composite Coverage
(pit(h = /.0 °E, tilt = 0.3 °N, normal mode)

,round command for a 12-GHz (instead of I I-GHz) downlink on any
Ku-hand spot hcam channel independently, in the lower 241 MHz of the
500-MHz frequency hand. Therefore, for the six Ku-band transponders in
channels (1-2), (3-4), and (5-6) of hand A, one can select among three downlink frequency hands of "I I GHz" (10.95-1 L2 GHz), "ITU Region 2" (11.71 1.95 GHz), or "lTU Regions I and 3" (12.5-12.75 GHL).
The RF spectrum of the INTELSAT vu/VIIA satellites is partitioned into
segments of 34, 36, 41. 72, 77, and 112 MHz, depending on the frequency and
beam connections employed. C-band spectrum is divided into segments of 34.
36, 41, 72, and 77 MHz, while Ku-hand spectrum is divided into segments of

34, 72, 77, and 112 MHz. INTELSAT vu satellites have 26 C-band and 10 Kuhand transponders, resulting in 42 C-hand and 20 Ku-hand 36-MH7 units of
capacity, fora total of 62 units of 36-MHz bandwidth. INTtLSAT VITA satellites
have the same number of C-hand transponders, plus four additional Ku-band
transponders. This results in 42 C-hand and 28 Ku-hand 36-MHz units of
capacity, for a total of 70 units of 36 MHz.
Extensive flexibility in connectivity is provided through static switch
matrices. Tables I and 2 give connectivity matrices for INTELSAT VII and vim,
respectively. On INTELSAT vu satellites, there are five 6 x 6 switch matrices
interconnecting channels (I 2). (3-4), 5, 6, and (7-8)/(7-9) received from the
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HEMI/ZONE
FREQUENCIES -`"

(DOWNLINK)

a

RX
(UPLINK)

(12) (34 )
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E1
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EAST

77 MHz 72 MHz 72 MHz 72 MHz 36 MHz

CIRCULAR POLARIZATION
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(1-2)
(34)
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(1-2) (34) I I 1
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II6 ) I (7.8) 6
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GLOBAL
FREQUENCIES
GLOBAUC-SPOT
(APOL)

r1j 10 11 12
36 MHz 36 MHz 36 MHz 41 MHz

GLOBAL/C-SPOT
IS POL) I

9 10 11 12
36MHz 36MHz 36MHz 41 MHz

Note: 1. C-band beacons are available at 3947.5, 3948.0, 3950.0, 3952.0, and 3952.5 MHz. With the exception of the
3950.0-MHz tracking-only beacon, which is linear (V Pol), all telemetry/tracking beacons are RHCP.
(a) INTELSAT VII C-Band

KU-BAND
SPOT
FREQUENCIES

TRANSMIT FREQUENCES
EAST
12-GHz (SI) & S3

12-GHz
DOWNLINK

WEST.
12-GHz (S2) & S3
DOWNLINK FREQUENCIES
CAN BE INTERCHANGED
AS A BLOCK BETWEEN S1 & 52.

11-GHz
DOWNLINK

KU-BAND
SPOT BEAMS
(S1, S2, S3)
(LINEAR POL . )

L
1

(1-2)
77 MHz
(1.2)

77 MHz

(3-4) 1
72 MHz

i 6 II I 6
72 MHz

(3 41 ^ JII

72 MHz

6 II 6

72 MHz *

(7-9)

(10-12)

112 MHz

112 MHz

(S2 or S3)

(7-9)

(10-12)

EAST.
(SI orS3)

112 MHz

112 MHz

WEST:

UPLINK & DOWNLINK SPOT BEAMS
ARE INDEPENDENTLY SELECTABLE
ON A CHANNEL-BY-CHANNEL BASIS.

Notes : 2. The 11-GHz Ku-band beacons at 11198 and 11452 MHz are RHCP.
(cont'd) The 12-GHz Ku-band beacons at 11701 and 12501 MHz are Linear Pol.
3. The 11-GHz or 12-GHz Ku-band spot frequencies may be selected independently for
each beam and each transponder.
4. The polarization of the S3 beam may be changed via ground command to be orthogonal to either
S1 or S2 for flight models 703 and onward.
There is a 250-MHz gap (11200-11450 MHz) between (5-6) and (7-9) on the 11-GHz downlink.
(b) INTELSAT VII Ku-Band
0

Figure 5. Transponder Frequency Plan for INTELSAT VII
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hemi/zone antennas and two of the three Ku-hand spot uplinks. The 4 X 6
switch matrix interconnects the four channel 9 hemi/zone uplinks. All global
and C-spot channels can be interchanged on a channel-by-channel basis on
both the uplink and downlink. Therefore, INTEISAT vll satellites can accommodate changing traffic requirements by routing individual channel 9. IQ 11,
and 12 signals from either the global or the C-spot uplink in either A or B

as

polarization (a total of four receivers) to either global or C-spot downlinks of
corresponding polarization. To avoid interference, each channel is precluded
from serving both global and C-spot beams of the same polarization simulta-

`o

o

neously. Switchahility between the C-spot beams and the corresponding global beans is provided for transponders in channels 10. 11, and 12 on a
transponder-by-transponder basis. Global and C-spot interconnectivity allows
signals from transponders to he routed to downlinks of corresponding polarization. Specifically, channel 9, 10, I I, and 12 signals from either the global

OOZV/arp9

or the C-spot uplink can be touted to either the global or the C-spot downlinks Channel 9 is switchable (mono C spot, global hemi, and zone beams.

The C-hand SSPAS on tNTEISAT vu satellites have four different power
level options: 10, 16, 20, and 30 W. The different power levels are utilized to
keep oppositely polarized transponder EIRPS approximately equal, in order to
maintain the polarization isolation necessary for successful frequency reuse
operation. Ku-band TWrAS on INTI: LSAI VII satellites have two different power
level options, with five 35-W TWTAS and five 50-W TWTAs. INTELSAT vu/VIA
satellites use L[WTAS to improve repeater transmit linearity and allow more
linear operation over a wide range of output backoff levels. However, it is
possible to bypass the linearizes independently for each channel, so signals
may be routed directly to I W TAS. As mentioned earlier, IN I t.LSAT vu/van
satellites have sufficient redundancy to provide reliable communications
throughout the lite of the satellite.

V

W

ELOV/OSZ9

95ov/6Ea9-4

SSOV/OBZ9
LeapZor9

C

Fables 3 and 4 provide detailed communications payload parameters for
the INTELSAT Vu and VIIA series satellites, respectively. C-band saturation flux
densities vary from -57 to -73 dBW/m2 in I -dB steps, and Ku-band saturation
(lux densities vary from -90 to -76 dBW/m2 in l-dB steps. This ability to
adjust saturation flux density in small steps allows the tailoring of individual
transponder gain for best overall link performance. In addition, the variety of
earth stations now accessing the INTELSAT system can be better accommodated, and interheam isolation can be maximized. Note that satellites prior to
INTELSAT VI1/VIIA allowed only three gain states at most, separated by nominally 7.5 dB.
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UPLINK & DOWNLINK SPOT BEAMS
ARE INDEPENDENTLY SELECTABLE ON A
TRANSPONDER-BY-TRANSPONDER BASIS.

(b-1) INTELSAT VITA Ku-Band, Part 1

KU-BAND
SPOT
FREQUENCIES

DOWNLINK FREQUENCIES ARE AVAILABLE
FOR ALL SPOT BEAMS ON A TRANSPONDERBY-TRANSPONDER BASIS

12-GHz
DOWNLINK

11-GHz
DOWNLINK

KU-BAND
SPOT BEAMS
(SIX , S2X , S3)
LINEAR POL .

\ I

(1-3)

I
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^
17-91

f
(10-12)
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(ice)
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^T/ 91

14 61
112 MHz

112 MHz

(10.12)

) WEST
(S2X or S3)

i

EAST
EAST

S3)

112 MHz

* UPLINK & DOWNLINK SPOT BEAMS
ARE INDEPENDENTLY SELECTABLE ON A

Notes : 1. The 11-GHz Ku-band beacons at 11198 and 11452 MHz are RHCP. TRANSPONDER-BY-TRANSPONDER BASIS
The 12-GHz Ku-band beacons at 11701 and 12501 MHz are Linear Pol.
2. The 11-GHz or 12-GHz Ku-band spot frequencies may be selected independently for each beam and each transponder.
3. The polarization of the S3 beam may be changed via ground command to be orthogonal to either S1 or S2 for flight
models 703 and onward.
4. 53 operation in transponders (1-3) and (4-6) is limited to bandwidth defined by transponders (1-2) and (5-6). respectively.
5. S3 may operate with the 41-MHz portion of the uplink in transponder (10-12) corresponding to the bandwidth defined by
by the downlink A or B Pol Global/C-Spot transponder in channel 12.
"There is a 250-MHz gap (11200-11450 MHz) between (5-6) and (7-9) on the 11-GHz downlink.

(b-2) INTELSAT VITA Ku-Band, Part 2

Figure 6. Transponder Frequencv Plan for IN'TBZSAT VI/A (Cone'd)
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1upot nmltiplexer fillers for ehaonrl (S-ti)

TABLE I. INTELSAT VII (701 THROUGH 705, AND 709)
CONNECTIVITY MATRIX
I I-/DOWN FRI

Nov BAND
CROSS -STRAPI'I,D

CIEANNIL1,
N(

rl'I INK
BEAM

D O WNI

INK
BEAM

KUBAND
C-RrAND
(14/I1 or
16/4 GIIA 1 .1/12(IHq

GA

9

III. GA, or CSA

X

GA

10.11, 12

(IAorCSA

x

GB

9

H? GB, or CSB

x

G73

1411.12

GB orCSB

X

CSA

9

Ill, GA,or CSA

X

CSA

10. 11. 12

( SA or GA

x

(,SB

)

112, GB. or CSB

X

CSB

10.

CSB(,rGB

X

HI

112), (3-4).5,6.
(7-8)

HL 112.ZI. or Z2

X

111

9

III. H2,71,72,
GA. or GSA

X

HI

112). (3-4).5.6.

SI orS2 or S3

16/I1 or
(HL2(1111)

❑ 4/.(GI 11.

1\'1'FIR.4T VII/ %11.A henti/zone beams

x

(7-8)
H2

(12).(3-4),5.6.
(7-8)

IT I,112.ZLor Z2

X

H2

9

HL 112, ZI,72,
GB. or CSB

X

F12

(1-2),f3-4).5.6.

SI or S2 or S3

(7 -8)
/1

II2).(3-4),5.6.

H1,112.%I.nr72

X

(7-8), 9
ZI

(1-2).(3-4).5,0,

x

SI or S2 or S3

(7-8)
/2

(12). (3-465,6.
(7-8),')

III. H2, /L )r/2

Z2

(1-1),0-4),5, 6,
(7-8)

SI or S2 or S3

SI

112).(3-4).5.6_
(7-9). (10-12)

SI or S2 or S3

SI

(I-2).(3-4).5,6.

IT I,112.ZEor Z2

X

x
X

(7-9)/(7-8 )

S2

(127. (3-4),5,6.
17-91.(1(1-13)

SIor S2 or S3

S2

1I-26(3-4).5.6,
(7-9((7-8)

HI. E2, ZI,or Z2

S3

(I-26(3-4).5,6,

SI or S2ors3

(7-9).(10-12)
S3

(1 2 ). (3-4). 5. 6.
(7-9)/(7-8)

The transponder in channel (5-6) is split into two segments, each with a
usable bandwidth of 34 MHz, by a two-channel multiplexing filter at the input
to the transponder power amplification section. This filter allows two separate
independent beams, corresponding to channels 5 and 6, to be connected to a
single transponder power amplifier, which in turn is connected to either a
C-hand hemi/zone downlink beam or a Ku-band spot beam downlink. On the
uplink. connectivity provided in channel 5 is independent from that provided
in channel 6. For example, using this flexibility for the hemi beam it is
possible to uplink from the west hemi beam in the lower half of a hemi
transponder (channel 5) and uplink from the cast hemi beam in the upper half
of the salve transponder (channel 6). The traffic from both these sources is
then routed to a common downlink for the entire channel (5-6).

111, H2. Z I . nr %2

X

x

The two spatially isolated C-hand hemi beams have the same sense of
circular polarization (A pot). The larger hemi coverage is cal led hemi I (H I ):
the smaller hemi coverage is hemi 2 (H2). The two spatially isolated C-band
zone beams also have the same circular polarization (B pop, which is of
opposite sense to the hemi beams. Four-times frequency reuse is accomplished in the hemi and zone beams through Spatial isolation of the beams,
with circular polarization of opposite senses between the hemi and zone
beams. INTEISAT Vu/vnA hemi and zone beams are not steerable: however, a
platform bias can be applied to achieve desired coverages from given orbital
locations. Note that the two zone beams on the IN'TELSAT Vn/VIIA satellites
are split, with each offering a basic zone coverage referred to here as zone I
(ZI) and zone 2 (Z2)1 and an "extension" zone coverage, referred to as ZIA
and Z2A.
On INITEI-sAT VIUVIIA satellites, the hemi beam transponders use 30-W
(H1) and 20-W (H2) ssPAS, delivering an LIRE of 33 dBW at the edge of
coverage. It should be noted that INTELSAT 704 and onward were modified to
broaden the hemi beam coverages for use in the OR. This resulted in 32.8-dBW
LIRE for HI transponders and 32.3-dBW EtRP for H2 transponders.
The zone beam transponders on INTEI.SAT vu/V1IA satellites use 16-W (71/
ZIA) and 10-W (Z2/Z2A) SSPAS to deliver an EIRP of 33 dBW at the edge of
coverage. As above, the INTILSAT vu/VIIA satellites (again from 704 onward)
were modified to broaden the zone beam coverages in the OR. This resulted in
32.9-dBW I1IRP for ZI/Z2 and 32.7-dBW EIRP for ZIA, while 33,0 dBW for
Z2A was maintained.
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TABLE 2. INTELSAT VIIA (706 THROUGH 708) CONNECTIVITY MATRIX
(CONY D)

CI'/TOWN II tEQLENCY BAND

CI'/DOWN PREQI:I K( 'Y BAND

CROSS -SFRAPPFD
C I IANNHI
NO .

I'PI INK
BEAM

GA

9

DOWNLINK
1111AM

C-BAND
(6F4GHZ)

(14/4GII/)

(I-2). (3-4), 5,
6, (7 -91/(7-8)

Dl1W NI.INK C - BAND
REAM (6/4GIfq

S2

GA orCSA

S2X

(1-3 )/( 7-9),
(4-61/(10-12)

SIX or SIX

X

S2X

(1-3 )-(4 -6).

S3

X
X

9

I[2. GB. or CSB

X

GB

10.11,12

GB orCSB

X

CSA

9

HLGA , orCSA

X

CSA

10, 11, 12

CSAorGA

X

CSB

9

112, GB , or CSB

X

CSR

10 , 11, 12

CSH or GB

X

HI

(1-2). (3-4 ). 5,
6.(7-8)

It1. 112, Zl.or/^

X

I11, H2. ZI, or Z2

( 14/4GHZ)
X

(7-9),(10-12)
S3

(1-2),(3-4),5,
6, (7-1)).(10-12)

S I Ii S2 or Si

S3

(I-2),(3-4),5,
6.(7-9)/(7-8)

111, 112. /Lor7?

S3

(1-2),(5 -6),

SIX or S2X

X
X

(7-9)-(111-12)
HI.H2,ZI,Z2.

X

S3

GA, or CSA
(12). (3-41 . 5.

C' HANNEI _
NO ,

X

GB

HI

UPLINK
BEAM

X

10, 11, 12

9

(6/11 or
6/12(111. )

('ROSS-STR AI'1'I'D
KLI BAND
(14/ I1 o1 (6/11 or
14/1?(111,) 6/12(;11/)

HI, GA. or CSA

GA

HI

Kl' BAND
( 14/I1 or
14/ 12(311,)

12

GA, CSA. or GB,
( SB

X

X

SI or S2or S3

6, (7-8)
(12),(3-4). 5,
6.0 9)

Ili, H2.ZLor/2

X

H2

9

HI , H2,ZL Z2,

X

H2

(1 -2),(3-1) . 5.

112

The zone beams Z1 and Z2 are each split to cover smaller areas. For
example, zone I provides split coverage consisting of regions "zone (Z])"
and "extension zone (ZIA)". These two components of the zone I beam
illuminate diagonally opposite quadrants (northwest and southeast) of the east

GB, or CSB

x

SI or S2 or S3

6,(7-8)
z1

(1-2). (3-4 ),
6A7 S),9

111, H2. ZI.or/2

/I

(12).(3-4E5,

S I or S2or S3

and west hemispheres, as seen from the satellite. The two components of
the zone 2 beam (Z2 and Z2A) cover the remaining two diagonally opposite
quadrants (northeast and southwest).

X

6.0-8)

Z2

(1-2). (3-4), 5,
6, (7-8). 9

III. H2 / LorZ2

X

/2

(12).(3-4 ). 5.
6.(7-S)

SI or S2 or S3

SI

(12), (3-4),
6,(7-9).(10-12)

SI or S2 orS3

SI

(12).(3-4).5.
6, (7-9)/(7-8)

HI, H2,Zl.or Z2

SIX

(1-3)/17-9 ),

SIX or SIX

X

X
X

x

(4-6010-12)
SIX

(I-3),(4-6).
(7-9).( 10- 12)

S3

x

S2

(12,(3-4)E 5.

SI ),S2orS3

x

6.(7-9).(10-12)

On the uplink, a zone receiver can be connected to either of the two
coverages of a set (Zl or 7 1 A), or to a combination of the two coverages (Z I
and ZIA), for all channels in the five-transponder set. Therefore, uplink
coverage of Z1, Z I A. or (Z I +ZIA) can be selected on a channel-by-channel
basis, or all channels can be combined. A channel may be a 77-MHz transponder for channel (1-2). or a 72-MHz transponder for channels (3-4) and (7-8).
or a 34-MHz unit for channels 5 and 6. or a 36-MHz transponder for channel
9. This capability does not exist on the downlink. When the receiver operates
with the combined coverage uplink, this is called enhanced zone operation. In
this mode. on the downlink, a zone transmitter can be connected to one of the
two coverages of a set (Z I or 7 1 A) on a transponder-by-transponder (channelby-channel) basis. Enhanced zone I operation allows transponders normally
associated with ZI to be switched on the downlink to the diagonally opposite
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TABLE 3. INTELSAT V11 (701 THROUGH 705, ANI) 709) PARAMETERS

TABLE 4. INTELSAT VITA (706 THROUGH 708) PARAMETERS

SAT I RATION Ft IX DENSI rY
1dBW/nr1
BEAM
CONNI("ITV 1I1 RANDWIUTH
0.9'/D0WNI 1MIIp

SA"II IRAIION
LIRI'
1dBWt 1 11(I11SI

LOWEST

(I/ I
(dl3/vv'I

SA TURAI'ION FLUX DENS] I
(dBWanal
RI DAM
CONNECTIVITY
(L ('/DOWN )

SATURATION
EIRE'

BANDWIDTH
(MI In

(dt3W1

IIICIIEST

LOWEST

(I/r
IdDAVl

Global/Global

36

2639''

-87

-73

-12

Glohal/Global

36

2029'

-87

-73

-12-0

I Icnti/Harm

72

33

-87

-73

-85 (IT] l or

I term/I tend

72

33

-87

-73

-8.7 (H I) of
-75 (B2

Hcmi/Hcmi (Ch 9)

36

33

-87

-73

-8.5 (HI) or
7.5 (112)

Lone /Zone

72

33

-87

-73

-9.2 to -4.0

Zane/Lone (Ch 91

36

33

-87

-73

-93 to -4.0

36

33.2 36.1'

-87

-73

-5.0
-06-1.2c

-75 (le)

-87

-73

-8.5 ( 111) or
7.5 (H2)

-87

-73

-92 to -4.0

33

-87

-73

-9.2 to -4.0

C-Spot/C-Spot

36

333-i(i 56

-87

-73

-51)

Anv Ku-Band Spo /S I

-90
90

-76
-76

72/112

454135 WI or
46.7 (50 W )

-90

0 5__4,5c

47 0 (49 AV)
495 (2 x 49 W 1

Any Ku -Band
Spot/S I

-76

72
112

Any Kit-Band Spot/S I X

I12
111

47.1 (49 W)
49,4 (2 X 49 W)

-90
-90

-76
-76

1 0-12°

Any Ku-Band

72/1 13

44 5 (35 W1 or

-90

Any Ku - Band Spot /S2

72
112

47.0 (73 W)
494(2 X 73W)

-90
-90

-76
76

LO 4"
LO-1.2°

Any Ku -Band Spot /52X

112
112

46.7 (73 W)
48.9(2 X 73 W)

-90

-90

76
-76

72
112

45.2 (73 W )
47.6 (2 x 73 W)

-90

72

42.8 ( 49 W) or
44.5 (73 W)

72

45.0 (2 x 49 W I or

Henri/Hcmi (CII 9)

36

Lone/Lone

7'

Lone/Lone ICh 9)

36

C-Spot/C-Spot

33

-76

0.5-3 S°

45.8 (50 W)

Spat/S2
Any Ku-13mtd
Spot/ISnhanccd S2

72/112

Ans Ku- Band
Spot/S3

72/112

44,1 (SOW)

46.0 (35 \V or

90

-90

47 8 (50 AV)

't EIRP of global beam trnsponders:
28.5 dBW
GA, Ch 9
26.0 dBW
GB, Ch 9
26 . 0 dBW
GA/G13 . Ch 10/II
29.0 dBWGA/GH, Ch 12
h (EIRP of C-spot beans transponders:
USA. Ch 9 36.5 dBW
CSB. Ch 9 34.3 dBW
CSA/CSB. Ch 10/11 33.3 dB W
CSA/CSB, Ch 12 36.3 dBW.
G/T of Ku- hand spot heama, for inner coot
S I 45 dB/K
S2 2.5 dB/K
Enhanced S2 0.5 dB/K
S3 3.8 dR/K.
All Kit hand EIRP vnlue, are edge -of-coverage lot inner Custom.

-76

-76

0.5 45'

0.5 45r

Any Ku - Band Spot/
Enhanced S2
Any Ku- Band SpoVS3

46.7 (2 x 73 W)
a EIRP of global beam transponders:
GA, Ch 9
28-0 (113W
GB. Ch 9
26.0 dBW
GA/GR, Ch 10/11/12
29.0 dBW.
EIRP of C-spot beam transponders:
CSA, ('It 9
35.2 (113W
C:SB , Ch 9
33 . 2 dBW
CSA/CSB . Ch 10/11/1 ? 36 . 1 dBW .
G/T of Ku-band spot beams , for inner contour:
SI/SIX
4.2dB/K
S2
1.1 dB/K
S2X
1,5 dB/K
Enhanced S2
-0.6 dB/K
S3
1.0 dB/K.
All Ku-hand EIRP values MC edge-0f-coverage 101 inner coot

10- 42c

1,0 4.2°
-0.6_.3°

-90

-76
-76

-90

-76

-IL6-12`

-90

-76

-0 6-12'

-(1.6-12'
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Z I A coverage. Enhanced zone 2 operation is similar, but uses the other pair of
diagonally opposite quadrant coverages. As an example, enhanced zone operation is very attractive in the PoR (see Figure I ), where traffic uplinked from
the U.S. in 72 (NW) and Australia in Z2A (SW) can be combined in the Z2+
Z2A (NE + SW) coverage and downlinked to Japan/Korea in the ZI (NW)
beam using one transponder. Alternatively, the above uplink can he downlinked via the Z2 (NE) or Z2A (SW) beams. This design feature helps to tailor
INTELSAT VII/VITA capacity to match the east/west traffic imbalance in the FOR.
resulting in improved loading efficiency in this region.
To summarize- the INTEISA r vu/vitA satellites have two sets of five zonebeam C-band transponders, in channels (I-2), (3-4). (5-6). (7-8), and 9, and
four zone coverage areas (71, Z2, ZIA, and Z2A), grouped into two sets
(Z1/ZI A and Z2/Z2A). Five zone transponders are assigned to each of the two
sets of zone coverages. Also, the ZI/ZIA coverages are always associated
with the northwest and southeast zone coverages of INTELSAT vrdvnA, and
Z2/Z2A coverages are always associated with the northeast and southwest
zone coverages, whether the satellite is in normal or inverted orientation.
INTELSAT %11 globaVC-spot beams

At C-band (6/4 GHz). two-times frequency reuse is achieved in the global
and C-spot beams, with the signals being transmitted in orthogonal senses of
circular polarization. The two global, or earth, coverages are achieved by
using a horn antenna (with the usual 18° beamwidth) to illuminate the entire
visible earth. These coverages are identified as global A (GA) and global B
(GB). The global beams may he steered, but only in azimuth, to Compensate
for possible spacecraft (platform) east-west pitch bias used to optimize the
hemi/zone beam coverages.
Two INTELSAT vu/VILA congruent C-spot coverages are achieved by
orthogonal polarization frequency reuse, and with an antenna having 6° beamwidth. These coverages. identified as C-spot A (CSA) and C-spot B (CSB),
are mechanically fully steerable anywhere on the visible earth, as shown in
Figure I IorINIELSAT 701 at 174°E. There are up to eight global/C-spot
transponders (four in A pot and four in B pol) on an INTELSAT Vu/vnA
satellite, although it is highly unlikely that more than six would ever be so
used. To meet various service requirements, any of these transponders can be
switched to the C-spot beams.
On INTELSAT vu, global transponders in channel 12 use 30-W SSPAS and
deliver 29-dBW EIRP at the edge of coverage, while the global transponders in
channels 10 and I I use 16-W SSPAS and deliver 26 dBW EIRP. If C-spot
transponders are used in channel 12, however, a 30-W SSPA will deliver
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36.3-dBW EIRP at the edge of coverage, while those C -spot transponders in
channels 10 and I I using 16-W SSPAS will deliver 33.3-dBW power.
I TF:ISAT VII % globaVC- spot beans
At (7-band, IN ' I'ELSAr VIIA differs from wreasA'I' vu only in the power
levels of the global and C-spot transponders . The downlink EIRP of the global
and C-spot transponders in channels 10 and I I are increased to be equal to
those transponders in channel 12 . All INTELSAT VuA global transponders
use 30-W SSPAS and deliver 29-dBW EIRP at the edge of coverage . However,
if C-spot transponders are activated using the same 30-W SSPAS , all F:IRP of
36.1 dBW will be delivered at the edge of coverage of the 6 ° C-spot bearn.
IN'1'L LSA'I' 111 Kn-band spot beams

There are three independently (of one another and the C-spot beam) steerable Ku-band spot beams on the INTELSAT vn series satellites: spot I (SI),
spot 2 (S2), and spot 3 (S3). As an example, the pointings of the Ku-band spot
beams of IN'rmLSAr 701 at 174°E are shown in Figure 1. The Sl and S2
coverages operate with orthogonal linear polarization, either vertically or
horizontally as referenced to the spacecraft coordinate system. Vertical orientation places the E-field vector parallel to the spacecraft's pitch axis (northsouth); horizontal orientation places the F-field vector parallel to the spacecraft's
roll axis (east-west). Two-times frequency reuse is accomplished at Ku-hand
by spatial isolation of the Ku-band spot beams, which in normal operation
have orthogonal linear polarization between the S I/S3 beams on the one hand
and the S2 beam on the other. The linear polarization of the Ku-band spot
beams of INTELSAT vu is as follows:

• Spot I and Spol 3: Satellite receive/uplink is horizontal, and satellite
transmit/downlink is vertical.
• Spot 2: Satellite receive/uplink is vertical , and satellite transmit/downlink is horizontal.
However, to provide additional operational flexibility, the polarization of S3
may he changed via ground command to be orthogonal to tither S I or S2 on
INTELSAT 703 and onward. This allows the S I and S3 coverages to overlap.
Note that the only exception to fully independent steerability is the enhanced
spot 2 (S2A) beam. which is intended for use only in the FOR. Enhanced beam
S2A has a one-to-one steering relationship with the S2 beam because S2A is
generated using a second feed with the S2 antenna reflector. In the S2A mode,
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S2 and S2A function as a single beam on both the uplink and downlink. The
primary feed of S2, which forms the S2 beam, provides an elliptical beam that
covers Japan. Korea. and Hong Kong when the satellite is deployed in the
POR. However. if additional coverage is required, this feed may be combined
with the second feed on the S2 reflector to obtain the S2A configuration. The
S2A beam provides simultaneous coverage of the main business areas and
population centers in southeast Australia.
The SI and S3 beams, which are each generated using a single feed horn
with their respective reflectors, are elliptical and circular, respectively. The S I
beam is a simple elliptical beam with a 2.7° X 1.3° inner contour. The S3
beam is a simple 2.2° inner contour circular beam. On the other hand, the
S2 beam is elliptical with a 3.5° X ? 0° inner contour. Note that inner contour is defined to he 4-dB down from beam peak, except for S2A where the
inner contour is 3-dB down from beam peak.
A key Ku-band feature of INTELSAT vu series satellites is the addition of
the S3 beam, whereby unused transponders on the S I or S2 may be allocated
to S3 to provide Ku-band coverage to a different geographical area. For
INTELSAT vn satellites, up to five transponders may be assigned to S3 on a
channel-by-channel basis, and can be operated in any of the downlink frequency
hands, again channel-by-channel. The use of the Ku-hand S3 beam in any
uplink or downlink channel excludes the availability of the corresponding
uplink or downlink channel for either Ku-hand S I or S2. Only two Ku-band
spot coverages out of three are simultaneously available for each channel.
The 10 Ku-hand transponders on an INTELSAT vii satellite (live with 35-W
LTWTAS and five with 50-W LTWTAS) can he individually assigned on an asneeded basis among the three Ku-band spot beams. The elliptical S I beam can
be assigned either a 35- or a 50-W TWTA, to achieve EIRP values of 45.4 or
47.0 dBW, respectively. The elliptical S2 beam achieves a 44.5 or 45.8 dBW
with 35- and 50-W LI WTAS. respectively. It should be noted that, when S2 is
operated in the S2A mode, only the 50-W I.Tw [AS can be assigned, resulting
in an Fuze of 44.1 dBW. The circular S3 beam can also be assigned to either a
35- or 50-W LTw IA, achieving a 46.0- or 47.8-dBW EIRP. respectively. Table 5
summarizes INTEISAT Vu/VILA Ku-band spot beam sizes. TWTA options, and
the resulting EIRP values.

The 35- and 50-W ErwTAs on INTEISAT VII were specifically constructed
to operate across the entire 10.95- to 12.75-GHz frequency range. INTEISAT
vu can be configured via ground command to independently select downlink frequencies either between 11.7 and 11.95 GHz, or between 12.5 and
12.75 GHz, on a transponder-by-transponder basis [i.e.. channels (1-2), (3-4),
and/or (5-6) onlyj. It is also possible to exchange, as a block and by ground
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TABLE 5. INTELSAT VIl/VIIA Ku-BAND BEAM. TWTA SI/F,
AND EIRPa
IX)WNLINK BEAM IalTM IWA DOWNIINK EIRI'
Ii1TM SHN'L S17F (w) dBW)

INTEISAT VII (701 through 705, and 709 ) Satellites
SI

Elliptical

27' x 13°

35
50

45.4
467

S2

Elliptical

33° x2°

35
50

445
45.5

Enhanced S2
and 52A c

Elliptical

3.5° x2°

0

44.1

S3

Circular

35
50

46J)
47,5

Plus S2A

2,2' x 22°

INIE LSAT VIIA (706 through 708) Satellites"
SI/SIX

Elliplicnl

2,7 x 1.3°

Single 49-W tube
Two 49-W parallel tubes

471)
49,5

S2/52X

Elliptical

3.5° x 2'

Single 73-W tube
Io 73-W parallel tubes

471)
49.4

S3

Circular

33° x3.3°

Single 49-W tube
Single 73-W lobe
Two 49-W parallel tubes
Two 73-w parallel tuhcs

42.5
44.5
45.0
46.7

° Beam sicc and downlink EIRP are based on inner conlour (defined to be 4-dB
down from beano peak for all INTELSAT VIUVIIA Ku- hand spot beams except
S2A. where the inner contour is 3-dB down trot beam peak),
h INTEL.SAT VII satellites have 10 Ku-hand TWrAs (5 ac 35 W and 5 X 50 W) to he
shared among three spot beams (St. S2. and S3).
c only on 701 at 174°F.
d INTELSAI' VIIA satellites have 14 Ku-band TWTAs (7 x 49 W and 7 x 73 W) to
he shared uniting three spot beams (S I/S I X, S2/52X, and S3),

command, the downlink frequencies associated with SI with those of all the
transmission channels associated with S2, except when S2 is operated in the
S2A mode in the PoR.
On INTFLSAT VII satellites, cross-strapped operation is only possible between C-band hemi/zone transponders and Ku-band S I/S2/S3 transponders in
channels (1-2), (3-4). (5-6), and/or (7-8). Cross-strapped operation with transponder (7-8) at C-hand can only take place in the corresponding 72-MHz
portion of the 112-MHz-wide Ku-band transponder (7-9). Note that the Kuband transponders occupying the 11.45-11.70 GHz and 1425-14.50 GHz
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frequency band segments are each 112-MHz wide. This was done, in part, to
allow the possibility of rate 3/4 forward error correction (FEC) coded quadrature phase shift keyed (QPSK) transmission of 140- and 155-Mb/s high-speed
digital hit streams.
LV'ITLS%T V'IIA Kn-band payload enha i. c emenls

INTFISAI vtlA Ku-hand transponder power is higher than on IATEISAT v ❑
because 49- and 73-W LTWTAS. again designed for operation over the full
10.95-12.75 GHz frequency band, replace the 35- and 50-W LTwTAS. Also,
INTELSAT vuA has 14 Ku-band transponders. compared to 10 on INTEISAT Vu.
The four additional Ku-band transponders are accommodated through improved
bus prime power capability, larger spacecraft size, and by the introduction of
orthogonal polarization isolation at Ku-hand.

The IN I ELSAT VIIA satellites are the first INTELSAT satellites to employ
dual polarized Ku-band spot beams. The four-times frequency reuse is accomplished in the 14/I I-GHz or 14/12-GHz band by spatial isolation between the
S I and S3 beams on the one hand, and the S2 beam on the other. Polarization
isolation, in the form of orthogonal linear polarization, is also used between
the S 1 and the S I cross-polarized (SIX) beams, as well as between the S2 and
the S2 cross-polarized (S2X) beams. The S I and SIX beams offer congruent
coverage, as do S2 and 52X.
As shown in Figure 66, the four additional Ku-band transponders on
INTELSAT VIA are each 112-MHz wide. They are provided in two sets of two
spot beam transponders. One set is associated with the SIX beam, the other
with the S2X beam. One of the SIX transponders can operate in either channels
(1-3) or (7-9), upon ground command. The other SIX transponder can operate
in either channels (4-6) or (10-12), again on command from the ground. A
similar capability is available for the two S2X transponders. This flexible
transponder assignment feature provides frequency agility to facilitate both
frequency planning and intersystem coordination. Note that there is no enhanced
S2A mode of operation for the cross-polarized S2X transponders.
On INTEISAT VIIA series satellites, in addition to the increased traveling
wave tube power. a switchable "high-power" mode of operation has been
added. This allows up to four pairs of selected Ku-band LTWTAS to he operated
in a parallel (phase-combined) mode. In this mode, the power amplifier in
each transponder can be paralleled with the corresponding, co-polarized
transponder [channels (7-9) or channels (10-12)] to provide 49.5-dBW EIRF to
either polarization. The parallel (phase-combined) operation is accomplished
by combining the output of the two I.TWI AS in a hybrid located in the output
multiplexer and feeding the input signals to both amplifiers through a hybrid

in the input multiplexer. Phase-combining will provide about 2.5 dB more
output power than using a single tube. This high-power mode is available to a
total of four transponders: in up to two S I (or SIX) transponders, up to two S2
(or S2X) transponders, or up to two S3 transponders. Additionally, highpower operation may he employed in transponders (1-3) and (4-6) in the SIX
and S2X beams only, and in transponders (1-2) and (5-6) in the S3 beam. Note
that phase-combining in microwave tube amplifiers is a fairly common practice in earth stations, and two INTEISAr VA (IDS) satellites have a limited
phase-combining capability at Ku-band. When undertaking phase-combined
operation, it is important to establish the proper phase and amplitude relationships between the signal paths. On INTGISAT VIIA. ground-commandable phase
shifters are used in conjunction with the gain step attenuators and a detector
on the fourth port of the output combining hybrid to establish and maintain
this relationship.
The circular S3 beam on INTELSAT VILA is broadened from the 2.2° inner
contour beamwidth on INTELSAT vu, to 3.3°. On INTELSAT VITA, up to four
high-power mode transponders, or various combinations of single and parallel
transponders, can he assigned to S3. The polarization of S3 may be changed
via ground command to be orthogonal to either SI or S2. It is possible to
assign various combinations of SL SIX, S2, and S2X transponders to the S3
beam to provide up to five S3 transponders.
In channel 12, it is possible to connect the Ku-hand S3 uplink to either the
global/CSA or global/CSB 41-MHz transponder downlink. The intended application is to provide SNG services using small Ku-band uplink antennas to
large C-hand earth stations anywhere on the earth's surface visible from the
orbital location of a particular INTELSAT VITA. Of course, this also offers the
possibility of a coordination channel from the C-hand station to the newsgathering station. Otherwise, on INTELSAT VITA, cross-strapped operation is possible between C-band hemi/zone transponders and Ku-band Sl/S2/S3 transponders in channels I through 8, just as on INTFI.SAT VII.

Conclusions
The INTELSAT VII/VITA satellites were designed with higher power and
better communications parameters than their predecessors (the INTELSAT v/VA
and vI series ). These satellites possess great flexibility in connectivity, coverage, and transponder performance , and INTELSAT expects them to meet the
needs of existing and new system users through the 1990s and into the 21st
century. This detailed description of the INTELSAT VII/VITA communications
payload features should amply demonstrate that a wide range of services can
be provided via cost-effective ground segment facilities.
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A BISDN-compatible 140/155-lUbit/s
modem/codec
S. P. MILLER, F. HEMMATI, D. H. LAYER, AND P. N. JOHNSON

Abstract
Coded modulation techniques for development of a broadband integrated services
digital network (BISDN)-compatible modem/codec are investigated. The selected
baseband processor system supports data transmission at a rate of 155,52 Mbit/s over
an INTELSAT 72-MHz transponder. Performance objectives and fundamental system
parameters, including channel symbol rate, code rate, and the modulation scheme are
discussed. From several candidate codes, a concatenated coding system is selected
which consists of a coded octal phase shill keying modulation as the inner code and a
high-rate Reed-Solomon code as the outer code. The bit error rate performance results
from the computer simulation are presented and analyzed. The hardware implementation of the selected concatenated coding system is also described, and laboratory test
results are examined.

Introduction
Current INIELSAI' V/VA time-division multiple access (IDMA) links use
quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) modulation with a transmission rate of
60 Msymhol/s. The INTELSAT V/VA system has a transponder frequency spacing of 80 MHz and a usable bandwidth of 72 MHz per transponder. With
forward error correction (FEC) coding of rate 7/8. the bandwidth efficiency of
the QPSK TDMA system is about 1.31 hills/Hz of the allocated bandwidth.

COMSAT Laboratories recently developed a 140-Mbit/s coded octal phase
shift keying (COPSK) modem with an operating symbol rate of 60 Msymhol/s.
The implemented 140-Mbit/s modem/codec consists of a 16-state trellis code
of rate 7/9 and an OPSK modem I1 1 . Transatlantic field tests of the system
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were conducted which effectively demonstrated that restoration of the TAT-S
fiber optic cable via satellite is feasible. The bandwidth efficiency of the
140-Mbit/s COPSK system is 1.75 bills/Hz with respect to the allocated bandwidth. which is an improvement of 33 percent over the QPSK TOMA system.
The integrated services digital network (ISON) will provide broadband
services, including broadcast television, high-definition television, high-speed
transmission of database files, and inter-conhputer communications. To effectively support this range of services, broadband ISON (BISON) uses a new
transmission and switching technique termed asynchronous transfer mode
(ATM). ATM employs the capabilities of time-division multiplexing to permit
the efficient transport and switching of the wide variety of information services
characteristics envisioned for BISON. For the synchronous optical network
(SONET), ATM packets are embedded in a synchronous time-multiplexed bit
stream which supports the standard BISON H4 rate of 155.52 Mhit/s.
Given the high reliability of satellites, it is advantageous for network
operators to have available economical. BISON-compatible links via the
INTELSAT system which use a single 72-MHz transponder. Such satellite
links can interconnect BISON networks and provide for early introduction of
this service. Satellites also offer worldwide interconnectivity, and their support
is essential if BISON is to prosper in many areas of the world. Additionally.
satellites can act as a "safety valve" in optical fiber networks. In the case of
fiber failure or network congestion, traffic can be routed through a satellite
channel on a demand-assigned basis.

This paper investigates the design, performance, and implementation of a
BISON-compatible modem/codec. System performance objectives and
parameters are briefly reviewed, and DESK is selected as the modulation format
because of its constant envelope and the high power efficiency achievable
when combined with an appropriate code. Coded modulation techniques.
including Ungerboeck codes and Imai-Hirakawa codes are briefly reviewed.
The selected code is an Imwi-Hir akawa code with block/convolutional component codes, concatenated with a high-rate Reed-Solomon (NS) code to achieve
good performance. The hardware implementation and hit error rate (BEN)
performance of the code over an additive white Gaussian noise (Aw(iN) channel
and a typical INTEISAr v nonlinear channel are presented, and the flexibility
of the decoder for transmission at 140 Mbit/s is examined.
System perforce since and perloranance objectives
The fundamental parameters for a coded modulation system operating at a
given information rate include the channel symbol late, the code rate (R). the
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modulation scheme, and the expected error performance A transmission symbol
rate of close to 60 Msymhol /s is preferable because the QPSK IDMA system is
operating at this rate , and hence the available subsystems such as transmit and
receive filters and equalizers can also be used in the BISON system, thus
reducing the overall unit cost. Selecting an operating symbol rate near
60 Msymhol /s for the BISON system will also minimize its interference with
existing 120-Mbit/s TOMA QPSK channels . Also, high-level modulation schemes
are very sensitive to phase noise , which mainly arises from the group delay
distortion of pulse-shaping and satellite-multiplexing filters. AM /AM and AM/PM
non li neari ties, residual phase modulation in high-power amplifiers ( IiPAS),
and carrier phase noise . Group delay distortion of filters can be almost perfectly
equalized when the channel symbol rate is near 60 Msymhol /s; however, an
equalizer for much higher channel symbol rates might not perform as well.
International standards for the error performance of BISONs are not yet
available. However, it is expected that a BEN of approximately 10-10 for 90
percent of the available time will be adopted by the International Telegraphy
and Telephony Consultative Committee (CCITT) for broadband service.
Extensive link analysis, laboratory hardware measurements , and field trials
have indicated that the INTELSAr v transponders are primarily interferencelimited ( not thermal noise limited ) when supporting very high- data-rate services
121. Bandwidth-efficient coded modulation schemes suitable for high-speed
implementation do not afford sufficient power efficiency to correct all the
errors caused by link interference . The BEN vs the energy - per-bit to noisepower density ratio. L0, /N,,, performance curves exhibit unresolvablc errors at
BERS of I o 7 and less. Therefore , a concatenated coding system , consisting of
a power- and bandwidth-efficient inner code and a high-rate RS outer code.
was selected to achieve the required NEN performance of 10-10. Performance
objectives and system parameters for the BISON codechnodem are summarized
in Table I.
Candidate uwdniation schemes
The transmission of 155.52 Mbit/s over INTEI.SA I v transponders requires
a bandwidth efficiency of about 1.94 hills/Hz, which is an improvement of
nearly 48 percent over the QPSK TDMA system. Because this required bandwidth efficiency cannot be achieved by QPSK modulation, higher level
modulation schemes such as DESK. 16-ary PSK. and 16-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) were considered.
Octal PSK (OPSK) modulation was selected as the most viable modulation
method for this system because of its demonstrated ability to achieve good
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COPSK modulation techniques
The area of power- and bandwidth-efficient coded modulation has been of
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great research interest for several years. In addition to the class of coded
continuous-phase frequency shift keying (CPFSK) modulation schemes, research
in this area has focused in two closely related areas known as Ungerhoeck
codes and hnai-Hirakawa codes. CPFSK modulation schemes, which include
the class of multi-h codes, are not suitable for the present application because
of their low power efficiency and the unmanageable complexity of their
modem and codec hardware implementation operating at the required speed.

After carefully considering a number of candidate Uugerboeck and ImaiHirakawa codes that could be used for this application, a rate 13/15
Imai-Hirakawa, or multistage, code was identified as the most appropriate for
fulfilling the system's performance and flexibility goals. The following sections
summarize the theory of the particular code selected and describe its
implementation.

The selected mean-Hirakaara code

87.8 (113 H,

11, Carrier ousel (kllz)

±25

Input Signal I cccl Range

13 dB (+2 to - I O dB relative to
nominal)

-15

power and bandwidth efficiency over a satellite channel. In the past, it has
been shown that OPSK modulation is readily implemented for high-speed
applications 121.
Although 16-ary PSK is a bandwidth-efficient modulation scheme, it is very
difficult to implement for high-speed applications. The performance of 16 PSK
is very sensitive to phase noise, and its demodulator requires fine resolution to
distinguish between the 16 points closely packed on the circumference of a
circle. Also, the complexity of the synchronization circuits for symbol timing,
carrier. and clock recovery is much greater than that for OPSK. Sixteen-ary
QAM is also a power- and bandwidth-efficient modulation scheme, but is most
suitable for linear channels. Since this application requires that the earth
station HPAs, and particularly the satellite traveling wave tube amplifiers
(i wrns), operate in the nonlinear region, near their saturation point, the 16-QAM
BER performance would not be satisfactory.

OPSK modulation, together with a suitable code, appeals to he the best
candidate modulation method. The COPSK modulation techniques that were
considered for this application are discussed in the next section.

The multilevel coding method proposed in 1977 by Imai and Hirakawa 131
is convenient for high-speed implementation and, for a selected modulation
signal space, allows a wide range for the code rata In a multilevel/phase
signal space, the Euclidean distances between a particular signal point and the
remaining points in the signal set are not equal; the distance between adjacent
signal points is much smaller than the maximum distance between elements in
the signal space. Therefore, channel noise is more likely to cause It particular
signal point to be received as an adjacent signal point, than as a signal point
that is further away in the signal space. The structure of the class of ImaiHirakawa codes exploits this concept. Codes in this class use several different
encoders to encode the different bits within the signal points. Lower rate
codes are placed on hits which distinguish between adjacent signal points in
the signal space, and codes with less redundancy. or no coding at all, are used
on the hits which select between points that are at a greater distance from each
other in the signal space. Both block codes and convolutional codes may be
used as the constituents of a multistage coding system.

Generalized versions of the Imai-Hirakawa codes have been designed by
Ginzburg [4] and Sayegh [5]. In particular, Sayegh has described an efficient
multistage decoding procedure in which the most error-prone information hits
are estimated first, using a pus/criori probabilities based on the received
channel symbols and the code structure. These estimates are then used in later
decoding stages to estimate the successively less error-prone information bits.
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Among several candidate OPSK modulation schemes. a block/convolutional
Imai-Hirakawa code of rate 13/15. affording an asymptotic coding gain of
3.58 dB over uncoded QPSK. was selected as the inner code 161. This multistage code is depicted in Figure I. While other COPSK modulation schemes
could potentially yield higher power/bandwidth efficiency, this particular code
was chosen mainly because of its simplicity of hardware implementation.
In the specific multistage code selected for operation at 155 Mbit/s, a
different code is responsible for encoding each of the 3 bits of the OPSK
symbol. The most significant bit of the symbol, which differentiates between
signal points at the maximum (or BPSK) distance from each other, is universally
encoded (or uncoded). The middle hit of the OPSK symbol, which differentiates
between the signal points at QPSK distance from each other, is protected by a
single parity check code of length t5. The least significant bit of each OPSK
symbol. which differentiates between signal points that are closest (or at OPSK
distance from each other), is encoded by a rate 2/3 punctured convolutional
code.
The three component encoders of the OPSK system jointly encode blocks of
39 hits at a time. The outputs of the encoders are arranged in a 3-row by
15-colummn array. To create the first row, 1(1 information bits are supplied to
the rate 2/3 encoder, and the corresponding 15 consecutive encoded output
bits become the first row of the array. Fourteen information hits are supplied
to the parity check encoder, and the single encoded 15-hit output block becomes
the second row of the array. The last row of the array is filled with 15
consecutive uncoded information hits. The 39-hit block encoding process
produces 45 output hits, for an overall code rate of 39/45 (or 13/15). Each
3-bit column in the encoded array represents one of the points in the OPSK
signal space. With an information rate of 155 Mhit/s and a code rate of 13/15,
the transmit rate is approximately 180 Mbit/s, or 60 Msymbol/s when OPSK
modulation is used.
After analyzing the burst error statistics of the inner code, an eight-symbol
error-correcting (255, 239) RS outer code was found suitable for achieving the

required BER performance. The overall rate of this concatenated coding system
is approximately 13/16 and requires a channel symbol rate of 64 Msymbol/s to
support 155.52-Mbit/s data and synchronization overhead bits.
The required channel symbol rate can he reduced to 62.4 MHz by using a
(15, 15, I) universal code instead of the (15, 14, 2) parity check code in the
second encoding stage. In this case, the inner code operates at 58.5 MHz.
Finally, a 140-Mbit/s codec can be realized if the inner code of rate 13/15 is
concatenated with a (195, 175) 10-error-correcting shortened RS code requiring
a channel symbol rate of 60 MHz.

Performanee analysis
The Bea performance of the concatenated coding system was evaluated by
computer simulation by first examining the performance of the inner code,
without the RS outer code, under various link conditions. System performance
was then evaluated under worst-case link conditions. The system environment
and performance parameters considered in the computer simulation are summarized in 'fable 2.
In the computer simulation, the received channel symbols were first quantized by a 64-level quantizer, and then compressed to 3 hits by nonlinear
mapping, to model the potential hardware realization. Over an AwON channel
and at a BEN of IN-5, the BER performance of this quantization scheme is
within 0.2 dB of the theoretical performance of the coded system using unquantized channel symbols.
BER performance results over an AwON channel and over a typical
INTELSAT v nonlinear channel are shown in Figure 2. For the AWGN channel,
TABLE 2. COMPUTER SIMULATION SYSTEM
VARIABLES AND ASSUMPTIONS
PARAMF IFIR

No. of Samples/Symbol 16
H

RATE 2/3 CONVOLUTIONAL ENCODER

IPA

IBO

10

dB

Sate! lire'I'W^ 1 A 1130 2 dB
CCI Level - I8.5 dB

39 14

15

PARITY ENCODER (15.14, 2)

Scparalion Betw n Adjacent Channels R(I MHz
Rolloff Factor for Squure Root Nyquisa 40/
Modem Fillers

UNIVERSAL (UNCODED) ENCODER

Ideally Group-Delay-Equalized Filters
Fencer Svmhol Phase and Sy m hol'rim ink

Figure I. Rate 13/15 Selected Multistage Code
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The computer simulation also shows that at a BER of 10± link nonlinearities and intersymhol interference degrade the performance of the single nonlinear satellite channel by about 1.5 d8 relative to the AWGN channel performance. The BER performance degrades by an additional I dB with one entry

102

of co-channel interference (CCI) at a power level of -18.5 dB with respect to
the desired channel. The two 60-Msymhol/s adjacent channels located at +80
and -80 MHi relative to the center frequency of the desired channel degrade
the BER performance by an additional 0.3 dB. These results are obtained by

10-3

assuming that the group delay distortion of the modem filters and satellite
multiplexing filters is ideally equalized. In a real channel, phase noise caused
by the carrier oscillator, link nunlincaritics, and group delay distortion of

10-4

filters degrades system performance. For example, at a BER of 10-4, degradations due to unequalized group delay distortion can he as much as 0.8 dB.
The BEIR performance of the concatenated coding system was also evaluated

w
m

10-5

by computer simulation. The results are shown in Figure 3 for the nonlinear
channel with two adjacent channel interference (AC[) and one CCI at -18.5 dB.
The dashed curves show the BER performance of the inner code, without the
Rs outer coding. The performance of the concatenated coding system with

10-6

channel symbol rates of 64 and 62.4 Msymhol/s, corresponding to the inner
codes with and without parity check coding in the second stage, are depicted
as solid curves. Because of its lower channel symbol rate, the 62.4-Msymhol/s
system outperforms the 64-Msymhol/s system by about I dB. The

A: AWGN Channel
B: Single Nonlinear Satellite Channel
C'. Single Nonlinear Channel & One CCI at
18.5 dB
D: Nonlinear Channel , One CCI at 18.5 dB
& Two ACI

10-7

62.4-Msymhol/s system is expected to achieve a BER of 10-IO at less than
12 dB, which allows sufficient margin or modem implementation loss and
the transmission link.

10-8
2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Hardware implementation

Eh/N0 (dB)

Detailed design, construction, and laboratory testing of the multistage inner
Figure 2. Simulated BER Petformamce of the Rale /3/15
Code Over the Nonlinear Satellite Channel

a coding gain of about 1.2 dB over uncoded QPSK is observed at a BER of
I(1-5. Extrapolating the Bela performance curve of Figure 2 reveals that
an effective coding gain of about 2.5 dB is expected at a BER of I0-8. The
1.08-dB discrepancy between the 3.58-dB asymptotic coding gain for this
code and the effective coding gain of 2.5 dB is due to the multiplicity of the
neighboring paths, the suhoptimum multistage decoding, and finite eight-level
symbol metric quantization.

coding system has been completed, as has hardware design of the RS outer
codes. Testing and integration with the outer codes and modem are underway
and will be completed in early 1992.
To implement the concatenated multistage inner code and the RS outer
code, the concatenated coding system uses five circuit hoards housed in
a common chassis with backplane intercommunications. The circuit hoards
employ an efficient mixture of high-speed emitter-coupled logic (EC[.),
intermediate-speed complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOs) and
transistor-transistor logic (TTL) circuitry, and analog phase-locked loop components. The first circuit hoard implements the high-speed data interfaces to
the system, the phase-locked loop timing circuits, and the serial-to-parallel
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Figure 3. Simulated BER Performance of the Concatenated
Coding System Over the LNTELSAT V Transponders

data conversion function. The CMOS/TTL design of the second board executes
the outer code Ks encoding, decoding, interleaving, and block code synchi onization functions. Parallel use of off-the-shelf RS codec chips supports the
system's high-data-rate throughput. A combination of the parallel RS coding
devices and auxiliary codeword memory serves to implement the depth-offour interleaving that is necessary for the 12s code to effectively combat the
system's burst errors. An efficient combination of programmable gate array
devices and discrete logic and memory comprises the rest of the second board

design. The third board uses programmable and discrete CMOs logic to implement the transmit functions for the inner coding system, including multistage
encoding, data scrambling, unique word insertion, data frame construction,
and interface to the OPSK modulator.
The fourth and fifth boards are responsible for the inner code receive-side
processing. In particular, the fourth board operates at a symbol rate of
62.4 Msymbol/s and uses high-speed ECI. circuitry to perform OPSK phase
ambiguity resolution, inner decoder synchronization. Viterbi metric calculation, parity decoding, universal decoding. and overall decoder timing and
control. The fifth board uses a parallel array of commercially available V iterhi
codcc chips, with a mixture of CMOs discrete and programmable logic, to
implement the Viterbi decoding portion of the multistage decoder, the data
alignment function, and the Doppler buffering.
The OPSK modulator accepts 3-bit symbols from the encoder and creates
one of the eight phase states in the 0PSK signal space. The OPSK demodulator
receives the incoming IF signal, makes gain adjustments to the signal path,
removes the modulation to recover the carrier, generates symbol timing, and
demodulates the data into soft-decision quadrature basehand streams. In the
past, COMSAT Laboratories developed a 180-Mbit/s OPSK modem for use in
its 140-Mbit/s rate 7/9 COPSK system [2]. The basic structure of this design
was incorporated into the modem design for the present system, with enhancements for additional alarms and operational features.
A number of alarms and operational features from relevant CCITT Recommendations were incorporated into the proof-of-concept hardware model, which
renders the system design suitable for manufacturing and field deployment.
Included among the operational enhancements are the ability to generate an
alarm indication signal (AIS) when a fatal error is present in the coded modulation system. on-line BER monitoring capability, a high-BER alarm, standard
coded mark inverse (CMI) high-speed interface compatibility, and
plesiochronous/Doppler buffering for operation with satellites in inclined orbits
up to 3°. The most prominent maintenance features include basehand loopback capability, clock and data activity detectors and indicators, power supply
indicators, and ample test points.

Laboratory test results
Laboratory tests were performed in mid-1991 on the 155-Mbit/s BISON
modem/codec, utilizing the OPSK modem and the inner codcc described above,
to establish the performance of the system prior to applying the RS outer code.
This test configuration was also motivated by the fact that the inner code
hardware was completed early enough in the program to be integrated with the
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modem while the outer codec was still being built. Testing of the full system
is currently under way.

2

HC

0

Figure 4 is a block diagram of the test setup used for linear and nonlinear
channel testing of this system. The international transponders of COMSAT's
corporate Ku-band satellite simulator were used in these tests. Prior to making
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performed to ensure compliance with INTELSAT TDMA earth station
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equalization requirements 171.

It should be noted that the linear channel simulation results assumed an
ideal OPSK modern with no implementation loss. In actuality, this modem has
an implementation loss of approximately 0.5 dB in the 8- to 9-dB E/,/N,,
range. which would account for the difference observed between the coded
theory and measured performance curves. Because of practical limitations on
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the simulation method, the simulation results are limited to error rates of
approximately I x 10-5 and higher.

The nonlinear channel data presented in Figure 5 include the effect of a
transversal equalizer placed at the input to the demodulator, as shown in
Figure 4. Past experience with wideband signals has indicated that in some
instances this additional "ITIOP-up" equalization, beyond that required for flat
link response, can improve the nonlinear channel BER perlonnance 121. With
this in mind, additional parabolic and transversal equalization was added,
individually, to the link at the input to the demodulator (as shown in Figure 4)
for 10/2 IBO. While the 4-ns parabolic equalizer had little or no effect, it was
possible to adjust the transversal equalizer to achieve a 0.4- to 0.8-dB
improvement in BER performance. Consequently, all of the nonlinear channel
BeR measurements were made with the transversal equalizer as part of the test
setup.
Next, system performance was characterized as a function of CCI, using a
COMSAT-built 180-Mbit/s OPSK modem as the interferer. Because this
interfering modem is similar in design to that used in the 155-Mhit/s system
(in particular, it has the same symbol rate and data-shaping filters). the desired
and interfering spectra are identical. The interfering co-channel signal was
injected on the downlink, as shown in Figure 4. and data were taken for carrier
to interference ratios (C//'s) of 18, 21, and 24 dB. The results of these
measurements are plotted in Figure 6.
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the nonlinear channel BER measurements. frequency sweeping of the amplitude
and group delay characteristics of both the uplink and the entire link was

Once proper link equalization was verified, BER performance of the system
was measured through the linear channel, and then the nonlinear channel, for
HPA/satellite TwTA input hackoff ([BO) settings of 10/2 dB, with additive noise
only and no interference. Figure 5 shows the results for these measurements,
along with the analytical simulation results for the linear case.
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Figure 5. 155-Mbit/% System BER: No interference

Eb/NO (dB)

Figure 6. 155-Mbit/c System BER: Nonlinear Channel
With Bverference
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The same interfering carrier used in the c'cl was employed to measure the
effect of ACI on 155-Mbit/s system performance. Because of time constraints
and the unavailability of a second up-converter, these measurements were
limited to only a single adjacent channel carrier per measurement. Figure 6
shows the resulting system performance when an adjacent carrier of equal
power is placed in either the high-side (desired frequency plus 80 MHz) or
low-side (desired frequency minus 80 MHz) adjacent channel. Comparing
these results with the no-interference data, which are also plotted, it is apparent
that the degradation in system performance due to the single adjacent channel
is slight, on the order of 02 to 0.4 dB,
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Carneteristiques de fonctioteneanent de In plate-forme
du satellite INTELSAT-K

technical leconmrendarions in these meas.
K. RAGHL!NATFIAN, T. RUSH ET A. OZKUL
Sommaire
Peter N. Johnson is a Staff Communications Engineer
in the Adranced Proje,(s and Appliculions Division at
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Le satellite INTELSAT-K est monte ,cut one plate-lorme GE-Martin Marietta 5000
iistabilisation niaxiate don! Ies quatrc batteries de 50 Ali a 22 elements permcttent all
gencrateur solairc do fournir 3,5 kW d'encrgic apres 10 annees sur orbits. Le corps
principal du satellite renlerme le cylindre central ainsi que les piopulseur, et tears
reservoirs. Le systcme propulsil comprend deux motcurs d'apogee bimodes de 45 kg
acrgols liquides et quatrc propulseun cleetrothermiques amcliores a hydrazine pour Ic
control d'inclinaison. La masse du satellite s'clevait a 2 925 kg an dccollauc et son
poids a vide elait de I 250 kg. Les caracterislique,v londamentales du modele
INTELSAT-K son! decnles en rnduml 1'accent sur les capaciics du satellite cn lent
qu'elles se rapportent aux operations do satellite stir l'orbile.

III high-speed bandit idtlreffieient satellite conlnunticalinns
systems and equipment. He received a BA in nnuic edit, ation front Berklee College of
Music. Boston. Massachusetts, in 1980.

La charge stile de I'INTELS;iT-K
R. A. PETERS , F. L. KHOO ET A. OZKUL
Sommaire
Dans le domaine des telecommunications intercontinentales, Ic satellite
INTELSAT-K 1,c pr&c a des applications teller que la distribution viddo, ('utilisation
de micro-tcrminaux. le service international de cmnmunications d'entrepi ses et Ic
reportage d'actual ites par satellite, qui font appel a des tcrminaux do reception
cconomiques et de taille reduile. cc qui exige Line p.i.r.e. elev@e stir la liaison descendante.
La charge utile de cc satellite se compose de seize repetcurs de 60 W et 54 MHz qui
couvrent I'Eulnpe et I'Amcriquc du Nord en mode emission et reception. et I'Amerique
du Sod en mode emission. La souplesse du dispositil d'i nterconnexion des faisceaux
permet de varier lea connexions sat Ics liaisons montantc ct dcscendante. et mCme de
combinet Ics trois faisceaux. Les amplificateors dans Lin panncau dl rdpcteur oat des
circuits limiteors destines it compenser les allaihlissennents du signal sur la liaison
montantc, commc ccux causes par ]Cs evanoui ssemcnts dos it la propagation. L'atticle
dccrit Cu detail les caracteri stiques de cette charge utile et passe en revue les essais de
verification de performance do satellite.
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Desen peito de his connulicaciones de los satelites
INTFI,SAT VII ,y VIII
S. JAMSIIIDI Y C. B. COTNER
Ahnlracto
En esic articulo se desc iben las caractertsticas de desempeno de los transpondedores
do banda C y Ku instalados en his salelitcs INTELSAT VII % VIIA, quo recicn
cumienzan it prestar servicios. Se hate hincapid en parametros de interes para usuarios
potenciales, incluida la potencia isotropy radiada electiva (P.I.R.E.). lit relation gananciatenaperLititz r dc nrido ((i/l) y la ganancia de los transpondedores. Sc mucstran las
coherturas de varios hates para lugares tipicos en las regioncs de los oceanos Atlnntico
y Pacillco. Tamhicn sc describe la capacidad de inlerconex i on entre los diferentes
transpondedores. quc es una Puente chive dc flexibilidad. Se incluyc una hibliogralla
conipleta de referencias en ]as quc se discuten los satclites INIELSAT VII/VIIA.

Un modemlefidec de 1-40/ 155 ;llbit /s compatible
con la RDS^RA
S. 1'. M11 L.fhR, F. HIiMMAH. D. H. LAYER Y P. N. JOHNSON
Atisl raclo
Sc investigan tcaricas de modulacion codiflcada para desarrollar un nrodenr/codec
clue sea compatible con la red digital de servicios intcgrados do handa ancha (RDSIBA).
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